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This document is a current print-out of the results of a survey, undertaken in the spring of 1985, to
identify those known binary stars which might produce significant gravitational wave amplitudes at earth, either
dimensionless strain amplitudes exceeding a threshold h = 10"21,or energy fluxes exceeding F = 10"nerg cm"2
s"_. Every effort has been made to be comprehensive in this enterprise. To this end, all real or putative binaries
brighter than a certain limiting magnitude (calculated as a function of primary spectral type, orbital period,
orbital eccentridty, and ban@ass) are included. All double degenerate binaries and Wolf-Rayet binaries with
known or suspected orbital periods have also been included.
The catalogue consists of two parts: a listing of objects in ascending order of Right Ascension (Equinox
B1950), followed by an index, listing of objects by identification number according to all major stellar catalogues.
The object listing is a print-out of the Microsoft EXCEL® spreadsheets on which the catalogue is currently
maintained. It should be noted that the use of this spreadsheet program imposes some limitations on the display
of entries. Text entries which exceed the cell size may appear in truncated form, or may run into adjacent
columns. Greek characters are not available; they are represented here by the first two or three letters of their
roman names, the fast letter appearing as a capital or lower-case letter according to whether the capital or
lower-case Greek character is represented. Neither superscripts nor subscripts are available; they appear here
in normal position and type-face. Thus, for example, the star COOrionis is written psL20ri. The index provides
the Right Ascension and Declination of objects sorted by catalogue number.
It should be emphasized that this is a working document, and not a final catalogue. A number of
internal inconsistencies remain to be resolved, some references are missing or incomplete, and it is likely that
errors remain, despite proofreading. Obviously, estimates of many system parameters, especially absolute masses
and radii, and distances, have yet to be derived, and many of the entries appearing here will be discarded,
revised, or superseded. Please note as well that some of the catalogue entries are almost certainly not binary
at all. In order to avoid needless duplication of effort in researching entries, I have adopted the practice never
to remove an object from the catalogue once it has been entered, even though any evidence of binarity (or in
some cases the very existence of the object) has been thoroughly refuted. These objects are identified in the
column labeled Notes at the end of the entry.
Every effort has been made to select the best and most reliable data currently available for inclusion
here. I recognize that some of my choices may be controversial, but space and time do not permit justifying my






Name Name by which the star is identified in this catalogue. These have been assigned in the following
priority:.
GCVS - Variable star designation, as it appears in the General Catalogue of Va6able Stars, 4th
edition, or in subsequent by name-lists
Bayer- Letter designation by constellation in Bayer's Uranometria or Laeallle's CoelumAustrale
Stelliferum, as in common usage (Greek letter designations only)
Flamsteed - Numerical designation by constellation in Flamsteed's Historia Coelestis Britannica
HR - Harvard Revised Photometry number, the identification also used in the Yale Bright Star
Catalogue
HD - Henry Draper Catalogue number (original catalogue only, without its Extensions)
BD - Bonner Durchmusterung number
CoD - Cordoba Durchmustemng number (6t_ > -52 °)
CPD - Cape Photographic Durchmustenmg number (6t_s < -52 °}
Other designations, which ever appears in most common usage
RA(1950) Right Ascension for Equinox 1950.0. Where the position reference (Pos Re0 is a precision
catalogue, or the star's proper motion is known, the posidon quoted corresponds to Epoch 1950.0. The
precision catalogues employed here are, with the exception of the Cp00ft catalogue, all nominally on the
FK4 system; no attempt has been made to correct other positions to that system.
_(RA) Centennial Proper Motion in Right Ascension for Equinox 1950.0 in 0_01 yr"t. Where a precision
catalogue is identified as the position reference (Pos Re0, this value has been adopted or derived from
that source.
Dec(1950) Declination for Equinox 1950.0. Where the position reference (Pos Ref) is a precision
catalogue, or the star's proper motion is known, the position quoted corresponds to Epoch 1950.0. The
precision catalogues employed here are, with the exception of the Cp00ft catalogue, all nominally on the
FK4 system; no attempt has been made to correct other positions tO that system.
#(Dec) Centennial Proper Motion in Declination for Equinox 1950.0 in 0_01 yr "t. Where a precision catalogue
is identified as the position reference (Pos Re0, this value has been adopted or derived from that
SOurce.
Pos Ref Positional Reference. The source of the position quoted in columns A and B. Where possible,
they have been drawn or derived from the following precision catalogues, listed in priority order:
FK4 - Fourth Fundamental Catalogue (Heidelberg)
FK4Sup - Supplement to the Fourth Fundamental Catalogue (Heidelberg)
PerT0 - Perth Catalogue for 1970 (Heidelberg)
AGK3 - 3rd Astronornische GeseUschafl Katalog (Hamburg)
SAC) - Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Catalogue (Washington)
Cp00ft - Cape Catalogue of Faint Stars for 1900 (Cape Observatory: FK3 system)
Where one of the above catalogues is listed in parentheses, the star in question is a member of a very
dose visual binary, and its position has been calculated from the catalogued position of the photocenter.
Other catalogue sources listed are identified in the BIBLIOGRAPHY at the end of this catalogue. Blank
entries indicate, for the most part, that the position source is a study of the particular star in question.
Where any of these alternative catalogues appear in parentheses (or an empty pair of parentheses





















Fourth Fundamental Catalogue and its Supplement.
Southern Reference System (PerTO _).
3rd Astronondsche Gesell_chafl Catalogue.
Sndthsontan Astrophysical Observatory Catalogue.
General Catalogue of 33342 Stars for the Epoch 1950 (Boss: Carnegie Institution of Washington).
Galactic latitude. _
Galactic longitude.
Designation in Bayer's Uranometn'a or Lacallle's Coe/um Australe Stellifemm, as identified and darified
in Flamsteed's H/stoda Coe/est/s Britann/ca, the Baily's Genera/Cata/o_e of 8377 Stats (foi- the British
Association for the Advancement of Science), and Gould's Unmomefria Argentina (see
BIBLIOGRAPHY). Lacaille's designations have been adopted for those southern constellations also
appearing in Bayer's atlas. Roman letter designations have been retained, even when obsolete.
Parentheses indicate that the constellation boundaries adopted by the IAU now place the star in a
different constellation.
Flamsteed's Htstoria Coelestts Bdtan_. Parentheses indicate that the constellation boundaries
adopted by the IAU now place the star in a different constellation.
Harpard Revised Photometry (Bright Star Catalogue).




General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 4th edition, plus subsequent name-lists.
Miscellaneous catalogue designations. A complete listing of these catalogues can be found in the
BIBLIOGRAPHY at the end of this catalogue. For the brightest stars, the classical Arabic/Latin names
are are also listed, as are common X-ray source names by constellation.
Spectral type ('m the MK system where available) of the spectroscopic primary. Where a portion or all
of this assignment appears in parentheses, e.g. K4(IV), the enclosed features have been inferred
photometrically, rather than observed directly spectroscopically. Where a spectral type appears in
brackets, e.g. [K4IV], it has been assumed.
Spectral type ('m the MK system where available) of the spectroscopic secondary. Where a portion or
all of this assignment appears in parentheses, e.g. K4(IV), the enclosed features have been inferred
photometrically, rather than observed directly spectroscopically, g/ten the spectral (ype of the primary
quoted in Spl. Where a spectral type appears in brackets, e.g. [K4IV], it has been assumed.
Column Description
T-JD 2400000 Epoch. If the binary orbit is eccentric and the longitude of periastron is known (see omel), the
epoch quoted is periastron; otherwise it is superior conjuction of the spectroscopic primary (see Spl).
No attempt has been made to correct published epochs to barycentric (or heliocentric) time when these
corrections have not already been included.
P Sidereal orbital period, in days. A number of cataclysmic variables for which orbital periods are not
known are nevertheless bright enough to merit inclusion in this catalogue. In some of these cases, an
orbital period has been inferred from correlations established with other features of these systems, for
example, from an outburst amplitude-color-period relation (ACP: Richter, G.A., and Briuer, HJ. 1989,
Astr. Nachr., 310, 413); in these cases, the inferred orbital period, is enclosed in parentheses. In other
cases, a mean orbital period characteristic of the particular type of variability has been assumed; the
assumed orbital period is then enclosed in brackets.
Orbital eccentricity. In cases where the orbit has been assumed circular, the value e = 0 appears; a
zero value quoted to more significant digits indicates that the orbit has been confirmed circular in the
spectroscopic solution to less than one-half unit in the final decimal place. Where the annotation "phi"
(_) appears, the orbital eccentricity of an eclipsing binary has been inferred from the displacement and
distortion of seconda 0, eclipse, relative to primary eclipse.
omel Longitude of the spectroscopic primary (measured from ascending node) at periastron, in degrees. This
orbital parameter is only def'med when e #: 0. Where the annotation "phi" (_b)appears, the longitude
of periastron of an eclipsing binary has been inferred from the displacement and distortion of secondary





Systemic heliocentric radial velocity of the binary, in km s"_. Published sources for the quoted values
are given in the column labeled Spectroscopic orbit. Where the semi-amplitudes of both spectroscopic
primary and spectroscopic secondary have been drawn from the same source, and neither semi-
amplitude derives from measurements of emission-line velocities, the systemic velodty quoted here is
the weighted mean of primary and secondary systemic velocities when they differ. Systemic velocities
for emission-line systems (such as Wolf-Rayet binaries or cataclysmic binaries) have been adopted from
their normal, absorption-line companions whenever possible. In cases where the catalogued system is
a member of a triple or multiple system, and the radial velocity orbit of the catalogue binary has been
determined, the value quoted here for 1Iois the systemic velocity of the multiple; the spectroscopic orbit
of the catalogue binary center-of-mass can then be found in the Notes on that system.
Orbital velocity semi-amplitude of the spectroscopic primary, in km s"_. Published sources for the
quoted values are given in the column labeled Spectroscopic orbit. Semi-amplitudes listed in
parentheses have been rejected. The annotation "e" indicates that this is an emlssion-line semi-
amplitude (this notation being omitted for Wolf-Rayet and sdBe components).
Orbital velocity semi-amplitude of the spectroscopic secondary, in km s". Published sources for the
quoted values are given in the column labeled Spectroscopic orbit. Semi-amplitudes listed in
parentheses have been rejected. The annotation "e" indicates that this is an emlsslon-llne semi-
amplitude (this notation being omitted for Wolf-Rayet and sdBe components).
Projected rotational velocity of the spectroscopic primary. For a number of RS CVn and BY Dra
systems, the rotational period can be inferred from the photometric distortions of the light curve; in
these cases, an asterisk indicates that a photometric period may be found in the Notes. For sdBe
components in cataclysmic variables, the entry appearing in this column refers to velocity widths of the
emission line profdes (presumed to reflect rotation of the accretion disk), as follows:
e - half-separation of doubled emission line profdes




Wi - mean second moments (standard deviations) of emission line profiles (W'dliams 1983, Ap.
7. SuppL, 53, 523)
v2 sin I ProJected rotational vdedty of the spectroscopic secondary. For a number of RS CVn and BY Dra
systems, the rotational period can be inferred from the photometric distortions of the light curve; in
these cases, an asterisk indicates that a photometric period may be found in the Notes. For sdBe
components in catadysmlc variables, the entry appearing in this column refers to velocity-widths of the
emission line profiles (presumed to reflect rotation of the acc_refiondisk), as follows:
e - half-separation of doubled emission line profiles
Sh - double-Ganssian fits to emission llne wings (S_ 1983, Ph.D. Thesis, UCLA)
Wi - mean second moments (standard deviations) of emission ilne profiles (W'dliams 1983,
Ap. 7. Suppl., 53, 523)
Spectroscopic orbit Source of the spectroscopic solution quoted for KI, K2, and V0. In some cases, several
studies have been combined; in most cases, the orbit of the spectroscopic primary comes from the first
reference, the spectros_p'tc secondary from the second. References list in parentheses are the sources
of radial velocity measurements which have been combined here to obtain a spectroscopic orbit.
V For normal binaries, this is the mean magnitude at quadrature, in the Johnson V filter except as follows:
b - StrSmgren b magnitude
B - Johnson B magnitude
D - magnitude includes light from dose visual companion. In this case, the colors listed in
the following columns also include light from the visual companion.
H - photovisual magnitude from Harvard Revised Photometry
I - Johnson I magnitude
p - photographic magnitude
v - visual magnitude
V - Johnson V magnitude
Mean magnitudes through the entire orbital cycle are quoted for elllpsoidal variables. Light curve
distortions in RS CVn, BY Dra, and FK Corn variables have been averaged out. For novae and nova-
like variables Cmcluding AM Her stars), and for X-ray transient sources, the magnitude quoted here
corresponds to the normal quiescent, but accreting state. For dwarf novae, it is the mean magnitude
at outburst maximum.
Unless otherwise annotated, the magnitude quoted here for Wolf-Rayot stars corresponds to a line-free
continuum magnitude, the narrow-band v magnitude in Westerlund's system.
B-V Johnson B-V color. In the case where the V magnitude is annotated "D', and so ;-dudes light from a
dose visual companion, the color quoted here also includes that companion. The annotation "D"in this
column indicates that the color includes light from a dose visual companion, even though the V
magnitude estimate does not. In all "cases, the color refers to the same photometric state as at
magnitude V.
Among Wolf-Rayet stars, the color quoted here is the narrow-band b-v color in Westerlund's system.
U-B Johnson U-B color. In the case where the V magnitude is annotated "D', and so includes light from a
close visual companion, the color quoted here also includes that companion. The annotation "D"in this
column indicates that the color includes light from a close visual companion, even though the V
magnitude estimate does not. In all cases, the color refers to the same photometric state as at
magnitude V.
Among Wolf-Rayet stars, the color quoted here is the narrow-band u-b color in Westerlund's system.
Column Description
R-I Johnson R-I color. In a few cases, the R-I color in a different broadband system is quoted:
C - Cousins
E - Eggen
In the case where the V magnitude is annotated "D', and so includes light from a dose visual
companion, the color quoted here also includes that companion. The annotation "D" in this column
indicates that the color includes light from a dose visual companion, even though the V magnitude
estimate does not. In all cases, the color refers to the same photometric state as at magnitude V.
E(B-V) Color Excess (reddening). Unannotated figures are calculated from a comparison of observed UBVRI
colors with those calculated from either (i) the observed specO'al type of the spectroscopic primary
combined with the photometric light curve solution, or, failing that, (ii) the observed (or deduced)
spectral types of both components combined with mass-luminosity and spectral type-color relations.
Where appropriate, allowance has been made for the presence of a third component. Annotations
signify other bases for color excess estimates:
g - mean excess for cluster of which system is a member
i - strength of interstellar absorption lines
m - extinction maps ofTh. Neckel and G. Klare (1980, Astr. Ap. Suppl., 42, 251) at low galactic
latitude, or of A.S. Sharov (1963, Astr. Zh., 40, 900 = 1964, Soy. Astr., 7, 689)
elsewhere
u - 2200 A ultraviolet absorption feature
par Absolute parallax. Values which carry no prefix are optical trigonometric parallaxes. Prefixes carry the
following connotations:
A - Astrometric parallax (moving duster method)
D - Dynamical parallax (visual binary orbit)
R - Radio trigonometric parallax
Cluster Cluster or association membership. Where the estimated distance to a system agrees with that to the
duster or association within a factor of _/2, the name of the duster or association appears unannotated;
where the agreement is poorer than a factor of _/2, but within a factor of 2, a question mark (?) is
appended; where the distance estimates differ by more than a factor of 2, the name appears in
parentheses. Names appearing in angle brackets, e.g. <Cas-Tau OBI>, indicate that the variable is
projected against the cluster or association, but distance estimates have not yet been compared. In cases
where a system appears to be a member of a duster within a larger association, only the cluster name
appears.
ADS Aitken's New General Catalogue of Double Stars within 120" of the North Pole
Vis Binary Double star designation by discoverer:
A - R.G. Aitken
AGC - Alvan G. Clark
Anderson - J.A. Anderson
Arg - F.W.A. Argelander
B - W'dlem H. van den Bes
Barnard - E.E. Barnard
BDS - Burnham's A General Catalogue of Double Stars within 121" of the Notch Pole
bet - S.W. Burnham (fl)
bet pm - Burnham's measures of proper-motion stars (fl pm)
BrsO - Brisbane Observatory
CapO - Cape Observatory




CorO - Cordoba Observatory
Cou - Paul Couteau
Dawes - W.R. Dawes
Vel- J. Vuuk_p (A)
0el - B.ti. Dsws_ (s)
Dean - F.avole Dembowski
Dorpat - Dorpat Observatory
Es- T.E.H. Espin
Fox- Philip Fox
Frh - R. Furuhjelm
Frk - W.S. Franks
GLS-
h- J.F.W. H_schel
H - W. Herschel
HdO- Harvard Observatory
Ho - G.W. Hough
Howe - HA. Howe
Hu- WJ. Hussey
Hynek - J. Allen Hynek
hz - Wulff D. He'mtz
Hzg- E. Hertzsprung
I - R.T.A. Innes
J - Robert Jonckheere
Jc - W.S. Jacob
Jef- H.M. Jeffers
Jsp - M.K. Jessup
Knott - G. Knott
Ku - F. Kfistner
Kui - Gerard P. Kuiper
- TJJ. See (_)
Description
LDS - WJ. Luyten proper motion survey
LPO - La Plata Observatory
Lv- F.P. Leavenworth
McA - H.A. McAlister
MlbO - Melbourne Observatory
OSig - Otto Struve (Pulkovo catalogue) (OX_)
OSigSig- Otto Struve (Pulkovo catalogue supplement) (O_E)
phi- w s. rm en (¢)
R - H.C. Russell
Rink - C.LC. Rfimker
Rst - R.A. Rossiter
S - James South
S,h - James South and J. Herschel
Sei - J. Schelner
Sig - F.G. W'dhelm Struve (Z)
Smyth - W.H. Smyth
Stein - J. Stein
Stone - Ormond Stone
Webb - T.W. Webb
WNO - U.S. Naval Observatory
The annotation "(orb)" is appended where a published orbital solution for the visual binary exists (see
Notes).
Column Description
Companions Magnitudes and angular distances of visual companions to the close binary. Johnson UBV
colors (in the order B-V, then U-B, then R-I) and spectral types are listed where known.
Vbl type
Min I
Type of Variability of known or suspected variable stars, according to the classification scheme
of the General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 4th edition, expanded for the cataclysmic variables as follows:
AM - magnetic cataclysmic binaries in which the white dwarf rotation is synchronously locked
to the orbital period.
DO - magnetic cataclysmic binaries with asynchronous white dwarf rotation.
SU - dwarf novae of the SU Ursae Majoris type, showing semi-regnlar super-outbursts, during
which coherent %uperhumps" typically modulate their light at a period of few percent
longer than the true orbital period.
UG - dwarf novae showing only normal outbursts.
UX - novalike cataclysmics lacking either outbursts or low states.
VY - cataclysmic variables lacking distinct outbursts, but showing occasional low states.
Johnson V magnitude at mid-primary eclipse, except for dwarf novae and magnetic cataclysmic
variables. For dwarf novae, the photometric state is the mean out-of-ecfipse quiescent level; for
magnetic catadysmic variables, it is the mean low-state out-of-eclipse level Values listed in parentheses
are differential magnitudes, referring to the depth of primary eclipse. Other annotations are:
b - Str6mgreu b magnitude
B - Johnson B magnitude
bet - Hfl region magnitude
p - photographic magnitude
R - Johnson R magnitude
v - visual magnitude
V - Johnson V magnitude
vbl - variable eclipse depth
y- Str6mgren y magnitude
Min II Johnson V magnitude at mid-secondary eclipse. Values listed in parentheses are differential
magnitudes, referring to the depth of secondary eclipse. Other annotations are:
b - Str_mgren b magnitude
B - Johnson B magnitude
p - photographic magnitude
R -Johnson R magnitude
v - visual magnitude
V - Johnson V magnitude
y - Str6mgren y magnitude
D Duration of primary eclipse, as a fraction of the orbital period. Where the duration of the secondary
eclipse is also measured, it appears following the duration of primary eclipse, separated by a semicolon.
Values in brackets refer not to total eclipse duration, but to the duration from told-ingress to mid-
egress, measured at the point at which one-half of the eclipsed light is lost; this notation typically refers
to eclipsing cataclysmic variables.
d Duration of totality in primary eclipse, as a fraction of the orbital period. Where the duration of totality
in secondary eclipse is also measured, it appears following that of primary eclipse, separated by a
semicolon.
Inclination of the orbital axis to the line of sight (in degrees). With few exceptions, the hemispherical




references given under Photometric solution. Annotations carry the following significance:
del - in"chnation derived from total system mass, as determined from visual binary orbit
e- nominal estimate of orbital inclination derived using assumed mass(es) or other constraint
gives sin i > r=+r= (for masses and radii appropriate to the spectroscopic orbit or
component spectral types). The eclipses which would therefore be expected are not
known to occur, component masses have therefore been increased until the condition
for grazing edipses, sin i = r, +r2, is satisfied.
ome - inclination derived from vt_ sin i, assuming a radius appropriate to the spectral type of
the primary/secondary star and pseudosynchronous rotation
P - inclination from polarimetry (hemisphere ambiguity usually resolved)
pl - mean value (expectation) for the in"chnation, assuming random orientation, but with i
constrained neither to be so large as to give an expectation of eclipses (for normal
component radh'), nor to be so small as to give masses so large for the unseen
components of single-lined spectroscopic binaries that they should be spectroscopically
visible ('ff main sequence stars)
s- inclination derived on the assumption that both components have masses appropriate to their
spectral types
w - in"chnationderived from a correlation between Ve£m ilK! and mass ratio for cataclysmic
variables, on the assumption that the donor star is a normal main sequence star
Stellar masses, radii, luminosities, etc., as a function of spectral type have been drawn from the
tabulation by Strai_Ts and Kuriliene (1981, Ap. Sp. Sci.).
rl Fractional radius of the spectroscopic primary, in units of the orbital semimajor axis. Most values are
drawn from published light curve solutions. The geometric mean or the volume equivalent radius is
quoted for distorted components. Values in parentheses were assumed by the authors of the
photometric solutions. The annotation "ome"identifies fractional radii calculated from the ratio vs sin
i/(K, +Kz) on the assumption of pseudosynchronism (or from the stellar rotation period deduced from
light curve distortions).
!"2 Fractional radius of the spectroscopic secondary, in units of the orbital semimajor axis. Most values
are drawn from published light curve solutions. The geometric mean or the volume equivalent radius
is quoted for distorted components. Values in parentheses were assumed by the authors of the
photometric (cont'd)solutions. The annotation "ome" identifies fractional radii calculated from the ratio
v2 sin i/(K I+K2) on the assumption of pseudosynchronlsm (or from the stellar rotation period deduced
from light curve distortions).
I1 Fractional contribution of the spectroscopic primary to the total light of the system. An asterisk (or
asterisks) indicates that light from a third component is present (see Notes), which has been included
here in the total light of the system. Most values are identified by the ban@ass to which they refer, as
identified in then" published sources (see Photometric solution):
B - Johnson B
b - Strtmgren y
bol - bolometric
g - instrumental green
gy - instrumental green-yellow
Hbet - H_ intermediate band
p - photographic
R - Johnson R
s - luminosity ratio from spectroscopic line ratios
U - Johnson U







v - visual or photovisual
Y - instrumental yellow
y - Str6mgren y
Photometric ross ratio derived from the light curve solution. Values in parentheses denote values
assumed in solving the light curve, or deduced here on the assumption that the secondary fills its Roche
lobe.
Photometric solution Source of the orbital Inclination, i. In most cases, this is the result of a light curve
solution, other results of which are ,quoted for rl, r2, 11, and qph. In a few cases, polarimetric
observations have been used to resolve the hemisphere ambiguity in the orbital inclination obtained in
a light curve solution; such polarimetric studies are cited second, following the source of the light curve
solution. Other techniques have also been used on occasion, as described in the sources cited in this




Mass of the spectroscopic primary, in solar masses. Where possible, this has been calculated by
combining the spectroscopic orbit with an independent determination of the orbital inclination. In some
cases, a photometric mass ratio has been adopted, but preference is usually given to spectroscopic mass
ratios where available. Other bases for mass determinations are annotated as follows:
del - mass derived by combining the total system mass deduced from a visual binary orbit and
astrometric mass ratio, with a spectroscopic (or photometric) mass ratio
e - nominal estimate of orbital inclination derived using assumed mass(es) or other constraint
gives sin i > rm+r2 (for masses and radii appropriate to the spectroscopic orbit or
component spectral types). The eclipses which would therefore be expected are not
known to occur;, component masses have therefore been increased until the condition
for grazing eclipses, sin i = r_ +r2, is satisfied.
p - mean white dwarf mass assumed appropriate to the subtype of cataclysmic variable
s - mass-spectral type relation (Strai_Sys & Kuriliene 1981, Ap. Sp. Sci.)
s' - mass-spectral type relation modified for contact binaries. In this ease, it is assumed that
the spectral type is that appropriate to the effective temperature calculated by
spreading the combined luminosities of both components over their combined surface
areas
w- mass derived from a correlation between va sin ilK, and mass ratio for cataclysmic variables,
on the assumption that the donor star is a normal main sequence star
Mass of the spectroscopic secondary, in solar masses. This has been derived from the primary mass,
when a spectroscopic or photometric mass ratio is available. Other bases for mass determinations are
annotated as follows:
c - mass derived by fitting the broad-band colors of the system to the sum of two stellar flux
distributions with foreground reddening, and adopting a spectral type-mass relation for
the secondary component
d - mass difference between total system mass as deduced from a visual binary orbit with
astrometric mass ratio and the adopted mass of the primary component
del - mass difference between total system mass as deduced from a visual binary orbit with
astrometric mass ratio and the adopted mass of the primary component; or mass
derived from the magnitude and color difference between components in a photometric
solution (or spectroscopic estimate of the light ratio), combined with a spectral type-
mass relation
ome - mass derived by combining the adopted mass of the primary component with the
spectroscopic mass function and an orbital inclination derived on the assumption of





p - mass derived by equating the mean density of a Roche-lobe filling star at the system orbital
period with that of a main sequence donor star
phi - mass derived from the adopted mass for the primary combined with a photometric mass
ratio
pi - mass derived from the adopted mass for the primary combiaed with the spectroscopic mass
function and a mean value (expectation) for the orbital indlnafion, assuming random
orientation, but with i constrained neither to be so large as to give an expectation of
eclipses (for normal component radii), nor to be so small as to give masses so large
for the unseen components of single-llned spectroscopic binaries that they should be
spectroscopically visible (if main sequence sta_)
s - mass-spectral type relation (Strai_ & Kurilicae 1981, Ap. Sp. Sci.)
Orbital separation (semi-major axis) of the binary, in solar radii, as derived from the orbital period P,
and the component masses MI and Me





Mean Radius of the spectroscopic secondary, in solar radii, as derived from A and re
Mean Effective Temperature of the spectroscopic primary, in units of 103K, as derived from its spectral
type, optical colors, or UV flux distribution.
Mean Effective Temperature of the spectroscopic secondary, in units of 103 K, as derived from its
observed or inferred spectral type.





Logarithm of the Luminosity of the spectroscopic secondary, in solar luminosities, as derived from R 2
Distance to the system, in parsecs, annotated according to the basis (or bases) for its estimation:
d - dynamical parallax (visual binary orbit)
DM - pulsar dispersion measure (free electron column density)
e - radio expansion parallax
g - membership in cluster or association
i - optical interstellar absorption line velocity structure
HI - foreground neutral hydrogen absorption (radio)
k - 2.2/_m magnitude of the lobe-filling donor star in a cataclysmic variable, combined with a
spectral type-infrared surface brightness relationship for late-type dwarfs (after Bailey
MonthlyNoticesR.Astr.Soc.)
n- novashellexpansionparallax
ome - stellarradiusinferredfrom rotationvelocityassumingpseudosynchronousrotation,
combined withspectraltype-surfacebrightnessrelation(derivedfrom Strai_Ts&
Kuriliene 1981,Ap. Sp. Sci.)
p - orbital period-outburst absolute magnitude relation for dwarf novae (Warner 1987, Monthly
Notices R. Astr. Soc.)














s' - spectral type-absolute magnitude relation applied to a common proper motion companion
t - nova absolute magnitude-rate of decline relation
WB - W'dson-Bappu luminosity calibration
Space velocity of the system in the radial direction from the galactic center, in km s", referred to the
local standard of rest.
Space velocity of the system in the azimuthal direction (direction of galactic rotation), in km s"t, referred
to the local standard of rest.
Space velocity of the system in the polar direction (toward the North Galactic Pole), in kmg', referred
to the local standard of rest.
Miscellaneous notes. Features commonly recorded here include evidence or studies establishing that
a system is single, and not binary;, the spectroscopic magnitude difference between components (A m);
intrinsic variability of components; visual binary orbit; third light contribution (13); apsidal period (U);
alternative light curve solutions (where only approximate solutions have been published); pulsar
dispersion measure; component photometric (P_) or rotation (P,_) periods; component effective
temperatures or relative temperature differences (TI.2); component gravities (log g1.2); stellar angular
diameters (01.2); colors in eclipse; quadratic terms in the orbital ephemeris; 2.2#m magnitude of the




































































































































































































FK4 SRS AGK3 SAO GC
1002 31002 128572 59
+63°0004 010973 85
+58"0010 021085 88
1 30001 +28°0011 073765 127
2 +58"0016 021133 147
+14"0009 091772 217
7 30007 091781 238
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30027 +23_072 074267 940
+57"0081 021732 962





































































































































liD BD CoD CPD Via"
28 -6"6357 BC Psc
108 +62"2363
123 A +57"2865 V64(} C.s
358 +28"0004 alp And





1061 +8"0019 UU Psc
-31"00076 SZ Sol
GU Cu
1372 -72"0(}013 -72"00023 AQ'ruc
1337 +50"0046 AO Cu
1383 +60"(X)7.5
HP And
1486 +58°0030 "IV C.as
+39"0059 CN And
V592 C.as
1826 +28"0049 LR And
1835 -13"0060 BE Cet
1976 +51"0062
2019 +30"0055









(5H C._); 63G Psc; IRC -10002
CSV 102301; LS I +63"39; MWC I; NSV O0
Gt4.1&
Alphemz; 12/-i Am/; IRC +300O4
3H C._; AFGL 21; GI g; IRC +60004
2.1937; CSV 14; HV 8002; P 2433; PHI. 718
G 30-$2; LTT 10065; RE 001227+ 143324; X
Algem'b; 37H Peg; CSV 100009; Zi 3
CSV 25; $ 4671





CSV 34; SVS 71; Zi 8
45.1911
CSV 38; S 4704
LS i +55"8
37G Cet; GI 17.3; INCA 2003; SVS 2591









54(3 Cet A; CSV 100041; O123A; NSV 0021
43.1908; HV 3085



















































































































61G Phe; GI 24A





14H Cas; CSV 100055; lqSV 00268; Z,i 34
15H Cas; MWC 8
424.1937; SVS 827
(42Hcep)
25H And; AFGL 4052S; INCA 2011; IRC +
3,1943; S 3330
17H Ore; AFGL 112; GI 34A; IRC +60019
G134.1
26H Aad
AB 3; AzV 60A; L 143
AzV 73
SVS 936
AFGL 40585; S 10453
BV 62.$; INCA I0(_; NSV 00337; X0061-749
HV 1620
CSV 108
NSV 00349; SVS 1669
HV 1761
AB 5; ARM 33; AzV 229; Flofsch 382; He_
5 RA 00h
Narae Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000
BC Psc KOIIIbCN-0.5 22530.330
HD 108 O6 f?.pe 26259.453
V640 Cas G5V [MgV] 45270.66
alp And BSIVpHgMn (AIV) 47374.77
bet C.as F2III-IV
WW Cet IldBe (M3V) 45938.9965

























13 Cel A F7V
HD 3264 B2V
RT Scl F2V

























































































































liD 3405 G3V GSV
V523 Cas KSV KSV
HV And sdBe
LL Alui
V486 Cas B1V B2111
FFAnd MIVe Mire
dae Tue FSV FTV
pi ca, ASV [A5Vl
omi Cas BSIVe
YZ Cts A21VpSr F2V
CW Cu GSVp (G6V) (KOV)
23 Cu BglIIpHgMB
zet And KIIle (FSV)
GX CM
eta _ GOV
64 Psc F8V FSV
nu And BSV FSV
AB 3 WN3 04:
AzV 73 BOIII: O9V


































































omel V0 KI K2






vl sin i v2 sin i
-82.51 34,85 76.98 40 10
..0.47 72.1 74.3 *
+14.1 26.1 0
+12.86 120.46 122.13 58 63
22O




+4.116 57.53 58.77 < 17 < 17




-0.4 96.7 86.3 *
-3.2 88,2 121.5 178
O. 132 20.9 -12.9 64.3
0
0.0 +16.8 125.1
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9 RA ()Oh _.
Name V B-V UoB
BC Psc 4.61 + 1.04 +0.89
HD 108 7.40 +0.17 -0.79
V640 Cas 5.96 D +0.67 +0.20
alp And 2.06 -0.11 ..0.46
bet C.u 2.27 +0.34 +0.11
WW Cet 9.3 v 0.00 -0.72
BD +13"13 8.59 +0.81 +0.2'7
llama Peg 2.83 -0.23 -0.117
MT Cas 13.3 B
UU Psc 6.01 +0.31 +0.04
SZ Scl 12.30 +0.68 +0.08
GUCIm 11.70 B
AQTuc 9.93 +0.40 +0.18
AO Cas 6.07 -O.13 -0.9?
HD 1383 7.63 +0.26 -0.68
HP And 10.5 p
"IV Cas 7.22 +0.07
CN And 9.62 +0.45
V592 Cats 12.79 +0.07 -0.79
LRAnd 6.898 +0.1
BE Ce_ 6.39 +0.66 +0.24





AG Phe 8.871 +0.324 +0.O51
i-m 104 5.17 +0.03 -0.01
PG 0027 +260 14.95 +0.22 -0.79
V381 Cas 10.2 p
Z.Z C.as ll.0v
13 Cet A 5.20 D +0.56 +0.OS
HD 3264 7.52 ..0.04 -0.62
RTScl 10.18 +0.36 -0.07














































ADS V',,, Binary Companions
7.5v, 0,002"
61 A Sill 3062 A (orb) 7.19, riGS, 1.432", P- 106.83y
94A HV32A 11.2,80"
107 A AGe 15 A 13.6, 31.3"
EapmA 11.8,163.4"; 12.4,165.0"
191 A _ 12 A 7.62V,d.AT,12"
bet pm A i 1.8v, 202.1"
328 A Hu .506 A (orb) 8.0, 0.2"
8,0.0.2"
490 A 14o 212 A (orb); I_ 6.3,G4V,0.20"
513A HVI7A;BDS263 delm-4.2, AS, 35.2";ll.4v, 55"
Name V B-V U-B R-I
HD 3405 6.78 +0.64 +0.21E
V523 Cas 10.59 + I.O7 +0.82 +0.64
HV And 15.9 B
LLAnd 13. v
V486 Cts 6.91 +0.12 .0.68
FFAml 10.38 +1.38 +1.09 +1.15
dm Tuc 5.39 +0.50 +0.02
pi Cas 4.94 +0.18 +0.09
omi C_ 4.54 .0.07 -0.51 -0.05
YZ Cas 5.66 +0,05 +0.9?
CWCas 11.02
23 Cas 5.41 .0.08 -0.39
zet And 4.06 + 1.12 +0.90 +0.59
GX Cas 13.9 p
eta _ 3.44 +0.57 +0.O3 +0.36
64 Pet 5.07 +0.51 0.00
ma ADd 4.53 -0.15 -0.58 -0.15
AB 3 14.55 -0.14
AzV 73 14.08: -0.17: -0.91
KI.. Cas 11.75 p
V452 Cas 14. p
CFTuc 7.47 +0.735 +0.18 +0.45C
HV 1620 14.44 -0.15 -0.96
W C.et 10.3 p
HR 266 5.55 D -0.07 -0.32
NSV 00349 10.i v
HD 5638 6.85 -0. i I -0.57
HV 1761 15.35 p
U Cep 6.92 -0.II -0.43






































ADS Vb Binary Companiom
LDS 21 A 8.40V,GSIV,330"
622A bet 231A 11.7,33.6"
624 A H IV 122 A !1.23,35"
bet pmA
671A $ig 60 A (rob)
bet pm A
784A bet 1099 A (orb)
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del mv=2.5; Vt_, (O.O5 V)
Prob. single (el. aim Vremt, Coati 1979 ApJ, 228, 220)
BY'_. (de_ V-O. i6:); Vis, odo: P- i06.83y, T- 1943.05, a- 1.432", e-0.450, i-44.4", ome-278.8", Ome-219. I ° (Bai,_, P. 1957, J. Obl., 40




Alternative k rata: B0+(B4.5)o i-79, rl-0.30, r2-0.26, 11-0.82p, q-0.25; [BSV] +(G61V), i-115.6, rl-0.195, t2-0.160, 11-0.959 B (k: J
Max-$.96B;Pqw'70yT;de.J m-0.78
del m-0.02 B
B-V- +0.12 (Mia I), +0.05 (Min II);del m-2.26
NL
BY
Vis. orb: P- 103.9_y, T- 1998.29, a-0.7.66", e-0.350, i-76.0 °, ome_ 89.7", Ome-42.S" (Docobo, J.A., Costa, J.M. 1986, Ap/,Sup, 60, 94
U - 1.74y; DM-67
DM-24.2
DM-24.6
PG 0027+260 UX; DeJ phi (ph-sp)-76 °
V381 C.as
7..Z C.as Max-10.8 p; Alternative k soln: B3 +(B6.5), i-70, r1-0,415, r2-0.335, II-0.79p; q--0.64
13 Ce_ A Vis. orb: P-6.89y, T- 1973.389, a-0.240", e-0.767, i:49.0 °, omeffi283.5", Ome- 149.2 ° (Har_opf, W.I., McAlister, H.A., Franz, O.G. I
HD 3264
RT Scl



































BY (10.35-10.42 V); *Pl_tmffi2.170d
del m-0.25
Shell star (dei V-0.15)
Max-5.7 p; del m-2.9
UGSS
Not a close bina_; Vis. ocb: Pf470.62y, T- 1889.88, a- I !.778 °, e-0.495, i-33.43 °, ome-266.32", Ome-280.96 ° (Yam, L.-S., O_mg, Z.-Y
del m-O. 16
dei m-0.76
V0 from meam of NV em
EB
UGSS
EA/RS (dei m-0.057m); *Pphtm-2.798d
Type RRc possible
Vis. ocb: P-83.4y, T- 1952.9, #-0.252", e-0.225, i-53.5 °, ome-342.0 °, Ome- 170.1 ° (Heint_ W.D. 1978, Aid Sup, 37.71)
R1-4.5 Rstm, R2-4.4 Rsun (Gapmchkin, S. 1965, KI. VenSff. Remeis-St_rnw. Bamberg, 4, Nr. 40, 66)
Comp C 12.2,21.2"
13_0.333 v*; *Stromgren v
I RA OIh
Name RA(1950) _(RA) Dec(1950)
sigl Psc Oi 00 04,351 +0.09 +31 32 10.53 -2.6 Per70
RX And OI 01 45.809 +0.05 +41 01 54.44 -0.9 (BFW87)
AB 6 01 OI 47.87 -72 22 49.4 AC
AB 7 Ol 01 58.36 -72 19 28.5 AC
AS Sol Ol 03 10.366 +0.10 -27 13 19.16 -4.8 SAO
HV 1998 OI 03 54.9 -72 17 25. SMV
HV 2016 Ol 04 50.2 -72 28 50. SMV
OX C,as Ol 05 50.90 +61 12 16.2 PI77
zet Phe OI 06 17.251 +0.24 -55 30 45.72 +3.1 SAO
HT Cas 01 07 05.425 +59 48 38.70 BFW87
XY Psc Ol 07 36. +03 17 GCVS
CoD -30*369 Ol 08 14.59 -30 21 56.1 AC
FN And OI 09 09.495 +35 OI 31.19 BFW87
HD 7215 A Ol I0 06.406 +0.27 +31 48 38.37 +0.8 AGK3
ANScl 01 10 17.798 +1.02 -292640.07 -3.7 SAO
RT Hyi Ol 10 26.56 -79 26 33.9 [..1390




















+7"0135 109740 1477 132.57 -54.87
+60"0136 011652 1484 125.76 -01.80
128.18 -25.00





+7"0149 109822 135.65 -54.53
+45"0133 037155 1647 128.58 -17.00
3759 +0"0117 109840 1667 139.38 -61.15
232399 294.49 -59.89






phi Pse B 01 il 01.311 +0.237 +24 19 04,65 -1.84 (FK4Sup)
zet Psc B Ol 11 08.335 +0.90 +07 18 52.03 *6.0 AGK3
HD 7331 A Ol 11 34.092 +0.72 +60 40 30.80 -3.9 AGK3
FO And OI 12 42.085 +37 21 46.02 BFW87
UV Psc Ol 14 18.536 +0.51 +06 32 52.97 +5.5 AGK3
AD Pbe Ol 14 22.35 -39 58 21.6 AC
WX Cot OI 14 37.52 -18 12 10.4 D87
V662 Cas Ol 14 41.693 +65 01 43.04 AC
SMC X-I Ol 15 45.67 -73 42 23.3 AC










01 19 23.103 +0.301 +45 16 02.87 + 1.25 FK4 1035
01 20 16.664 -0.67 +00 27 16.10 -23.6 PerT0
Ol 20 20.879 0.00 -56 59 31.42 -3. I $AO
Ol 2048.441 +0.675 +3727 16.30 -2.15 FK4Sup 2093
01 22 30.6 -73 37 42. $MV
Ol 22 50.450 +32 07 35.60 BFW87
Ol 2251.423 +0.215 +23 15 07.42 -1.13 FK4Sup 2096 40253 +23°0123 074707
Ol 23 29.960 +46 49 55.75 AC
Ol 26 16.047 -0.19 +60 42 36.07 +3.7 AGK3 +60"0159
Name RA(1950)
SU Psc Ol 26 42.
V646 Cas Ol 27 12.654
KU C.as Ol 27 48.500
IZ Pea" 01 28 56.492
AE Pse 01 28 59.864
AB 8 OI 29 57.61
AE Phe OI 30 29.024
TW Tri 01 33 45.
KT Per 01 34 01.700
AY P_e 01 34 18.2
L 870-2 01 35 26.21
HD 9974 01 35 37.792
HR 484 Ol 38 30.650
EP And OI 39 27.66
BL Hyi Ol 39 37.5
YZPhe 014022.
phi Pex O1 40 30.757
GW COp OI 40 40.82
AR And OI 42 06.915
"I"FCet 014428.
GD 1401 Ol 45 49.
TW Cet OI 46 31.80
VY C.el Oi 47 11.
AU Phe Ol 48 22.38
V436 Per Ol 48 41.291
2 Per O! 48 57.679
alp Tri OI 50 13.440
bet A.,i 01 51 52.340








t_(RA) Dec(1950) _(Dec) Pos Ref FK4 SRS AGK3 SAO
+ 19 21 24. GCVS
+62 28 03.12 AC
+57 38 48.20 BFW87
-0.02 +53 45 43.33 -0.1 AGK3 +53°0132 022364
+0.43 +22 29 03.90 -2.0 AGK3 +7.2"0152 074770
-73 40 31.2 AC
+ 1.69 -49 47 01.41 -4.3 SAO 215545
+31 45 30. GCVS
+50 42 04.80 BFW87
+07 Ol 09. PG
+3.96 -05 14 41.5 -34.3 (AC)
+57 54 09.47 AC
+0.904 +25 29 38.52 -3.30 FK4Sup 2115 40296 074870
+44 30 36.8 P177
;680832.
: -46 12 00. GCVS
+0.273 +50 26 15.92 -I.06 FK4
+79 49 52.4 P177
+37 41 33.10 BFW87
-10 O0 06. GCVS
+0.44 -25 47 36. -15.5
-21 08 26.7 AC
-19 52 36. GCVS
..47 13 18.3 AC
+0.176 +54 54 02.85 -0.62 FK4Sup 2122
+0.154 +50 32 47.91 -2.16 FK4
+0.084 +29 20 10.14 -22.95 FK4
+0.686 +20 33 52.09 -10.76 FK4
+0.05 +59 01 44.03 .-0.2 AGK3
01 5453.749 -0.10 +41 2705.29 +0.5 AGK3
OI 56 40.618 +0.56 -23 09 44.85 +4.1 SAO
Ol 57 42.427 +0.28 +27 38 50.46 -0.3 AGK3
01 5749.205 -0.02 -18 26 58.19 -1.8 SAO
OI 58 29.305 +56 29 36.8 D87




64 30064 +29*0233 074996





































































































liD BD CoD CPD Vat"
6118 +31"0168
RXAnd
6491 -27000352 -27"00090 AS Sol
+60"0169 OX C.as











































(40 And); 18 H Psc; ](0100+315 (EXO)
38.1905; XOIOI +410 (IES)
AB 6; ARM $1; AzV 332; R 31; Sk 108




89G Phe; INCA 2701
16.1943; $ 3343
CSV 5896; NSV 00425 _
$ 9505
HV 6347
27H Psc B; CSV 100093; NSV 00440; Zi 57
28H Psc B; CSV 100094; NSV 00442; Zi 59
S 9508
BV 149; INCA 10ll; XO114+065 (IES)
BV 1260; CSV 5906; S 7148
BV 416; NCet 1963
2CG 135+01; LS I +65"10; X0114+650 (3
Sk 160; SMC X-I; X0115-73"/(3A, IES. H,
35H And; IRC +50033





























































































































CSV 146; LS I +62"165; NSV 00525; SVS 9
$ 3883
BV 224
AB 8; Sk 188; Ws 17
BV 483
SV$ 2288; GR 292
GR 91
NSV 00564; PG 0134+070; PHL 1065
G| 64; EG 11; G 271-115; L 870-2; LFT 142;
LSI +57_24; MR 3; WR 3
BV75
X0139-681 (3A, IES, H, IH)
$ 7172
(42H And); 35.1911; MWC 16; 7/90
BV 7; CSV 5941
Ross 346
155.1932; P 41
BPM 47349; GD 1401; Ton $231
156.1932; P 42
158.1932; CSV 168; P 44
CSV 5949; S 7177
IH Per; LS 1 +54"2
(43H And)
2H Tri;GI 78.1; IRC +30031; X0150+293 (
4H Ad; CSV 100146; GI 80; IRC +20031; N
LS 1 +59"98
194(3 Cet; BV 1481
HV 3551; SVS 7
BV 795
HV 6; N Per 1887
LS I +55°22; NSV 00702
5 RA OIh
Nume Spl Sp2 T-JD 24000@0 P
sigl Psc 89.5V (AOV) 31308.667 81.12
RX And sdBe (M2V) 47041.932 0,2098930
AB 6 O6,5[111}(n WN3 43474.8 6.5380
AB 7 WN3: 07: 44586.2 16.34
AS S¢1 F21VN 1,656827
HV 1998 [A211I] [A2111] 24462.659 0.8331956
HV 2016 32003.648 2.954107
OX Cats BIV (BIV) 46733.7912 2.489329





HD 7215 A A2/3(iII) AI(V) 43082.388
AN ScI KOV
RT Hyi [(38] (G7.5) 25480.50
phi Psc B 46809.2557
m Pie B F'/V (G7V) 44947.09




























GSV KO-2V 64932.2985 0.86104771
((31 V) (G 1V) 46002.8683 O. 3799344
sclBe 0.05186:
B0.5llle tpsr 44134.9 11.588
BO.51b (xp_') 43002.1088 3.89239
FS(V) (F8V) 44562.4691 0.47564
K0-1II 20024.881 17.7673
GSV GSV 45603.48.5 0.515782
G6tSIllIIV [GSV] 44000.318 0.65690
AIIA9/F3[ A(8[V)m 21894.691 35.371
BO,51V 83111 47813.465 1.900886
sclBe 47141.252? 0,064?
F5111 [M4,SV] 44998.46 5.4264
K0V i, I
B4Vn B6Vn 36527.619 3.0671773
• omel V0 KI
0.898 345.2 +10.40 54.27
0 +27. 117





O.OIl3phi 13.0phi +15.3 131.5
0 -5. (115)
0.015 S8 -2.1 62.5
0 +5.07 47.7
0.040 127 +10.66 53.43
0.155 100.2 +4.6 79.1
0 +6.3 119.0
0.16 I1 -57. 17
<0.0007 + 180. 19
0.037 182.22 -29.83 25.69
0.0 .82.8 77.2
0 +4.0 44.5
0.627 320. I + 13.3 39.0
0 + 168. 158
0.28 351 -14.8 15.2
K2 vl sln i v2 sin i
60.00 46






















IZ Pet ASIV 44577.7026
AE Psc
AB 8 O4V 46045.6






















HD 11606 B2Vno 45269.001
HR 562 B8IIIpHg [M4V] 41943.5
AA Ce_ F2V (FSV) 41268.689
X Tri A5V GOV 42502.721
YY Cet A7 45259.0560
V Per sdBc 47445.9322
HD 12323 ON9V [ASV] 40227.53
Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P
B3III (136.5) 26004.344 2.681409










WN3 [BSV] 38693. 46.85
F2UI F2111 44800.34 4.43444
[1:3] (!:2) 42638.522 0.40410755
sclBe M6-TV 44969.6035: 0.07891507
[(36] (F7) 45621.39679 0.23472700
B2Vep B3V. 43555.3 126.696
G3 38383.711 0.31885
.dBe 0dSV) 46S07.643 O. 164
A[8] (1=9) 32545.830 0.4859565
DA(3) 0. IT?.




B9IIIpH8 [KSV] 40281.3 5.62698
F6IV [MSV] 43440.16 1.767









• omel V0 KI
0.064 102.8 -51.2 52.9




0.147 253 +9,1 76.9
0 +28.
0.02 145 -8.4 16.8
0 "70
0.0 +20. 135
0.309 phi 115.9 phi
0.08 193 + 11.3 26.1
0.065 145 -16.2 10.64
0.8793 24.9 -3.2 36.4
0 -13.6 11.4
0,08 136 -6.9 11.6
0.0 -5. 110
0 +3.5 109.2
0.25 30 -61.5 28.0
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V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V)
5.50 -0.05 -0.18 0.00
40.90 0.00 -0.69 -0.04 0.00 u
12.41 -0.29 -I.03 0.05
13.16 -0.26 0.092
8.13
14.62 p 0.11 m
14.79 -0.20 0.11 m
9.918 +0.28 -0.53
3.92 -0.08 -0.41 -0.12 0.00
12.60 -0.06 -0.97 0.02
13.0 p O. I0 m
10.4 v
13.5 p 0.21 m




6.30 +0.49 +0.01 0.00




11.25 -0.11 -0.78 -0.07
11.06 +1.09 -0.06 1.35
13.157 -0.16 -0.99 0.09
8.60 +0.50 0.00 0.00
4.88 + 1.08 +0.99 +0.53
11.20 +0.710 +0.144 +0.437C 0.05
8.80 +0.7: +0.39C
5.58 +0.26 +0.13 +0.12 0.03
15.25 -0.49 0.04
12.2 v 0.0 u



















ADS Vis Binary Companions
120_ A; Rink 2 7.0, A7:, 0,46"; 8.0, F7, 6.4"
988 A Si 8 98 A 8.78, +0.20, 19.5"
995 B Sig 99 B 4.65,+ 4.04,+0.85, +0.53,K011-III,7.
996B bee IO29 A; Si8 400 B
999A bet 1100 A (orb) 8.04, F6IV, 75y
10
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B*V)
SU Psc 10.95 -0.08 -0.61
V646 C.ts 9.63 +0.58 -0.39 0.86
KU Cas 13.3 p
IZ Per 7.8 p
AE Psc 7.09
AB 8 12.81 -0.24 -0.79 0.08
AE Pie 7.56 +0.63 +0.15 0.05
TW Tn 13.3 p 0.21 m
KT Per 41.7 v 0,15 u
AY Psc 15.27 +0.15 -0.78 +0.16
L 870-2 12.85 +0.34 -0.49 +0.254(2 O.00
HD 9974 10.70 -0.05 -0.09 0.40 u
HR 484 6.17 +0.44 0.00 0.00
EPAnd ll.9p
BL Hyi 14.9 v 0.0 u
YZ Pbe 12.61
phi Pet 4.07 -0.04 -0.93 +0.02 0.23
GWCep 14.4p
AR And 12.59 +0.13 -0.52 0.O5 u
TTCet 10.8
GD 1401 14.4 +0.77
TW Cel 10.43 +0.72 +0.16
VY Cet 11.025 +0.688 +0.198
AU Phe 12.5 p
V436 Per 5.49 -0.18 -0.83
2 Per 5,79 -0.07 -0.30
alp Tri 3.41 +0.49 +0.06 +0.28 0.03
bet Axi 2.64 +0.13 +0.09 -0.02
HD 11606 7.02 +0.06 -0.86
HR 562 6.78 -0.06 -0.39 0.02
AA Cec 6.82 v +0.40 0.03
XTri 8.88 0.13 m
YY Cet 10.49 +0.29 0.029
V Per 18.5 p
HD 42323 8.90 -0.07 -0.93 0.24
RA 01h




0.023 1326 A Si_ 145 A 10.8, F2111, 10.6"
0.023 Cas-Tau OBI
Cas-Tau OB4
0.057 bet pm A
0.074; i)0.0526 bet Ati AB (orb)
< Per OBl >
1581 A H II 58 A 7.7v, F5.8.5"




























































































D d i rl r2 I1
37.83 s 0.026 ome 0.54 s
68. P 0.411 ome
88.00 0.413 0.346 0.587 p
90.00 0.258 0.346 0.496 p
O. 15 0.016 84.15 0.2560 0.2304 0.492 V*





85. 0.419 0.298 0.65 p
85.10 se <-0.19 ome
81.37 te 0.068 ome 0.067 ome
57.63 pi
90.0 0.247 0.185 0.811 V




0.04: 70.80 0.530 0.245 0.824 V
29.37 s 0.37 ome 0.37 ome
38.87 s 0.053 owe 0.52 s
0.22 86.30 0.351 0.335 0.662 V
65:
52.66 pi





















































































































i rl r2 I1 qph
80. 0.358 0.295 0.76 V 0.40
"90.
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Ri -5.3 Pdam, R.2-5.1 Rann (GnlmEhkm , S. 1965, KI. Vet_ff. Rem_s-$/et_w. Bambesg, 4, Nr. 40, 66)
Min lI-Min [-O.$124p; U-39.$y; *D--O. 129 V
U=44.2y
•tel V(ecl)-2.4; UGSS +EA; Twd= 14000K
UG?ISN?
UG
EW:IKW:; in Min B-V- +0.94, U-B= +0.54
Fol|owi_ _ by Griffin,pe photometry (Lulz,T.E., Lutz, J.H. 1977, AJ, 82, 43 I)as._med conuLminal_ by scam_redlight(Del m_5.19)
mv(l)-6,7; my(2) _ 8.7






















































Sinsle? (Scbulte-Ladbeck, van der Hucht 1988, BAAS, 20, 738); K from He 111am468_ em& Hgam abs; V0 from NV em
E+XPRM; Twd - 2000OK
lain C_ (d_ V-o. 15)
(T2-TIFT1-0.0S4
del m=0.94
P may be wron_
Min ll-Mm 1-0.413p
*de] ng0.8/_)_2.63; Vis. orb: P-0.2929437y, T- 1980.038568, a=0.0361; e=0.895, i-44.7", orae-209.1", Ome-79.1", B=0.353 (Pan, X.P.
No_-radia[puls?
EW






































































































+ 15 03 27.4




























+ 39 49 17.4



























































SRS AGK3 SAO GC
037735 2479
40376 +22"0188 075146 2527
+17"0176 092801 2547
+4O"O226 0378O5 2563




































































































































































































_(Dec) Pos Ref FK4
0.0 AGK3
+5.22 FK4Sup 2176
























SRS AGK3 SAO GC
+61"0243 012326
40444 +14*0227 092998 3055
215947 3097
+24"0227 075471 3140




































































































































642 A 13480 A

































































BV 150; X0204+ 150 (IES, EXO, MS)
CSV 192; SVS 995
6H Tn; IRC +30034
87.1911
9.1932; HV 8016; P 60
21.1912
CSV 102376
7H Tsi A; IRC +30036; X0209 +300 (IES)
7H Tri B; IRC +30036; X0209+300 (IES)
28.1912






BV 263; CSV 5973; NSV 00786
DHK 11





248G Ce_; Babcock 8; CSV 5987














































































































IC 1805-148; LS I +61°284
GI 103; RE 023420-4.4709; X0232-440 (1E S)
NSV 00864; EG 20; Feige 24; PG 0232+035;
X0234o525 (EXO)
35(3 For
INCA 1022; LS I +61"303; X0236+610 (IE,
LS I +56"62; MR 4; WR 4
43.1940
CSV 239; NSV 00895; SV$ 918
14G Hor
INCA 2653; X0241-381 (IES)
37.1907; HV 2894
120.1906; US V +47"3
77.1906; INCA 2601; X{YZ44+694 (IES)
PO 0244+104
I-IV t 1902
Ol ! 13.1; $V$ 2316; X0245 +309 (IES)
20H Arl A; CSV 100232; NSV 00944; Zi 154
S 9160
38.1907; HV 2895; US I +62"229
X0250-618 (IF.S)
5 RA 02h --
Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2,400000 P
Earn2 And B 89.5V 89.5V 36122.18 2.67
VW Tn 38642.575 0.2989856
SS Ari FSV (32 44469.5060 0.40599174
leap Ari A2/5/7[VIm [ASV] 21844.134 15.29385
"VI"Ari sdBe (M3V) 43729.0663 0.13755114
HD 13018 A3V <'8.
BX And F2V 46915.35832 0.61011258
bet Tfi ASIII [GIV] 32004.255 31.3884
UV Per 0.0622
HD 12881 AT(V)m [A7V] 400U.46 4.12117
WX Hyi sdBe (MSV) 43819.564 0.0748134
UW Per [0.108]
GZ And (GSV) ((311%0 41976.695 0.305018
TZTri G5111 G5111: 22243.157 14.732 0.043 5.39
iot Tri B F5V [F9V] 22654.278 2.2365 0
TZ Per (0.300)
HD 13716 B0.5111 (BI.SV I 33806. 344.48 0
RX Ari F2V 38398.5697 1.029626
V355 Per BIIV 0.7074
del Tri GOVe (G9V) 46697.69 10.02008 0
V438 Per B IIV-V 43000.00 3.50924 0
WY Tn
BD +78°79 [0.1081
HD 14384 FSV FSV 47863.4858 4.222017
DN Cas OSV OSV 41388.571 2.310955
HD 14633 ON8V [B6V] 42007.3 15.335 0.68 166.3
HD 14688 AI[V]s |FTV] 31705.497 4.31740 O.O47 90.00
AM Cas 0.10587
V559 Cas B9V (89.5V) 41357.560 1.58064
DM Per B6V (A6 111) 41920.4550 2.7277425 0
RW Tri sdBe MOV? 41129.36487 0,231883297 O
AB Cet A6VI_rCrEu [M4V] 33227.53 2,997814 0.0281 294
66 And F4V F4V 37005.979 10.9903 O. 184 271.3
PQ And
MW And 37937.929 0.263770
• omel %'0 KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
0.292 175.2 +2.5 141 112.5 70 70
0 -3.2 77.8 257.3
0.608 359.19 +11.50 34.45 35.48 29
O +4.6 65.4 210 350 e; 200 Wi
0 >'116.
0 -45.1 105.5 212.3
0.534 318.4 +15.2 33.3 69.2 76
0.00 °33.9 74.6 79.4 <25. <25.
0 -6. 67










+ 107. 197 671 Sh; 600 e; 506













Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P e omel
[O9V] 40681. 439.3 0.54 116
[KOV] 46335,76 19.3787 0.391 184.2
MOVe 30001.182 1.56145 0.O461 63.83
MI-2V 47842.241 4.23177 0
[M3.SV] 21946.382 I. 109526 0.062 281.4
[MIV] 20001.147 2.089920 0.048 230.5
47126.12782 0.080199035 0
[KSV] 30000.0297 3.16626 0.0
V615 Cas B0-0.SVe • 43559. 26.496 0.6
V493 Per WC5 2.4096 0
DO Cas A4V (K41V-V) 33926.4573 0.6846661 0
NSV 00895 [0.108]
zet Hot F'2V FSV 33207.361 12.9274 0.25
HR 791 A5111 [P3V] 25320.613 2.53636 0
UX For G5_V 44000.$12 0.95479 0.0
TW Cas BgV GSIV 42(308.3873 1.4283240 0.0
RY P_ BSVealp F6IV 41655.790 6.863569 0
RZ Cu A2.8V G61V 43200.3063 1.195247 0.0
CU Eri G8/KOIII IV] (GS/KOV) 0.633798
WX At/ sdBe 0.1396
RU Hot
VY Ari KOIVe
pi Ari A B6V
PY Per _lBe











%'0 KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
-41.9 32.6 140
+8.84 24.04 31.18 <-10.
+41.94 37.77 73.3: "15.*










+19.3 92.0 113.1 *
-23. 87
-6. 50.1 175.8 280
-46.6 70.1 74
153.7 -2.75 30.35 8.6*
78.27 +7.81 24.77 79
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par Cluster ADS Vis Binary Companions
0.013; DO.010 1630 B OSig 38 A (orb); Si86.3, AOV, 0.296"
1671 A $i_215A 9.7v, 20"
0.022; Hyad_
S 405 B 13.9, 56"
1693A h2117 A
0.004 1697 A $ig227 A 6.76, F5V, 3.8"




0.093 (61 Cyg) 1739 A Doq_ 66 A





1833 A Si£257 A(ocb)



























































B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par
+0.52 .0.56 0.82
+0.54 +0.04 0.00
+ 1.39 + 1.06 +0.78 0.00 0.088
-0.23 -1.22 0.0135




+0.79 -0.33 +0.65 0.90 u
+0.12 0.81 u -0.012
0.08
0.08 m
+0.40 .0.01 0.00 0.03 I_
+0.10 +0.17 0.00


























8.2, 0.00004"; 8.8v, 3.2"; 10.72V, +
del m-2.8, 192.7"






































































































































































































































































rl r2 I1 qph
< =0.10 on_
0.13 ome
0.479 0.281 0.9851 V 0.325
76. IO 0.4753 0.2797 0.868 0.304
52.13 pi
57.63 pi
81.9 0.312 0.224 0.992 0.413
81.647 O. 1258 0.2796 O.7417 V 0.3037
82.65 0.229 0.289 0.899 (0.3363)
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Not • CV: G.A. Richter 1987. AN, 308, 125





[Not ¢cl; prob betCep]
d¢l rob-2.0
Ell (del V =0.06)
UG
UG:
Alternative I¢ mira i-71, rl-0.40, r2-0.35, 11-0.60p, q-0.78; i-81.20, r1-0.323, r2-0.194, I! -0.7ff2 V 0c: Fr_zier, T.H., l_dl, D.S. 19
UGSS
Vis. orb: P-836.0y, T--1932.19, a--0.795", e-0.69, i-45.4 °, ome- 171.1*, Ome- 133.7" (Zaera, J.A. 1985, Circ. Inf., No. 96); BRV+(B8V
• 13-0.11 B; Triple system: Pffi97.976d, KA-26.5; T3- IO000K

















































HR906 03 03 48.046
bet Per 03 04 54.356
SZ Hor 03 05 40.
V432 Per 03 06 51.669
UX Eri 03 07 24.89
PG 0308+096 03 08 12.9
V368 C.as 03 08 36.873
CC C.as 03 1007.368
EF Eri 03 12 00.02
QYPer 03 1221.
V423 Per 03 12 53.372
zet Eri 03 13 24.143
29 Per 03 15 03.309
V336 Per 03 19 39.
WX Er/ 03 21 50.132
HD 21155 032307.509
UX Ari 03 23 33.019
HD 21279 03 24 24.530
xi Tau 03 24 27.329
HR 1034 03 24 29.041
Fomax DN 03 24 49.
GK Per 03 27 47.529
HR 1056 03 27 54.488
AF Cam 03 28 14.510
TU Hot 03 29 00.652
X0329-261 03 29 56.8
IW Per 03 30 16.731
eps Eri 03 30 34.355
CS 22176-2 03 31 26.
tau5 Eri 03 31 34.657
IX Per 03 31 53.836
UZ For 03 33 20.89
V837 Tau 03 34 I0.194
V711 Tau 03 34 13.130


















































+ 49 02 24.24
+58 37 12.80
47 32 42.06










_(Dec) Pes Ref FK4
-0,40 FK4Sup 3946






























SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
+81"00@1 000500 3715 128.14 +20.05





+59"0325 023874 139.77 +01.75
+59"0326 023886 3836 140.12 +01.54
212.94 -57.41
149.39 -12.88
+34"0336 056296 3888 153.87 -19.35
31091 130387 3899 191.58 -51.31
+50"0356 023944 3934 145.60 -06.06
151.02 -12.84
-0"0358 183.64 -44.8(3
+40"0395 038830 152.25 -13.43
+28"0359 075927 4089 159.55 -22.91
+47"0369 038847 148,26 -07.29
30123 111195 4107 174.01 -37.25
+48°0399 038849 4108 147.52 -O6.19
235.08 -56.06
150.96 -I0.I0
+49"0425 038906 4177 147.90 -05.74
142.45 +02.24
40642 216357 4212 256.87 "-53.00
220.40 -54.21
+39°0412 056538 4236 153.72 -13.09
130564 4244 195.86 -48.04
195.24 47.54
31099 168634 4258 213.52 -52.78
40652 +31"0338 056559 4264 158.92 -19.20
220.31 -53.42
+25°0318 076031 4310 163.39 -23.57
+0"03 I0 111291 4311 184.91 -41.57
31103 +25"0325 076073 4382 164.54 -23.55
Name RA(1950)
del Eft 03 40 51.035
omi Per 03 41 10.603
17 Tau 03 41 54,055
V969 Tau 03 42 42.7
HD 23410 03 42 51.373
29 Tau A 03 43 00.821
AH Tau 03 44 12.2
etaTau 03 44 30,424
HD 23642 03 44 30.587
HR 1163 03 44 41.964
EQ Tau 03 45 16.
V660 Tau 03 45 30.2
V545 Tau 03 45 50.6
V467 Per 03 46 22.636
DS Eri 03 47 28.63
V471 Tau 03 47 33.42
BV Eli 03 49 30.314
zet Per 03 50 58.959
RU Er/ 03 52 25.246
43 Per 03 52 52.755
V817 Tau 03 54 05.621
eps Per 03 54 29.432
HD 24733 03 54 45.698
xi Per 03 55 42.825
IQ Per 03 56 06.773
tau9 Eri 03 57 47.488
lam Tau 03 57 54.378


























Dec(1950) _(Dec) Pos Ref FK4
-09 55 53.05 +74.60 FK4 135
+32 07 53.49 -1,2 PerTO
+23 57 27.82 -4.18 FK4 136
+24 45 06.
+22 59 32.97 -4.5 AGK3
+05 53 41.52 -0.70 FK4 1104
+24 57 51. -4.9
+23 57 07.57 -4.35 FK4 139
+24 08 07.14 -4.5 AGK3
+33 26 48.35 -1.2 AGK3
+22 10 12. -2.4 GCVS
+23 08 57.
+23 49 33,
+32 56 23.13 4).1 Per70
-42 45 59.0 AC
+170546.2 -2.0 ()
-10 40 39.05 -13.4 SAO
+31 44 12.55 -0.87 FK4 144
-15 04 49.57 -6.2 SAO
+50 33 09.32 -13.6 AGK3
+23 Ol 55.17 -1.8 PerTO
+39 52 02.54 -2.45 FK4 147
+53 50 46.90 -0.5 AGK3
+35 38 56.50 +0.13 FK4 148
+48 00 36.22 -I.9 AGK3
-24 09 24.93 + 1.55 FK4Sup 2287
+122102.13 -0.92 FK4 150
+20 16 30.5 AC
SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
30135 130686 4450 198.10 ..46.00
40677 +32"0349 056673 4461 160.36 -17.74
30136 +23"0302 076131 4477 166.18 -23.85
165.75 -23.14
+22"0344 076156 4501 167.06 -24.42
31104 +5*0394 111400 4505 181.28 -36.39
165_88 -22.75
30139 076199 4541 166.67 -23.45
+24"0347 076200 4542 166.53 -23.32








30144 +31"0368 056799 4688 162.29 -16.69
149243 206.54 45.79
+50"O410 024314 4728 150.20 4)2.10
40737 +23"0354 076343 4747 169.10 -22.63
056840 4759 157.35 -10.09
+53"0347 024324 4764 148.31 +00.61
30148 +35+0395 056856 4779 160.37 -13.11
+48"0456 039231 152.24 -03.72
40745 169017 4801 219.65 -47.62














































































































































CSV 100253; NSV 01042; Zi 165
Algol; 19H Per; AFGL 443; INCA 1026; IRC
BV 991; CSV 275; 8 4812
S 10154
16.1931
PG 0308 +096; WD 0308 +096
BV 265




7H Eri; 73(3 Eri; NSV 01_088
Me[ 20-383
$9180
201.1907; HV 3037; Zi 185
DHK 9
G[ 141.1; INCA 1028; X0323+285 (3A,AT, I
Mel 20-775
2H Tau; 4G Tau; X0324 +095 (IES)
Mel 20-774
Formx DN
3.1901; N Per 1901; X0327+437 (3A)
7,1944; CSV 308; Mel 20-934; NSV 01173
SVS 1153
SAG Hor; CSV 6035
X0329-261 (EXO)
9H Eri; 101G Eri; AEGL 497; GI 144; IRC -I
BPM 71214; CS 22176-2
IOH Erl; 103G Er/
X0333-259 (EXO)
INCA 2654; G 6-20















































































































































IIH Eli; 121G Eri; AFGL 513; GI 150; IRC -
31H Per; CSV 100301; Zi 208
7H Tam; Mel 22-468
Me[ 22-739
Mel 22-801 ; NSV 01280
IIH Tau A; 17G Tau A
HV 6187; Me[ 22-1314
Alcyone; IOH Tau; IRC +20063; Me[ 22-143
Me[ 22-143 I
CSV 102422; NSV 01305
CSV 347; HV 6189; P 2586
Me[ 22-1883
Mel 22-2034
321i P_, SVS 2383
CSV 357; S 4822
GH 7-23; WD 0347 + 171; X0347+ 170 (IF.S)
168.1932; CSV 359; P 118
34H Per;, CSV 100357; IRC +30068; NSV Ol
205.1907; HV 3041
33H Per
35H Pe_, CSV 100363; LS V +39"1; Zi 263
36H Per;, CSV 100364; LS V +35"1; NSV Ol
CSV 368; $ 4724

















































IW Per A2.5/5/7[V]m [I_V] 00000.543
eps Eri K2V 47819.2
CS 22176-2 dK-M wd
tau5 Eft BSV BSV 24447.048













3.368753 O. 1019 300.78
0.0562660082 0





















sdBe M4.SVe 45567.17622 0.087865458
G2V K[4IV 41926.590 1.9299395
KllVealp GSIV/Veal 42764.661 2.83774


















VO KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
-7.4 4.45 41
+6.0 44.0 201 49
+6.4 116.9 e
-4.19 141.65 291.79 148




+26.5 66,7 59.4 6.* 37
+4. 21 200
33
+1.2 22.7 49 53
+28. 34. 124. 249 Wi
230






+ 15.0 107 103 48 39
-4.90 63.67
0,: 395. •
-19.4 77.8 124.7 30.* 19



































































































V0 KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
-6.00 -1.94 2.2
+19.81 109.27 159.38 85 84
+4.3 10.2 215










+25.05 51.85 54.40 < 17.




+0.6 101.8 206.4 68 44
+24.9 37.6 25.*




HR 906 Abt, H.A. 1961, ApJ Suppl., 6, 37
































V7 i I Tau
I 1 Tau
Peawce, J.A. 1927, Pub DAO, 4, 67
Mukai, K., C_aarle_, P. 1985, MN, 212, 609
Abt, H.A., Levy, S.G. 19"/6, PASP, 88, 487
Ab¢, H.A., Levy, S.G. 1985, ApJ Suppl., 59, 229
Kodaira. K. 1971. PA$,I.23. 159
Carlos, R.C., Popper, D.M. 1970, PASP, 83,504
Morrell, N.. Abt, H.A. 1992, ApJ, in press
Morrell,N., Abt, H.A. 1992,ApJ, in press
Crampton, D., Cowley, A.P., Fischer, W.A. 1986, ApJ, 300, 788
Szkody, P., Howell, S.B. 1989, AJ, 97, 1176
Dueabeck, H.W. 1979, As/rAp Suppl., 36, 283
Betw, tmann, K., Thomas, H...C., Ginmml, P., Tagliaferri, G., Schwope, A.D. 1989,/gAp, 219. L7
Kim. T.-H. 1980,ApSpSci, M, 355
[..ivio,M., Shaza, M.M. 1987, ApJ, 319, 819
Stnlve.O. 1925, ApJ, 63, 368
Northcott,R.J. 1940, Pub DDO. I, 197
Beoormana, K., Thomas, H.-C., Schwope. A. 1988, AAp, 195, LI5
Carquillat,J.M., Nadal, R., Ginestet,N., pedoussaut,A. 1979, AAp, 74. 113; Fekel, F.C. Jr. 1988, unpub (seeStntssmeier,K.G., etat. 1988,
Fekel, F.C., Jr. 1983,ApJ, 268, 274
































(Campbell, W.W., Moore, J.H. 1928, Pub. Lick Obs, 16, I; Harper, W.E. 1934, Pub DAO. 6, 151, Woolley. R.v.d.R., Jones, D.H.P., Mather,
Lynds, C.R. 1960. ApJ, 131, 122
Jerad, M.M., Hilditch, R.W., Ski]los, I. 1989. MN. 238, 1085
Abt, H.A., Barnes, R.C., Biggs, E.S., Osmex, P.S. 1965, ApJ, 142, 1604
Abt, H.A., Gomez, A.E., Levy, S.G. 1990, ApJ Suppl.. 74,551
Jarad, M.M., Hilditch, R.W., Skillen, 1. 1989, MN, 238, IO85
Griffin, R. 1990. Obs.. inpress
Blanuw, A., van Hoof, A. 1963. ApJ, 137, g'21
Martin, B.E.. Hube, D.P., Lyder, D.A. 1990, PASP, 102, 1153
Bois., B., Lannins, H.H., Mochnacki, S.W. 1988, AJ, 96, 157
]_tade, D.,etaL 1983, ApSpSd, 93, 69
Bouisue, M.R. 1951, Ann. _ Touloule, 20, 45
Nakamura, Y., Yamamki, A., Kitamura, M. 1984, PA._, 36, 277
Walle_tein, G. 1973, PASP, 85, I15
Hube, D.P. 1981, AJ, 86, 1393
_, P. 1989, BAC, 40, 201
Acker, A. 1971, AAp, 14, 189
GLes, D.R., BoRon, C.T. 1986, ApJ Suppl., 61,419
Lacy, C.H., Frueh, M.L. 1985, ApJ, 295, 569
Sahade, J. 1950, Ap/, 111,438
Fekel, F.C., Jr., Tomkin, J. 1982, Ap.I, 263,289
Yamasaki, A.. Okazaki, A., Kitamura, M. 1984, PASJ, 36, 175
9 RA 03h
Name V B-V U-B
HR 906 5.95 +0.15 +0.09
bet Per 2.12 -0.05 -0.37
SZ Hor 10,4: p
V432 Per 11.0 p
UX Eli 10.22 +0.64 +0.11
PG 0308+096 15.28
V368 C..ts 8.26 +0.26 -0.42
CC C.as 7.06 +0.51 -0.50
EF Eri 14.3 +0.56 -0.7
QY Per 14.2 p
V423 Per 6;2.5 +0.28 +0.12
zet Eri 4.80 +0.23 +0.09
29 Per 5.15 -0,06 -0.56
V336 Per 14.3 p
WX Eri 8.57 +0.36 +0.11
HD 21155 8.Iv
UX Ari 6.37 +0.91 +0.48
liD 21279 7.26 +0.05
ti Tim 3.74 -0.09 -0.33
HR 1034 4.98 -0.09 -0.56
Fomax DN 12.2 v +0.13
GK Per 12.97 +0.86 -0.50
HR 1056 6.28 +0.07 +0.04
AF Cam 13.4 p
TU Hot 5.99 +0.11
X0329-261 17.45
IW Per 5.81 +0.12 +0.16
eps Eri 3.73 +0.88 +0.59
CS 22176-2 14.2 p
tau5 En 4.27 -0.11 -0.35
IX Per 6,66
UZ For 18.5
V837 Tau 8. I +0.70
VTII Tau 5.794 +0.954 +0.511
II Tau 6.11 +0.06 +0.16

























2348A $ig 327 A rej
2362A be( 526 A (orb)
2433A Ho 503 A
CHARA 9
A
2622A Sig 410 A
2644A Sig 422 A (orb)
Co_p_ms
de/m-5.0, 24.2"






8.83V, +0.99, +0.79. K6V, 8.023"
10 RA 03h
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
dei En 3.54 +0.92 +0.69 +0.50 0.00 0.113
omi Per 3.83 +0.05 -0.75 0.00 0.29 0.023 IC 348
17 Tto 3.70 -0.11 -0.40 -0.10 0.06 0.020 Pleiades
V969 Tau 9.46 +0.63 +0.06 -0.002
HD 23410 6.85 +0.04 +0.01 0.00 Pleiades
29 Tau A 5.35 -0.11 -0.61 0.11 Cts-Tau OBI
AH Tau 11.25
eta Tau 2.87 -0.09 -0.34 -0.04 0,008 Pleiades
liD 23642 6.81 +0.06 +0.02 +0.03 0.02 Pleiades
HRII63 6.57D +0.1)8 -0.61 0.24 I)0,005 zet Per
EQ Tau 10.5 v
V660 Tau 12.60 + 1.06 +0.71 Pleiades
V545 Tau 12.57 +0.99 +0.64 Pleiades
V467 Per 5.11 +0.07 +0.11 0.00 -0.003 Per OB2
D$ Eri 10. p
V471 Ttu 9.57 +0.86 +0.23 +0.52 0.00 0.006; Hyade$
BVEri 8.12 +0.389 -0.004 0.00
xet Pea" 2.85 +0.12 -0.77 +O.09 O.010 IC 348; Pet" OB2
RU Eri 9,35 +0.42
43 Pes 5.28 +0.41 0.00 0.00 0.036
V817 Tau 6.06 +0.02 -0.01 0.05 (Pleiades)
elpa Per 2.89 -0.18 -0.99 -0.18 O. 10 0.009 Ces-Tau OBI
liD 24733 7.02 +0.25 0.04
xi Per 4.04 +0.01 -0.92 -0.01 -0.0O4 < Per OB2>
IQ Per 7.73 +0,06 -0.27 O. 14
taro En 4.66 -0.13 -0.42 -0.13 0.015
hun Tau 3.47 -0.12 -0.62 -0.09 0.04 0.002 (Hyades)
GRTtu 10.26 +0.32 +0.24 0.17 (Hyades)
ADS Vls Binary
2726 A bet 535 A
2748 A Si 8 444 A






4.7v, 0.031"; 8.1, 117.2"; 8.1, 180.8





9.16V, 12.9"; 9.12V, 33", 10.$5V, +
del m-4.8, 75,3"; 11.4, 101"; 12.5v,
8.1, 0.00006"
7.39V, -0.03, -0.52. B9.SV, 8.56"
I I RA 03h
Name Vbl type Min I
HR 906
bet Per EAISD 3.40
$Z Hor EWIKW 10.8:p
V432 Per EW/KW 11,7 p
UX Eri EW/KW 10.83
PG 0308 + 096
V368 Cas EA 8.96
CC Cas EB/DM 7.3O
EF Eri E+XM > 17.3 B




V336 Per UG >20. p
WX Eri EA/SD 9.47
HD 21155 8.6 v




Fornax DN > 19.B
GK Per NA+XP
HR 1056 EA (0.1)































































































V969 Tau BY 9.51
HD 23410 IS:
29 Tau A








DS Eri EB 11. p 10.3 p
V471 Tau EA/D/RS + X 9.71 0.065
BV Eri EW (0.4 p)
zet Per






IQ Per EA/DM 8.27 7.88 0.12; 0.12
tau9 Eri ACV
lain Tau EA/DM 3.80 p 3.39 p O. 15

















































































be_ Per Richards, M.T., Modwac_, S.W., Bolton, C.T. 1988, AJ, 96, 326
SZ Her Svechnikov, M.A., Ku,_mva, F-F. 1990, Katalog Priblizheanykh Fotometricheskikh i Aimolyutnykh Elememov Zatmmaykh Pereme_ykh Zvez
V432 Pet" Svechaikov, M.A., iOtmetmva, E.F. 1990, Kattlog Priblizhmnykh Fotometdcheskikh i Abmlyutnykh Elemeatov Z.attmmaykh Peremmaykh Zvez
UX Era N_, P.G. 19_, ApSpSci. 511, 301
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IGm, T.-H. 1980, ApSpSc/, 68, 355
(Frey, G.J., Grim. B., Hall, D.S., Mattiagly, P., Robb, S., Wood, J., Zeigler. K. 1991, AJ 102, 1813)
Cl'homsen, I.L., Abt, H.A.. Krcm, G.E. 1955, PASP, 67, 412)
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Liu, Q.-Y., Yang, Y.-L., Zlumg, Y.-L., Wing, B. 1991, AApSin, i1,1 (Chin AAp. 15, 143)
Sver_tnikov, M.A., Kumetmva, E.F. 1990, Katalog Priblizhennylch Fotometri_ i Al:utolyutnykh Elem_tov Zatmmaykh Perememuaykh Zvez
Martin, B.E., Hube, D.P., Lyder, D.A, 1990, PASP, 102, 1153
Svedufikov, M.A., Kametmva, E.F. 1990, Katuloll Pn'blizheanykh Fotometri_ i Abs&yumykh Elom_tov Z_mmnykh I_q_uykh Zvez
Ibmoglu, C. 1978, ApSp.%i, 57, 219
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Rtmo, O. 1981, ApSpSd, 81,209
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Compt 1 is del $ct vbl
RS; *Pphtm"Porb
Sp. triple. Plong = 145. I0d
DN:







AM; Twd< 20000K; I2-16.94
BY (0.09V); *Pphtm- l.gd


































RS CVn (del V-0.05); Cst (Easton, J.A., Poe, C.H. 1985, IBVS 2712)
de1 m_ 1.26; Ell (3.79-3.85V); U-165y
del m-0.20, a-0.00145" (lunar occ: Q/an, B.-C., Fan, Q.-Y. 1991, AASin 32,21); Ang dram 1 _0.0030" +I-O.QOiS" (Betve_, W.I., Eitter, J.J.
BY
Aug. diam. 1-0.0016" (Howell, R., Low. F.J., McCarthy, D.W. 1977, ApJ, 214, 1.85)
del m- 1.11
UV+BY; Amp V-0.20; M-m-O.Sp
UV+BY; Amp V=0.09; M-m-O.42p
TI - gSOOK, T2-3500K
(B-V)I- +0,92; (U-B)I- +0.59; *Pphtm-0.$197d




del m-2.39 V; (B-V)I,II= +0.08, +0.04
*Prot = Porb
del m=2.79 (lain4500)


























































































































































































+ 50*0449 024531 5174
30157 233457 5179
40809 194902 5201
40812 +21"0404 076548 5210
+ 13"0343 093878 5260
40825 131132 5267
40827 +13"0345 093892 5287
+ 14"0392 093896
40831 +16"0364 093900 5315
+4°0451 111800
40853 +11°0419 093943 5408






































































































































































+ 17 38 45.2
+ 11 59 55.97
+ 10 03 35.07
+44 06 39.6
+27 02 01.03
























































SRS AGK3 SAO GC









































































































































































































































IO2.1904; HV i174; MWC 467
193.1904; 257.1930; NGC 1502-2
38.1934; CSV 377; NSV 01459; P 2603
IRH Tau; Baboo_ 15
GI 160. IA
623.1935; CSV 382; P 2607
22.1939
38H Per; CSV 100368; LS V +47"10; MWC
INCA 1032
182G Eft; INCA 2083; X0407-080 (IES)
187(3 Eft
P 2612; HV 6277
11.1932; HV 8028; P 126
272.1934; CSV 389;P 2614
169.1932; P 125
NSV 01534
CSV 392; S 4832
41H Per; INCA 1036; Zi 280
3G Dot; CSV 6101; GI 167.1




BPM 31852; L 302-89; LFT 349; LHS 1660;

































































































































CSV 416; EG 38; GH %255; Hanson 528; HZ
37H Tau; 61G Tau; CSV 100396; NSV 01658
CSV 423; LS V +44"15;.S 3903




GI 174; SVS 2560
40H Tau
HV 12714; LMV 1520
23H Eri; 266G Eri
S 6732
CSV 441; NSV 01725; SVS 852
Mel 2.%121; NSV 01739
3H Off; 9(3 Or/.; CSV 100415; NSV 01742; Z
17H Cam




HV 12411; LMV 1278
DHK 14


























BD +23"635 dKO dMO: 43892.36
HR 1300 A2/5/6Vm A2/5/6Vm 40611.O40
BL Eti G0(IV-)V (F9 (O IV) 44606.5880
VW Hyi KIBe (M5V) 40128.0424
BZ Eri GOlf[ O2111 25558.445
YY Eli G5(V) GS(V) 43889.316
V891 Tau G51V 45719.77.
SY Hot 45290.8311
b Per A2VpSi 43142.188
gain Dor F4111 [ > = M6V]
BD +22"669 KIV KSV
ups4 Eft BSVpHgMn B9.5V
V1024 Tau B91VpMn |M5V]




























































• omeI V0 K1
0.293 36.45 -20.20 53.34
0 -15.7 84.6
O. +24.3 17.6
0.18 121 +2.3 16.6

































+32.8 104.5 IO4.9 30 30
+40. 98 181
+2. 78 400. e
-15. 112 280
-7.6 (< -5.) < =6.*
111 +20.99 39.36 87
+27.0 (5.2) 69
+39.31 95.3 IO3.4 25 20
124.3 +17.83 63.76 64.85 31.*
81 +12.48 9.62 2.*
+39.2 72.4 73.4 12
307.0 +41.7 26,6 25
160, 185
12.74 +37.4 36.1 10
+37.7 36.6 10
202.5 +42.11 37.73 50.5
231 +15.2 30.9 70
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9 RA 04h
Name V B-V U-B R-I
RW Tau 8.02 +0.08 -0.20 +0.21
SZ Cam 6.99 +0.42 -0.50
V490 Per 7.02 +0.09 -0.57 +0.033
GS Tsu 5.20 -0.13 -0.47
AG Per 6.71 +0.04 -0.53
V491 Per 7.13 D +0.86 +0.48
BW Eri !0.12 +0.26 +0.05
FO Per 11.8 v
MX Per 4.04 -0.03 -0.55 -0.02
AG Dor 8.70 +0.95 +0.63 +0.52C
[] En 7.02 +0.67 +0.14 +0.39
BD +23*635 9.359 +1.088 +O.SO +0.51
HR 1300 5.79 +0.18 +0.09 +0.05
BL Eri 11.30 +0.63
VW Hyi 8.5 v -0.08 -0.75
BZ Eli 9.1 +0.70 +0.30
YY Eri 8.8 B +0.68 +0.16
V891 Tsu 6.93 +0.70 +0.22
SY Hot 11.193 +0.828 +0.425
b Per 4.61 +0.04 +0.03 +0.05
gain Dot 4.25 +0.30 +0.03 +0.16
BD +22"669 9.56 +0.99
ups4 EH 3.56D -0.12 -0.37 -0.11
V1024 Tau 5.35 -0.08 -0.25
HR 1358 6.17 +0.46 +0.01 +0.25
EM Erl 5.84 -0.13 -0.49
V775 Tau 5.72 +0.32 +0. I0 +0.17
Cae 14.36 +0.52 -0.45
HD 27691 7.00 +0.56 +0.09 +0.33
AI-[ Er/ 13.5 v
63 Tau 5.64 +0.30 +0.13 +0.16
HD 27935 8.94 +0.757 +0.337
AO Cam 9.5 p
HR 1402 5.88 +0.05 -0.33





























ADS Vis Binary Companions
2944D Si8481D 12.5, 1.3"









1 27_ h3636 A 4.9, 0.2"; 11.8v, 49"
A0.023 Hyade_ bet In A 12.8, 109.2"
0.123
0.031; Hyades 3169A OSigS2A(ofb) 8.5,0.0004";8.5,1.125"
AO.021 Hyades 7.6, 0.0006"
Hyades
DO.O03 3228 A bet 1186 A 7.9v, 0.4"
0.029 < Hyades > Si 8 I I0 A 4.85, 0.02077"; 3.84V, KOIlIbFe-0.5,
RA 04h
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V)
HR 1420 6.79 +0.09 -0.37 0.26
CT En I0.0 v
HR 1401 5.94 +0.30 +0.18 0.07
HZ9 13.94 +0.34 -0.70
BD +11°629 8.80 +0.62
88 Tau 4.25 +0.18 +0.11 +0.10 0.00
KR Per 10.85 +0.68 +0.10 0.20
V833 Tau 8.45 +1.12 +0.88 +0.510
RZTau 10.1 +0.59 +0.04 0.10
HD 29376 7.02 -0.05 -0.58 O. 15
HU Tau 5.92 -0.05 -0.35 0.00
FY Per 12.71 +0.33 -0.49
V834 Tau 7.99 + 1.09 +0.94 0.00
tau Tau 4.7.8 D -0.13 -0,57 -0.14 0.05
AB Men 13.28 p 0.13 m
muEri 4.02 -0.15 -0.60 -0.14 0.00
TU Men 12.5 v 0.05 u
NSV 01725 ll.3p 0.10m
HR 1528 5.86 +0.24 +0.14 +0.II 0.00
TV Pic 7.4
HD 30738 7.29 +0.50 +0.03
pi40ri 3.69 -O.17 -0.81 -0.16 0.06
alp Cam 4.29 +0.03 -0.88 0.00 0.36
pi50ri 3.72 -0.18 -0.83 -0.20
HR 1574 5.99 -0.12 -0.56
UZ Oct 9.03 +0.54 0.00
7 Cam 4.47 D -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0.00
HV 12411 14.35 p 0.13 m
HD 31679 7.95 +0.34
HV 2241 13.48 -0.08 -1.01 0.21











Cluster ADS Vis Binary Companions
(Hyades)
h 3652 A 12.6, I0.0"
3267A h 2228 A 12.5,26"
Hyades mg 14v, 9"
(Hyades) 3317 A S,h 45 A 0.104"; 7.84V, +0.54, +0.04, F8V,
(NGC 1582)
Hyades sol 15,94V, DC, 123"
(Hytdes) 12.3, 3.8"
(Hyades) 7.7, 0.0004"









3536 A Dem 5 A (orb); Sig 7.9, 0.4"; I Iv, 26"
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E: (formerly ecl? del V=0.29); prob. pulsator, not bin. 0me Balona, L.A. 1990, MN, 245, 92)
alp CVn (5.15-5.22 V); *Prot = Porb
del m-0.37; U=76.55y; (B-V)I= +0.02; *13=0.10 y
BY; Vis. orb: P=590y, T-2070., a=3.870", e-0.25, i- tO4", owe= 195.0 °, Owe- 160.3" Oteintz, W.D. 1986, AAp Sup, 65, 411)
UGSS:
RS




LP orb: PmTOl.76d, KI - 11.38, e=0.235, ome-263.




Vis. orb: P-7.55.5y, T= 1891.6, a- i. 185", e=0.29, i= 138.0", owe=230.3", Ome= 12.0" (Heintz, W.D. 1969, AAp, 2, 169)
UGSS
del V'2.0















V$34 Tau BY (amp 0.38 V)

















V1192 on RS (7.50-7,57V)
Notes
del m=2.31; spectroscopic quintuple (BurHmrt, C,, Coepy, M.F. 1988, AAp, 200, 175)
RS CVn; Prot = [.Sd
del m= |.91











































































































































































41004 +24"0461 076974 6267
+39*0590 057690
31142 +9*04119 112467 6300
+ 42 "0_J66 040094
1311154
+ 46"0472 040167
41030 +32°0494 057799 6411
+45"O512 040186 6427
+ 20"0488 077084 6463
+36"0533 057857
+33°0490 057858 6476
-I _536 131983 6522
+27°0497 077121 6543
41051 +29*O559 077124 6550
+41"O555 040269 6556
41054 -0"0610 132024 6572




































































































































































































































































SRS AGK3 SAO GC
6381 -I *O545 132088
+0*0539 112752 6685









41113 -1"O579 132255 6884
41113 -100579 132255 6884
-1°O582 132269 6893
18930

























































































































































































































































































41145 +29"0591 077354 7026
132408 7034
41150 +25°0517 077360 7047
41158 132444 7089







































































































































































+ 16 20 58.38
























































41216 +19"O500 094986 7436










































































































































































































CSV 482; SVS 1023
CAL 87; HV 5542
159.1935; LS V +41"25
IOH Aur; C_V 100441; LS V +41"27; NSV
43 I. 1934
788(3 Eri; CSV 6147; NSV 01831
LS V +24"1
78.1907; L$ V +39"16; HV 2930; N Aur 18
1214 O6; 37(3 O6; Me125-130; NSV 01849
79.1907; HV 2931; LS V +42*24
45.1929
HV 2348; LMV 251
BV 267








59(30d; LS VI +8°1
BE-559; Brey 22; FD 21; R 90; Sk -69" 106;










































































35715 +2"O962 psi Ori
35777 -2"1250
35762 +3°0903








36294 +3o*0923a T A_
36485 -0"O982
36486 -0"0983 dd O6
V363 Aur
36646 - I *0939
36695 -I *O943 VV O6 AB
36695 -I "0943 VV Orl ABC
36779 - I *0949
37909 -81"00172 -81"00148 TY Men
269696 -69"O9389 AA Dot




BE-569; lkey 26; FD 24; L 205; Hea S 161;
7443 O6; CSV 100485; NSV 01975; Zi 376
Brey 28; FD 26; L2O9; Sk -71"26; WS 21
25H Ori; 77G O6; CSV 100487; Zi 377
LS V +34*25
N Aur 1964
HV 2505; LMV 395
Sic -67"105
BE.4$; Bray 31; PD 28; Sk -67"104; WS 23
LS V +35"19
$6.1906; CSV 579; NSV (D011; Zi 379
BE-278; Brey 32; FD 29; Sk -68*80; W 9/17;
I-IV 2543; LMV 428; $k -67* 117
XO.S27-328 OA, IES,IH)
26H Ori; 84G O6
Nova Am, (1891)
29H Ori C











CAL 49; LMC X-4; X0532-664 (3A, IES,H,I
















































Flmstd HR liD BD CoD CPD Vat
41 Orl B 1894 37021 -5"1315B BM Ori
1890 37017 -4"1183 Vi046 Off
42Ori 1892 37018 -4°1185
43 Ori A 189"/ 37041 -5"i319
37042 -5"1320
44 Ori 1899 37043 -6°1241
37061 -5"1325 NU Ori
1900 37055 -3"1146
46 Off 1903 37128 -1"0969 zip* Ori
TW Pic
1913 37232 +8"!016
123 Tau 1910 37202 +21"0908 zet Tau
1927 37434 -47"01940 -47"00620 TX Pic
1918 37303 -6°1262
245770 +26"0883 V77.5 Taa
1924 37367 +29*0947
1932 37479 -2"1327 VI030 Ori
269828 -69 *00409
125 Tau 1928 37438 +25*0902
269891 -69"00442
50 OriA 1948 37742 -2*1338A
BY Cam
1952 37756 -i* 1004








104G Ori B; Brun 595; IRC -10093; X0532-0
INCA 2115; Pi 1933
38H Off; I09G Ori; CSV 100593; NSV 02318
35H Off A; 105G Ori A; 106.1910; Brim 682;
107.1910; CSV 100599; NSV 02326; Zi 435;
HV 2656; LMV 522
36H Off; 108(3 Off; X0532-059 (IES)
411.1928; Brim 747; P 266; Pi 2074
111G Off; CSV 100606; NSV 02350; Zi 437
Alnilaog 37H Ori; i 12(3 Off; AFGL 4428$;
X0534-SS0 (H)
HV 5943; LMV 1003
114G Ori; LS VI +8"2
51H Tau; CSV 633; IRC +20113; LS V +21
25G Pic
117(3 Off; CSV 100649; NSV 02467; P 296;
CAL G; X0535-668 (A)
LS V +26"5; MWC 507; $10795; X0535+2
PSR 0535-69; Sk -69*202; SN 1987A
LS V +29%
INCA 2117; LS V1-2*3
BE-383; B_y 65; FD 55; Sk -69"209a; WS 3
(26H Am')
BE-410; Brey 72; FD62; R 130; Sk -69*235;
Alaitak; 43H Ori A; 12643 Ori _; CSV 10067
HV 12244; LMV 1241
XO538+608 (H, IH. 413)




Brey 87a2; FD 68; R 140
Brey 86




































136 Tim 2034 39357 +27*0899
31 Cam 2027 39220 +59"0920
hun Col 2056 39764
39917
chi2 Off 57 Ori 2052 39698 + 19"1126
40005 +16"0926
249751 +27*0934
$9Ofi 2100 40372 +1"i171
bet Aur 34 Aur 2088 40183 +44"1328
2 Mou 2108 40536 -9°1285
250371 +23"1151
mu Off B 61 Off B 2124 40932 B +9*!064B






















AL-376; BE-421; Brey 90; FD 71; R 145; Sk
CAL 78; LMC X-I; X0540-697 (3A, IES,H,I
HV 2765; LMV 622
HV 12634; LMV 1452
X0541-410 (IH)
57.1916
l-IV IO20; LMV 146
S 3946
CSV 6398; LS V +43"31; Wr 135
14OG Ori; BV 359; CSV 64OI
39.1906
O3H Aur); NSV 02696
57G Col; CSV 6409; NSV 02709
NSV 02722
9.1904; LS V +20"6
S 3953; SV$1014
158G Or/
35H Atu';, IRC +40148
(528 Ori); 2G Moa
30.1906
53H Off B; 162G Off B
53H Off A; 162(3 Off A; CSV 6415; NSV 027
9 RA 05h
Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 p
HW Tau {0.108]
HV 5542 09(V) "4.
BF Am" B5Vn BSVn 40627.7975 1.5832208
eta Aur B3V 23.97887
AQ Eri gibe 0,06063:
EN Eri B9VpHgCr AIV 41384.121 5.522731
103 Tam BO.5V B9.5[II-HI] 44276.6 58.25
TT A_ B2Vn B4(V) 40148.4271 1.332727
16 Off A2/FI/F3111m 39801.8 155.83
SX Aur BI-2V B3V 45739.5929 1.2100799
ER Ori FSVn (FSV) 44610.1048 0.42339786
HV 2348 (BOV) (BIV) 32875.527 1.989998
IM Aur BTV 0:gv) 38327.7974 1.2472891
KW Aur A9IV del Del 41504.144 3.788568
alp Aur O911I G011I 42145.361 104.0234
ItS Col G G 45670.9118 0.67235579
V1193 Off giBe 0.0596?
CD Tau F7V FSIV 41619.4075 3.435137
EO Ajar B3V B3V 21190.5423 4.06563724
AR Aur B9.5VpHgMn B9V 38402.1832 4.134695
HR 1748 B2.5Vn 44604.8 5.0646
HR 1750 BglV [K6V] 28203.121 5.43373
HR 1752 AIV$ [A4V] 21140.934 2.15165
rho Aur B3V 44412.3 34.45
RW Dot" K5V 46690.7787 0.285463812
HR 1764 B3V "4.5
HR 1763 B0.5V 4.1707
HD 35079 B4V 9.807
NW Aur [B6V] 0.125
Brey 22 WC6 14.926
HV 5753 (BIV) 0.825964
8 Lep B21V 106.7




























































+27. 114 114 I0 !1
+35. 56, 190: 203
+5.8 26.8 125














Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000
HD 35575 B2V 44592.74
Brey 26 WN7 44257.18
HR 1803 B2.5V [BSV] 44367.343
Brey 28 WC5-6 OB [061V]
















del Ori O9.5II-1II B0111
V363 Aur ulBe KOV
Sk-71"34 WN3 04
Hit 1863 B4Vn
VV Ori AB BIV B7V


















B I V 38448.5554 I. 81147536 0.04
48243,773 0, 3575
(BI.5V) 24053.784 0.992202
O6V: 45392. I0 3.301 0
O81:* 44262.07 3.03269 0
O9.51I-HIea 39061.4640 4.0024943 0
{o. 1o8]
O6V-III 44260. I 1 1.91674 0
OSV 27449.389 4.829052 0













(> K4V) 43196.348685 0.2615397198 00
7.83552 0
[A4V] 26991.561 4.6239 0.116
23108.418 180.8757 0.509
xpsr 47743.1946 1.408413 0.006


















+26.28 139.05 219.04 110 59
264
134.
+ 13. 209 307 190
+270. 224. 355 200
+!47. 275. 8.*
-3. 200 302 100
+244. 234. 39
+290. 160. 273
+6.5, I11. 315. e
+6. 23. 161
+50. 154. 320. e; 553. wi
+4. $5. 73
+ 12.4 99.0 263 129
+35. 162. 181 400. •
+ISg. lb"/. 100
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+272.8 37.9 407.3 170
-5.8 40.4 101
1I RA 05h
Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000
BM Ori B2V ATIV 40265.343
V1046 On B 1.5VpHer [B9V] 35469.94
42Ofi BIV
the.,20ri A O9.SVep (BIV) 40581.27
HD 37042 BO.5V
HV 2656 (B1V) (BIV) 16820.747
lot Ori Og[llpHew 09111 45236.532
NU Ori B0.5V 40576.24
HR 1900 B4V
ep* Orl BOlae
TW Plc r,dBe 46083.1704
HV 5943 BI.SIII-V (B311-111) 46423.936
HR 1913 B21V-V 44458.4
zet Ttu BIIVe G811]: 45230.7
"IX Pic K2III
HR 1918 B2V 44994.496
CAL, G B2111-1Veq xpsr 45722.386
V725 Tau O9.7IIie xpsr 45616.33
SN 1987A opsr 47544.5757
HR 1924 B21V-V (B5V)
V 1030 Ori B3Vp4mlpHex - 42778.819
Brey 65 WN7 43846.01
125 Tau B3IV [A8V] 25147.5
B_y 72 WCE +WN BII* 43843.22
zet Ori A O9.5Ibe
HV 12244 (A4V) (GOIV-V) 27810.311
BY Cam tdBe 46586.2436
HR 1952 B2IV-V B 47886.076
io_ Men B81I 41979.85
HD 37657 B2Vne 45293.317
FZ Ori GOV (1=7) 44024.4583
Brey 87a2 WN6 [BOV] 45770.5
Brey 86 O6[af 43904.8
Brey 82 WN6 43843.00







1.133110 0.040 phi 138.5 phi
29.13376 0.788 126.5












































































Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000
Brey 90 WN7 43861.0
LMC X-1 OSV (x) 45023.69
HV 2765 130111 (B 1.5110 46424.7534
HV 12634 46043.6693
TX Col sdBe M0V 46387.973
ZZ Aur A7 25504.491
HV 1020 (BIV) (B6-7II-II[) 27807.443
FS Aur
IY Aur B31V 38116.19
VI031 Ori A4V A7 44643.6665
V781 Tau GO 43853.9096
CN Ori _ M4+V 46456.929
136 Tau AOV (A7V) 20148.74
TU Cam AOIV-V (K31V) 38051.375
hun Col BSV [MSV] 18000.2.50
SZ Pic GSV
chi20ri B2V (B7V) 16805.89
UW Ori B 47172.2684
HI) 400O5 B3V [B9V]
CT Tau B2[V]n (B2V) 47553.5464
VlO04 Ori AS[Vim de] D [KIV] 32141.143
bet Am" A21V A21V-V 31076.719
2 Mcm A3/8/F21llmv [ATV] 43110.O51
RW Gem B6V F01V 18302.655
nat Ori B F3V [F3V] 43745.264
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17 RA 05h
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V)
HW Tau 11.5 p 0.17 m
HV 5542 15.1 p 0.13 m
BF Aug 8.79 0.29 m
eta Aur 3.17 -0.18 -0.67 -0.17
AQ Eri 12.5 p 0.08
E.N E,ri $.12 -0.06 -O.17 .0.10 O.00
103 Tau 5.50 +0.06 -0.57 0.31
1"1"Aur 8.53 +0.06 -0.65 0.27
16 Ori 5.43 +0.24 +0.16 +0,12
SX Aur 8.382 +0.015 -0.695 0.23
ER Ori 9:33 +0,54 +0.02 0.02
HV 2348 14.26 p 0.13 m
IM Aur 7.90 +0.01 -0.48
KWAur 5.02D +0.23 +0.19
alp Aur 0.08 +0.80 +0.44 +0.44 0.{_)
RS Col 9.51 +0.55 +0.31C
V1193 Ori 14.09 +0.05 -0.85 +0. I 1
CD Tau 6.77 +0.48 0.00 0.00
EO Am" 7.56 +0.0_ -0.64 0.28
ARAur 6.15 -0.06 -0.18 0.00
HR 1748 6.34 -0,11 -0.75 -0.14
HR 1750 6.33 +0.04 -0,26 0.03
HR 1752 5.67 +0.04 +0.06 0.00
dmAur 5.23 -0.15 -0.57
RW Dot" 10.96 +0.89 +0.54 +0.05C
HR 1764 5.68 -0.12 -0.65 -0.15
HR 1763 5.80 4).13 -0.88 .0.13
liD 35079 7.06 .0.03 -0.52 .0.06
NV/Aur 14.4 p 0.57 m
Brey 22 11.97 -0.19 -0.92 0,12
HV 5753 14.85 p 0.14 m
8 Lep 5.25 -0,21 -0,877
BI Ori 13,2 p 0,13 m














ADS Vis Binary Companiom
3698 A Sig 642 A rej 10.5, 52.8"
3709 A H V 114 A 7.7v, 0.0004"; 12.0, 13"; 8,6, 35.3"
be/INn A deJ m--4.5, 168.0"
13,6"
3824A $i8653 A 11.0, 11.1"; 7.99, 14.5"; B-Hall >=
3841AB AadermaAB(ofb); CPM: 10.OdMI + 13.5dM5,723"
I)0.021 Cr65 3866A $ig674A
Aur OBI
























































































B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
-0.17 .0.73 -0.17 Ori OBI
-0.21 -0.22 0.02 u LMC
-0.18 -0.75 -0.20 0.01 Cr 70
-0.30 -0.97 0.00 u LH 50; LMC
-0.21 -0.93 -0.22 0.024 -0.016 CrT0
-0.18 -0.74 -0.17 Ori OBI
-0.18 -0.74 -0.19 Ori OBI
+0.22 -0.69 0.45 Aur OBI?
0.14 m LMC
-0.15 .0.96 0.20 LMC
-0.21 -0.13 0.08 NGC 1955; l.JvfC
+0.20 -0.78 Aur OBI
-0.25 -1,00 0.00 u SL 476; LMC
-0.18 -I.03 0.14 LMC
+0.06 -0.92 0.00 u
-0.14D -0.55D -0.14D 0.005; Cas-TauOBI
+0.28 -0.64 0.5 i
-0.16 -0.71 0.014 Or/OBIB3
-0.22 *I.05 -1.22 0.09 0.0036 Cr 70
+0.36 -0.59 0.0 u
-0.27 -0.04 0.00 u LMC
-0.09 -0.60 -0.12 I)0,002 OriOBIB2
-0.19 -0.92 -0.20 0.07 Cr70
-0.19 -0,92 .0.20 0.07 Cr 70
0.14 m LMC
-0.17 -0.81 .0.18 Ori OBIB2
+0.39 0.27
-0.27 -I.I0 -0.130C 0.05 (LMC)
-0.09 -0.62 Cas-Tau OBI
-0.11 .0.64 -0.11 0.0_ CrT0
+1.04 +0.85 0.010
-0.1 -1.1 LMC
+0.02 -0.88 +0.21 0.29 0.001 Trapezium
ADS Vis Binary Companions
4039 A Knott 3 A IO.3V, 2.7"; 12.3v, 83"
4072A Hu217 A 8.1.0.6"
4115A Sig 728 A (orb) 5.82, HTV, 0.9"
4134 C Si 8 1 14 B 2.23, O9.511, 51.7"
4134 .Jut ha42 A; be/558 Aa 3.3, 0.15"; 14.0, 33"; 6.8, 51.7"
4150A $i8734 A 8.4v, 1.5"; 8.9v, BS, 30"; 9.7v, 30"
ATV, P- 119.088¢1
4159A HVIISA I1.0v, 27,5"













































































































































































































ADS Vis Binary Companions
4186 B Sig 748 B 6.73V, O7, 13"
4187A Dawes4A 7.8v, 1.5"
4188 A Sill I 16 A; Sig I 17 6.38V, BO.5V, 52 °
4188 B Sig I 16 B; 8i8 1 17 5.08. -0.09,og.5Vep, 52.5"
4193A Sig752A 6.4, 071V, 11.4"
4281 A 12.6v, 1.1"
bet pm A 10.4v, 179.9"
5.0, 0.007"
4241 E Sig 762 E 7.9, 0.2"
In bright group, total v= I 1.3:
A 7.2, 0.0003"; 8.5, 0.32"
Blla, V- 11.90, O"
4263A Sig 774 A (orb) 4.2 IV, BOIII, 2.4"; 9v, 58"
WC5; WN6









































































































































ADS Vis Binm'y Companions
15.9, F5V, 3"
McA 22 A 7.48V, A4V, O. 164"
4474 A bet 1054 A 6.3, 0.0013"; 12.Or, 15"
8. I, 0.0006"
4555 A H V I00 A 10.6, 36.7"
4556A HVI88A 14.1, 13"; I0.8, 184.6"
11.04, 20"; 11.84, 100"
46170 A 2715 B (orb); bet 4.65, A2V, 0,089"; 14v, 18"








































































































86.4 0.317 0.346 0.595 V 0.678
82.87 0.4324 0.3254 0.655 B
80.43 0.3349 0.4814 0.397 1.637
90.00 0.338 0.274 0.668 p
75.21 0.366 O.281 0,9427 y 0.3114
21.2 0.328 0.983 V 0.424
136.63 0.05:: ome 0.05 ome 0.521 y
67.6 0.395 0.395 0.525 bol 1.0:
86.88 0.125 0.124 0.488 V
76.6 0.281 0.261 O.875
88.5 0.099 0.0989 0.600 V
0.580 owe
53.24 pi
67.195 0.218 ome 0.218 ome 0.58s
76.75 0.34 0.44 0.485 V i.75
0.344 0.394 0.4368 V 1.20
< -0,191 om <-0.191 om 0.54 s
0.86s
118. P
76.12 0.544 0.501 0.575 p
57.63 pi





















































































d i rl r2 I1
68. P
> "14.73 s
58. 0.280 0.214 0,'706 B
0.017
0.03
89.3 0.362 0.339 0.450
84.64 0.490 0.432 0.612 p
53.21 s 0.345 ome "0.7 s
88.96 0.429 0,347 0.580 V*
109. P






;0.1346 63.3 0.583 0.895 B
0,012 0.001 89.95 0,03777 0.02927
58.19 pi
0.1709 0.9026 V 0.4568
0.341 0.660 p (0.641 assume
0.2673 0.8663 V 0.2150
0.074 > 0.996
0.055; 0.064 90.00 0.3529
80.56 0.355
0.00; 0.07 79.52 0.5423
0.02 89.0 0.14



























































































































Name Vbl type Min 1 Min I1 D d
Brey 90
LMC X-I
HV 2765 15.31 15.04
HV 12634 15.82 15,70
"IX Col XPM
ZZAur EB/KE 11.7 p I1.1 p
HV 1020 15.38 p 15.01 p
FS Aur UGZ: 16.22 p
IY Aut E 10.1 p
VI031 Ori EA/DM 6.449 6.336 0.013; 0.017
V781 Tau EW/KW 8.94 8.90
CN Ori UGZ 15.52
136 Tau




UW Oti EBIKE I1.27 I 1.05
HD 40005
CTTau EW/KE 11.12 11.12
VIO04 Ori DSCTC
be_ Aur EAIDM 1.98 1.98 0.06
2 Men
RW Gem EA/SD: I 1.76 9.74 0.15 0.02
mu Ori B
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tied m-0.87: (B-V)I,II- +0.022, -0.004
del m-O.04
del m-2.65; PL- 1382d
del Sct (4.94-5. I0 V)

















































del m-0.77; _3-0.099 V
K-12,9
Vis. orb: P-586y, T-2005., a= 1.293", e-O. 145, i- 101.63", otae=345.64", Ome-36.35" (Siegrist, L 1951, Unmia, 36, 155)
U-216y; *D -0.500
de.J m=2.16 V
(Triple: see VV Od A,B)
*mu unknown











































Aug. diam. 1-0.00069"+/-0.00004" (Hsubury Brown, R., Davis, J., Allen, L.R. 1974, MN, 167, 121)
DQ
gun C (2.90-3.03 V)
RS (6.08-6.12 V)
SN 1987A; UBVRI at discov, epoch; Noc a binary (Waldrop, M.M. 1990, Sci., 247, 910)
del mffi2.0
SX Ari (de] VffiO.16); *Protffil. 19081 ld; log g=3.95 +/-0.16
*Opt compaaion?









































Eli'] (amp. 0.11 V)
del m"0.3; RS (7.81-7.97 V)
del m-Zig
i-&%0, rl =0.426, 12-0.414, I1-0.519 V (lc: Ishcheako, I.M. 1967, Tmdy Tashkent Obs., set. 2, I 1, 88)
del $¢t (5.88-5.89 v)
dei m-O. 13
MB-3.02 fin vis orb: P- 18.53y, T- 1985.02, a-0.253", e-0.755, i-97.6, ome-36.5, Ome-26.4, B-0.487 (Heintz, W.D. 1989, PASP, sub)



































































































































+04 37 I !.68
+56 18 51.33
+28 01 43.4































+ 1.03 FK4 244

















































































































































































































































































































































































































CSV 100710; NSV 02803; Zi 505







LB 1800; X0609487 (4U)
4843 Pic; CSV 6433
31.1907
39.1932; CSV 723; NSV 02872; Zi 511
CSV 6435; KUV 06126+2836; S 5420
144.9128
CSV 729; S 4727
LS V +23"49
13G CMa
2H Mon; 21G Mort
IH CMa; 18G CMa; NSV 02927
LS VI + 10°4
BV 646; CSV 102509
Moa X-I; N Moa 1917. 1975; X0620-O03 (3
91G Col; AFGL 924
24G Mee














































































































LS VI +4"11; NGC 2244-34
427.1928; X0630+ 823 0EXO)
63G Pic
297.1934; CSV 783; P 2867
61.1936; P 2872
LS VI +6"4
60G Mcm; Plasketl'$ Start CSV 100751; LS V
Alberta; 5H Gem; AFGL 975; IRC +20154
N Pie 1925; He 3-15
NGC 2264-50
NGC 2264-74
67.1939; N Mort 1939
BV412
X0643-168 (IE, IF.S)




CSV 6527; He 3-2_, INCA 1075; L.SS 98; M






Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 p
chi4 on BTIII BSIII 43164.21 14.57221
I Gem B G8111 [F2V] 40446.028 9.59659
HR 2150 F4V "5.5
40 Aur A7/A7/F2(IV) A7(V)m 20468.197 28.28
nu Ori B3V 36475.852 131.211
HD 41724/5 A2m 46338.341 2.887679
EP Aur F8 (G81V) 26309.382 0.5910080
WW Gem B6 (B7.5) 25984.257 1.237811
xi Off B3IV [A4V] 41962.3 45.10
69 Off B5Vn 19.0
I.B 1800 ulBe 46836.9620 0.231928
del Pi¢ B3lll O9V 41695.336 1.672541
SS Aur t_'lBe MIV 46864.825 0.1828
NSV 02872 [0.108]
HR 2214 AS/A6/A7(III) [A711I] 40003.89 23.807
KR Aur sdBe 45000.7144 0.1627975
CZ Ori sdBe O, 180
HL Aur F4 (G41V) 25588.427 0.6225058
LT Gem BIV (BIV) 1.2516"
HR 2266 B2V 44493.7 70.6
7 Mot_ B2.5V 44451.8 15.78
45 Aur FSIII [MOV] 44498.494 6.501150
zel CMa B2.SV 16508.0 675.
V 1028 On B2IV 3.
PX Car AglV 28656.275 0.79517 I
V616 Mort K4V Pec 46082.8289 0.323014
del Col G711 19915.02 868.78
IM Moa BSVn BSn 33339.914 1.190243
el_ Mon A ASIV 331.
RR Lyn A2.5/7/FOVm F0V 33155.9863 9.945079
All Aur G I V 36495.571 0.4942624
OO Gem K3Ve K5V 40203.163 6.991868
BZ Cam 46073.871 0.1390317
HR 2370 B21Ve 45032.010 5.2862667

















































































































558 $h; 450: e; 47
47















Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P
V578 Mon B0V BOV 2.420
SV Cam G2-3V K4V 42594.61518 0.59306995
HR 2410 B3V [B5V] 31998.871 2.9723
N8 Mo_ GO (GO) 41599.600 0.9399163
CW Mon 46087.9358: O. 17616
V649 Mou BIIII 1.4744
V640 Moa O7.5I O61 33897.312 14.396100
gain Gem A01V 34766.0 4613.6
lt_ Plc la:lB¢ O. 14502545
HR 2439 FSIV [F9V] 42495.696 5.698292
V641 Mon BI.51V B2V 43215.133 1.304054
V684 Moa B4(IV) BS(IV) 44617.8081 1.851378
BT Moa tdBe IC_-7 43491.7155 0.3338141
AW Cam A0V F2(V) 38738.309 0.7713468
HLCMa tdBe 0v{ IV) 45329.667 0.2145
V505 Mon BSIbmlp BS(II) 44625.094 53.7805
DD Mo_ F51V-V 46443.965 0.56801409
16 MoQ B2.SV 44466.7 16.88
IR Gem sdBe (MSV) 45286.9126 0.06837
HD 49798 tdO6p [GSV] 39903.19 1.547671
EZ CMa WN5 B [A5V] 43211.72 3.766
HR 2577 B3IVe K211 18.6121357
HI Moo B1V (B2) 30315.350 1.5744326
EQ Mort (0.071 ACP)
PSR 0655 +64 (ptr) wd 46067.2679741 1.0286697025
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HR 2150 5.87 +0.37
4OAur 5.36 +0.25
nu On 4.42 -0.17
HD 41724/5 7.67 v
EP Am" 10.8 p
WWGem 9.9p
xi On 4.48 -O.18
69 Ori 4.95 -0.14
LIB 1800 IS.49 -0.59
del Pi¢ 4.65 -0.23
SS Aar 10.8 v
NSV 02872 I 1.2 p
HR 2214 5.88 D +0.22
KR Aur 13.0 +0.10
CZOfi 12.1 v
HL Attr 10.8 p
LT Gem 8.96 +0.39
HR 2266 5.52 -0.18
7 Mort 5.27 .0.19
45 Aur 5.36 +0.43
zet C.Ma 3.026 -0.212
V1028 Ori 9.69 +0.11
PX Car 9.65
V616 Mort 11.15 +0.20
dd Col 3. It40 +0.883
IM Moo 6.55 -0.15
epi Moa A 4.44 +0.18
RR Lya 5.64 +0.24
AH Aur I0.17 +0.64
OU Gem 6.79 +0.95
BZ C.am 12.7



















































0.01 0.023; Sirius scl
0.00 0.063
0.05 u
D0.009 <Moa OBl >
0.00
ADS Vis Binary Companions
McA 24 A 6.67, B5V, 0.06", P-4758d
Kui23 B (orb) 5.1, GSII[, 0,19"; 13.Or, 101"
J 2OI6 A 12.4, 40.0"
Kui 24 del m-O.O. 0.27"
Smyth A 7.7v, 157.5"
5OI2 A $i 8 900 A 6.72V, FSV, 12.9"; 12.2v, 93"
5054 A bet 1191 A 13.7, 1.3"
5153A $i8921A 9.09V, BglV, 16.1"
10 RA 06h
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
V578 Mcm 8.54 +0.17 -0.70 NGC 2244
SV Cam 8.40 +0.72 +0.46
HR 2410 6.15 -0.15 0.04
NS Mort IO.6 p
CW Mort 12.5 v 0.07 m
V649 Mo_ 7.61 -0.03 -0.78
V640 MoQ 6.06 +0.05 -0.88 Meat OB2
8tm Gem 1.93 0.00 +0.04 -0.01 0.0326; D0,0300
RR Pic 12.26 -0.09 -0.96 0.05 u
HR 2439 6.38 +0.53 0.00
V641 Mort 8.11 -0.12 -0.73 0.16 NGC 2264
V684 Mort 8.51 -0.12 -0.62 .0.12 0.09 NGC 22647
BT Moa 16.60 +0.25
AW Cam 8.22 +0.02 .0.07 0.00
HLCMa 10.5 v 0.10u
Vfg)6 Mort 7.15 .0.04 0.06 Odon OB2)
DD Mee 10.64 +0.57
16 Mcm 5.93 -O.17 -0.69
IRGem 12.14 -0.10 -0.81 0.00u
laD 49798 8,27 -0.30 -I, 16 0.00 (Vd OBI)
EZ CMa 6.88 .0. I0 .0.16 +0.06 0.08 u (C.r 121)
HR 2577 6.21 +0.56 *0.35 +0.66
HI Meat 9.3 (Mo_ OB37)
EQ Mort 13.4 p O.12 m
PSR 0655 +64 22.2
HD 52533 7.69 -0.08 -0.95
5316 A Sig 951 A 10.91, 21.4"; 12.46, 25.8"
ADS Vis Binary Companiom
bet pm A; H V 71 A 10.9v, 143.5"; 11.2v, 135.5"
0.23 Mon OB3? 5705A A518A;Si 81OIOA












































































































< =0.04 ome < =0.04 ome 0.66 V s
0.080 ome 0.59 s
0.044: on_
qph
0.360 0.295 0.86 p 0.40
0.378 0.370 0.62 p 0.96
0.377 0.278 0.817 bol -
0.041 owe
0.384 0.288 0.85 p




81.11 0.436 O.321 0.849 0.525
60. O. 165 ome
65.1 0.328 0.184 O.916
86.7 0.086 0.064 0.73
74. 0.422 0.295 0.66 V 0.60
74.54 s 0.043 ome 0.041 orne














































































i rl r2 I1 qph
65. 0.312 0.271 0.57 V 0.8
89.5 0.326 0.205 0.947*
66.81 pi
80.5 0.238 0,238 0.50 p I .O
-65.




46. 0.33 0.35 O.60y
62.14 0.369 0.293 0.643 V
75.45 0.390 0.255 0.914 V
35.44 w
63.3 0.267 0.183 0.718 V
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Not clear which comp( of VB is SB
*P dbld from GCVS4
P=6er?.
XND+EI.J_; No X-ray eclipse_
del m-l.31
*Prot-7.36d; RS CVn


























del m-3.12 V; *Pphtm-Porb; *lan_ff-0.493 mum
UGSS
!_1
del m(1amt600)-0.69; del mV-0.76





T1-47500K; log £I -4.25 +I-0.2
HI Man BIV+(BIV), i-84.8, rl-0.322,r2-0.214, 11-0.699 p (Ic: Wachamaa, A.A. 1968, A_r. AI_. Hamburger Stemw., 7, 381)
EQ Man UGSU; Not • CV?. (Vol_ & Barman 1982, AAp Suppl, 48, 383)

































































































Dec(1950) /t(Dec) Pes Ref FK4 SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
-11 2245.98 +0.1 SAO 152277 224.41 -02.73
-12 44 04.08 +0.5 SAO 152360 225.95 *02.70
-04 3242.7 AC 218.78 +01.26
-I1 1255.96 -0.6 PerTO 41533 152394 9389 224.71 -01.79
+00 46 35.9 AC 214.29 +04.17
+02 59 53.8 AC 212.44 +05.48
-303446.1 242.51 -09.72
-25 24 51.8 AC 238.03 -07.06
-36 00 31. 247.68 -I !.68
-30 59 48.41 -0.4 SAO 197719 9598 243.20 4)9.28
-16 08 46,98 +2.5 Pex70 7604 152630 9643 230.13 .02.0_
-4002 12. GCVS 251.84 o12.$2
*24 27 58.28 -0.3 PerTO 41590 173444 9734 237.82 -05.37
-24 51 42.75 +0.7 Pex70 41591 173446 9736 238.18 4)5.54
-36 39 00.62 O.0 Per70 41595 197837 9746 248.82 -10.86
-16 1800.39 -13.2 Per70 41597 152724 9758 230.67 -01.41
+55 22 40.73 -3.08 FK4 280 026311 9800 161.96 +26.37
-26 52 08.O1 + 1.6 PerT0 41602 173522 9805 240.20 436.03
+28 36 03.87 189.89 +18.90
+36 32 45.1 P177 182.OI +21.g2
+08 23 29.89 -4.04 FK4 285 30285 115456 9947 209.52 + I 1.68
+21 3256.88 -12.5 Per70 41626 +21°O816 079403 9957 197.23 +17.30
-31 21 06.77 0.0 PerT0 41647 198042 10029 245.04 4)6.54
-13 53 00.91 +5.2 SAO 152963 10038 229.74 +01.95
+060500. GCVS 212.08 4-11.54
+100247.3 20_.48 +13.36
-10 15 24.5 AC 226.72 +04,00
o375342.19 +0.4 SAO 198085 251.11 -O9.17
-35 46 49.34 +0.5 SAO 198093 10094 249.25 -08.12
+48 07 NSV 170.30 +26.64
-20 41 02.30 +5.4 SAO 173970 236.04 -00.73
+31 59 57.61 -10.25 FK4 287 +31"0789 060198 10120 187.44 +22.48
+32 O0 00.53 -10.25 FK4 287 +31°0789 060198 10120 187.44 +22.48
+31 5850.36 -11.2 AGK3 +31°0790 060199 10121 187.46 +22.47











































































Dec(1950) _(De¢) Pos Re£ FK4 SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
-445040.50 -1.3 SAO 21883! 10212 257.83 -11.53
+40 16 42. GCVS 179.03 +25.67
-25 15 00,39 -i.0 Per70 41685 174175 10266 240.65 -01.84
+04 O0 00. GCVS 215.04 +12.63
-69 25 39.5 LG90 281.36 -21.40
-38 25 54.68 0.0 SAO 198272 10330 252.39 -07.94
-13 16 30.71 +5.0 SAO 153259 230.62 +04.75
-38 24 56.59 + 1. I PerTO 41706 198298 10355 252.51 -07.69
+290022.23 -23.5 Pe¢70 41707 +29"0890 079638 10373 191,19 +23.27
-31 47 11.5 247.07 -03,79
-14 33 48.31 -2.2 SAO 153362 10453 232.19 +04.91
-34 12 25.9 AC 249.27 -04.84
-12 49 36. GCVS 230.80 +05.98
-37 46 25.62 +2.5 SAO 198419 10490 252.44 -06.52
-46 29 00.76 +0.37 FK4 1203 31203 219000 10533 260.25 -10.56
-23 26 25.2 L85 240.31 +01.18
-26 36 33.2 AC 243.40 +00.15
-10 35 NSV 229.60 +08.40
-02 $4 40.73 -0.7 SAO 135216 222.87 + 12.29
-38 43 56.79 -0.8 Per70 41756 198545 10661 253.90 -05.93
+03 46 48. C-CVS 216.88 + 15.60
+22 08 04.61 -3.9 (BFW87) 199.22 +23.39
-24 11 42. GCVS 241.57 +01.81
+43 38 23.87 -0.6 AGK3 +43"0811 042099 176.26 +30.02
-49 06 30.34 +0.4 Per70 41777 219226 10802 263.48 -10.28
-01 1508.75 -7.63 FK4Sup 2620 41788 -!'1162 135380 10870 222.35 +14.81















































29 CMa 2781 57060
tau CMa 30 CMI 2782 5706 I
v2 Pup 2790 57219
2788 57167 -16"i898
19 Lyn A 2784 57103 +55"1192
2800 57593
bet CMi 3 CMi 2845 58715 +8"1774
p Gem 63 Gem 2846 58728 +21"1602





HpI Gem 66GemB 2890 60178 +32"1581








-30_04030 -30°01551 FF CMa
-25"04197 -25 "02074 VWCMI






































C.$V 1014; S 4876
150(3 CMa; LSS 306
d CMt; 20H CMa; 151G CMa; CSV 6576; N
s4G pup




2H CMi; 18(3 CMi; CSV 6586; MWC 178
23H Gem
285.1928
X0728 + 100 O A)
119.1943; CSV 1069; S 3446
BV 805
I03G Pup
NSV 03633; SVS 1740
HV 4454
Castor B; 24H Gem B; AFGL 1144B; G1278
Castor A; 24H Gem A; AFGL 1144A; G1278
Castor C; GL 278C; X0731 +319 (IES, IH?)









































75 Gem 2973 62044 +29" 1590
62910














-.44"03573 -44"01710 V344 Pup
WYLyn
-25*04828 -25"0"2623 PU Pup
AK CMi

























310.1934; CSV !102; P 3052
23.1909; HV 3189
64.1929
150G Pup; NGC 2451-203
29H Cram; AFGL 1174; CSV 100890; INCA
He 3-67; LSS 731; MR 9; WR 8
166G_e





CSV 1163; $ 4101
CSV 1162; NSV 03775; 8 4082
HV 3567
























































































4.393411 O. 1i 8 45.4
154.90 0.30 107.7
"1.0






































+ 17.5 22.4 276




























HD 62910 WN6 WC4
PV Pup ASV ASV





KY Pup BO:Vlme (130)
NSV 03775
TU Moa BSV A5III:
QZ Pup B2.SV [Bgv]
XZ CMi FOV
U Gem uiBe M5V
ax Pup
HD 65041 B2V [FIV]
V Pup BIVp B31V:
V645 Mot_ K4111




























29658. 375 I. 807805
omel V0 KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
165.2 + 1.6 37.9
+40. -20 293:
0 57.5
0 +16.0 138.9 171.2
0 +29. 87.5 72.5 100
0.0210 160 +43.78 34.79 27.*
0 +135.: 23 72
0.0503 phi 149.7 phi +29.8 130.0 130.9
0.O + 14. 197 56
0 61.6
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Name V B-V U-B R-I
FZ CMa 8.107 +0.16 -0.62
FM CMI 7.28 -0.08 -0.78
AO Moo 9.6
FN CMa 5.39 +0.05 -0.85
BM Moo 12.18 p
NSV 03432 10.6 p
FF CMa 7.43 .4). 19 -0.78
VW CMa 9.45 +0.02
X0710-360 15.2
GG CMa 6.60 -0.17 -0.76
HD 56310 6.86 -0.17 .0.89
GZPup ll.Tv
UW C'Ma 4.84 -0.15 -1.01 -0.13
tau CMa 4.40 -0.15 -0.99 .0.18
NW Pup 5.11 -0.16 -0.66 -0.21
R CMa 5.70 +0.35 +0.04
19 Lyn A 5.45
HQ CMa 6.01 -0.17 -0,70
AWGcm 13.1 v
AP Aur 10.9 p
bet CMi 2.90 -0.09 -0.28 -0.06
63 Gem 5.22 +0.39 -0.04
HR 2873 5.77 -0.19 -0.75
HD 59543 7.19 -0.07 -0.66
SVCMi 13.0p +0.11 -0.64
BG CMi 15.0 -0.04: -0.92:
KQ Moo 13.06 +0.08 -0.72
MQ Pup 9.03
PS Pup 6.62 -0.08 -0.36
NSV 03633 10.98
TY Pup 8.40 +0.42
alpi Gem 1.58 D +0.04 +0.02
alp2 Gem 1.59 D +0.03 +0.01 -0.01
YY Gem 9.07 + 1.35 + 1.04 + 1.06
HI Pup 10.34 +0.60
E(B-V) par Cluster
0.42 CMa OB 1
CMa OB I
0.24 m CMa OBI?























ADS Vis Bimry Companions
9.031V, 0.0", Pffi536.6d
5795A bet328A;$i 8 1026 deim-l.2,0.561"
5977 A phi 313 A; h 3948 A IOv, 8"; It.22V, B2V, SS"
Jc I0 B
6OI2 A $ig 1062 A 6.53H, B9V, 15.1"
6OI5 A hun 76 A 13.2v, 8.2"
bet pm A
6089A $,h 368 A
I 1.0v, 98,5"; 10.gv, 124.9"; 10.Tv, I
















































































































< NGC 2451 >
0.0169
0.82 Anon Pup •
0.03 m














ADS Vis Binary Companions
6246 A B 731 A 5.7, 0.2"7
bet pm A 10.8, 182.2"
6348B Sig 1138B 6.07V, A2V, 16.8"; 10.5, 100.4"
h 4025 A 10.0, 7.0"; 11.0, 19.0"
6526 A A 1580 A 8.9v, O. I"





















































































Min II D d i rl r2 I1
8.44 0.16 87.63 0.2816 0.2816 O. 138*
7.5: 77. 0.333 0.333 0.50 V
I0.16 O. 17; O. 14 86.2 0.248 0.222 0.665 V
12.29 p O. 15 75.0 0.500 0.264 0.97 p
57.63 pl
7.65 65.8 0.476 0.252 0.706 V




12. ! v 74.0 0.415 0.300 0.63 v
5,25 68.71 0.3986 0.4261 0.494 V
60.09 pi
5.78 O. 15 79.93 0.325 0.219 0.885 13ol
74.89 se 0.254 owe " 0.74 $
abs4mt? 0.03
57.63 pi
11.2 p 82. 0.4505 0.3622 0.594 y
67.70 s 0.178 ome 0.62s
56.60 pi
57.63 pi
9,39 85.0 0.2820 0.297 0.70 V
45.9 0.326 O. 104 0.9935 B
(o.5)
8.87 67.80 0.515 0.328 0.739 V
53.80 pl
55.83 pL
9.55 O. 1 I 0.004 86.54 O. 1706 O. 1496 0.580 V

























































































O. I0; O. 10
[o.o57]
d i rl r2 II
70.5 0.248 0.186 0.68 V
84. 0.467 0.269 0.92 p








0.1791 0.1740 0.513 y
74.0 0.435 0.320 0.66 p
57.63 pi
89.3 0.1840 0.2347 0.930 V
39.57 pi
77.70 0.3732 0.3044 0.9205 y
69.7 O.3144 0.77 V*
57.63 pi
50.05 pi
79.0 0.404 0.321 0.655 y
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PV Pup 1.56 1,55






NSV 03775 0.71 p 0.28 p
TU Mort 12.70 2.69
QZ Pup 8.22 s 2.67 pi
XZ CMi
UGem 1.26 0.58
BX Pup 0.89 p 0.82 p
HD 65041 9.77 s !.41 pi






















































del m=0.123 V; *0-0.739
betC 5.36-5.39 V (0.12377d)
BIV: +(A0II-Ill), i-86.9, rl =0.1064, r2-0.1353, I 1-0.849p (lc: Wtchmann, A.A. 1968,/u=tr. Abh. Hamburger Sternw., 7, 381)
UG:
betC (6.56-6.61 V): Ell?.
del m- 1.08







Ell (amp O.051u, O,03v,b,y)
P© obs ->
Vi.t. orb: P-444.945y, T= 1960.104, a=6.593", e-0.323, i- 114.61 °, ome-73.31", Ome-41.46" (Docobo, J,A., Costa. $.M. 1985, Circ. hff.
































RS; *Pphtm_ I 1.47d
LC asymmetric; doubtful bin.
EW (amp 0,06 V)










*_,V- 14,70; Twd- 30000K
UGZ
del m=0.43; MV=-3.82








































08 00 04.929 ..0.23
08 04 02.833 +0.01
08 04 16.873 -0.03
08 06 32.407 -0.05
08 07 46.613 -0.42
08 07 52.56
080756.860 -O.13
08 07 59.465 -0.057
08 08 05.401 +0.3 I
08 08 49.94 -0.57
08 09 52.037
08 11 22.061 -0.33
08 11 37.
08 1202.251 -0.06
08 12 52.22 -0.20
08 13 49.648 -0.39
08 1555.185 -0.09
08 16 24.83
08 16 26.576 -0.24
08 16 27.79
08 18 53.4
08 19 29.490 -0.01





08 24 26.810 +0.05
08 24 28.064 -0.15
0825 15.
08 25 19.808 +0.12
082557.681 -0.07
08 25 57.689 -0.07
08 26 27.552 -0.37
Dec(1950) /L(Dec) Pe_ Ref FK4
+01 51 38. BD
-35 09 47.95 -0.1 SAO
+020427.19 -0.1 AGK3
+41 56 47.10 -3.6 AGK3
-41 52 58.70 +0. I SAO
-6828 12.53 +2.1 SAO
+28 17 32.5 W83
-47 I1 49.46 -0.9 Pet70
-47 11 18.31 +0.39 FK4 309
+62 45 22.74 -0.9 (BFW87)
-76 23 11.6 +7.3 LGgO
-35 12 04.35
-23 48 03.97 +0.5 SAO
+00 39 30. GCVS
-46 50 21.54 -0.8 PexT0
-185402.3 +0.1 (W83)
-49 04 01.50 -12.6 SAO
-41 33 05.63 -0.8 SAO
-34 46 25.4
-46 56 06.24 +0.2 SAO
-45 14 01.5 AC
+51 15 01. PG
+45 37 04.05 -3.6 AGK3
+73 16 22.91 -0.2 (BFW87)
+02 08 54.3
-03 35 16.72 -2.6 PerTO
-16 14 36. GCVS
-28 39 56.0 AC
+03 40 50.83 -6.6 AGK3
-38 53 43.30 +0.3 SAO
+25 31 GCVS
-20 40 40.27 -I.8 Per70
-'02 21 00.72 -2.4 AGK3
-02 21 00.60 -2.4 AGK3
-38 48 19.21 -2.0 SAO
SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
219.68 +16.59
198721 251.81 -02.49
+2"1064 116352 219.98 +17.58
+41°0829 042180 178.54 o31.37
219459 258.17 -05.04
250128 11098 281.62 -18.56
194.O8 +28.81
41822 219501 11103 262.81 -07.70














+45*0757 042321 174.66 +34.59
141.38 +32.63
221.99 +21.25




199224 11542 257.62 -00.54
198.50 +31.66
8406 175870 11570 242.80 + 10.16
-2"0431 135958 11587 226.88 +20.20
-2"0431 135958 11587 226.88 +20.20
199271 257.78 -00.17
Name RA(1950) /_(RA)
HR 3358 08 27 29.901 -0.16
X Car 08 30 11.601 -0.28
FX Vel 08 30 43.51
HR 3352 08 31 02.587 -0.49
SW UMa 08 32 58.405
HR 3395 08 33 11.523 -0,84
CC Cnc 08 33 24.
EI UM, 08 34 48.5
BB Vel 08 35 11.61
TXCnc 0837 10.291 -0.30
BU Vel 08 38 20.08 -0.20
HR 3442 08 38 32,028 -0.32
omi Vel 08 38 51.636 -0.221
V343 Car 08 39 30.824 -0.034
EU Hya 08 39 36.
EG Cnc 08 40 03.26
TXPyx 084029.52
HX Vei 08 40 39.102 -0.32
HY Vel 08 40 59.363 -0.24
AC Cn¢ O8 41 41.70
CoD -45°4482 08 43 05.61
AD Cnc 08 43 38.
eps Hya C 08 44 07.508 -I .28
RS Cha 08 44 58.108 -0.93
rho Hya 08 45 47.114 -0.13
TT Pyx 08 46 21.553 +0.03
CoD -44°4834 08 46 29.67
HD 75446 08 46 42.283 -0.34
HD 75655 08 47 57.715 -0.08
HR 3525 084831.719 -0.16
M67-186 08 48 43.1
KX Vel 08 48 51,625 -0.09
15 Hya 08 49 06.951 -0.31
HD 75767 08 49 35.089 + 1.O2











































































































Pex70 41999 220561 12227
PUt70 42000 136345 12232





















































































































































































































































































































325.1934; CSV 1202; NSV 03867; P 3098
107.1934; P3108




8G Vel; NSV 03930; X0807471 (IF.S)
9(3 Vd; CSV 6619; He 3-127; INCA 108S; L
5.1908; lag OGOt +627; X0808+627 (IES, IH
CSV 1244; 5 4893








P(3 0818+513; SVS 2865
CSV 6628; NSV 04031; SVS 1396
PSR 0820 + 02





GJ 2068; GR 151






























































































































































AS 202; DV 1097; He 3-174
44.1909
6(3 Cnc; GI 310.1A
PG 0834 +488; X0834 + 488 (I H)
P 32O4
220.1937; NGC 2632-244
54(3 VM; [C 2391-16; NSV 04194
56(3 Vd; CSV 6651; IC 2391-20




62(3 Vel; IC 2391-34
SVS 1280; X0841 + 130 (H)
He 3-200; LSS 1145; MR 13; WR 12
SVS 127"/
59(] NyaC; AFGL 1289; IRC +10193
9(3 Cha; BV 430; CSV 6667
5H Hya; 64G Hya
200.1932; CSV 1369; P 575
BV 1200; _ 1160; NSV 04260
77G Vel; LSS 1176
M67-186; Racine 11-222
78(3 Vel; LSS 1181
70(3 Hya; CSV 101005; NSV 04282; Zi 721
11G Cnc; X0849+082 (EXO)























BD CoD CPD Vat
-27*06009 -27*03452 RZ Pyx






-27*06141 -27"03536 TY Pyx
+ 18°2101 SY Cnc
+27* 1706 WY Cac




77.1933; CSV 1381; P 578
He 3-226; LSS 1202; MR 16; WR 14
88G Vel
715.1935; HV 8171; P 3257; S 4907
I_V 811; INCA 1092
401.1929; PG 0858+181; SVS 228; X0818 +
















































































0.6440634 0 +23.8 73
1.915854
14.16833 0.00 +9.68 66.67 82,0 38
0.0868 0 + 19, 50 522 Sh; 658 Wi
1.482575 0.057 197.6 +9.7 45.0 119
78.519 0.53 41 -18, 118,6 40.8 220
0.076351 0 +25.7 58.4 334 •
0.0744991674 0 -23. 88. 430 691 •
0.06143 0 +21. 119.
2.1923631 0.0 +21.4 77.0
0.7160065 0 <'1(30. <" 100.
5.87 57
0.0697468487 O + 16. 437. • 429: Wi
0.1939289 O +31. 138 107. •
1.12640327
0.86737053
2.0882 O +26.1 7.0 435
0.26498597
O. 15587490 0 +50. 196.
0.997
O.289840 0 -38. 137 193 677 Sh; 700 e; (31
1232.47 0.011868 332.02 2.868461
1.562975 0.O51 123.92 +71.3 30.28 35
0.5.563389
0.68108*
0.327832 0 (-42.) (92.)
!.2568803 O. 1255 phi 13.0 phi
0.2386913
4.5961832 0.0956 phi IO8.7 phi + 1.5 103.6 103,7
5.9766 0.09 110.31 -14.30 41.88 67.5










































































































































288 + 14.5 57.














































KUV 08599 + 4130
























K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
294 200 190
+22.20 46.31 48
+63.2 97.5 96.2 26.* 24
86 320 Sh; 645 Wi
+29.7 92.8 *
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4.35 D .0.11 -0.46 -0.09 0,03
ll.9v -0.11 -0.84 O.00u
4.27 -0.23 -0.92 -O.18 0.04
1.76 -0.29 -0.99 -O.13 0.04
12.2v +0.07 -0.84 0.00u
11".5 v +0.05 -0.78 0.00 u




14.6 V 0.0 u
9.57 0.00 -0.73 +0.15 0.OOu
8.50 +0.03




8.0 v 0.02 m
10.85 -0.01 -0.83 -0.03 0.02 u
22.6
5.61 +0.46 -0.06 +0,275C 0.08
10.5 v +0.56 +0.10
10.2p
9.90 +0.61 +0.06 0.02
6.01 -0,02 -0.36 0.00
12,7 B
6.57 +0,04 0.022
6.39 D +0.33 +0.08 0.15


















Rink 7 A 8.0, 6.0"
De165 B 1.78V, WCS, 41.2"
De/65 A 4.27V, BIV, 41.2"; 7.65V, B6V, 65"
dd m-3.9, 35"
Rst 1393 A il.7v, 3.7"
h 4093 A 7.28H, 8.0"
B 2179 A 8.58V, 0.3"
A 551 A (orb); Si 8 I 7.2, ASm, 0.321"; 10.5, 18"











































































































































































ADS Vis Binary Companions
phi 315; h 4104 A del mffi0.0, 0.2"; 7.7v, 4"
9.0-[12, 1.8"
6872 A OSi 8 192 A rej
6886 A $ig 1245 A 7.25V, G5V, 10.3"
A M star following,
h4126 A 9.6, 16.6"
Jsp 295 A 13.2, 15.7"
Rst 5304 A 7, Iv,0.3"
BrsO A BC 5.52V, BSSi, 76.6"
6993C Si 8 1273 B (orb) AB:GS[II+ASIV; 3.8+4.7v, 3"; D 1
7006A AGC3A 13.1, 12.4"
HdO 205 A 9.2v, 3.2"
7050 A bet 587 A; H V 20 7.5, O.9"
15
RA 08h
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
RE Pyx 8.98 -0.04 -0.61 0.11
[[ Vel 9.52 +0.11 -0.64 0.33 Vel OBI?
DF Hya I 1. p
AK Cnc 13. p 0.08 m
HD 76536 9.51 +0.22 0.57 anon Vel a
HR 3574 4.680 -0.115 -0.484 -0.14 0.05 I)0.O20 (Cr 173)
CU Vel 11.4 v 0.04 m Cr 173?
TY Pyx 6.87 +0.69 +0.26 0.05 0.0118
SYCnc 11.50 +0.09 -0.79 +0.11 O.OOu
WY Cnc 9.49 +0.610








Name Vbl type Min 1 Min I1 D d i
BH CMi EW (0.37 y) (0.30 y)
PZ Pup EB/KE 8.50 60.
YY CMi EB 9.13 8.88 77.2
SW Lyn EA/DW 10.20 9.65 0.12 83.7
BH Pup EA 9,1 p 77.5
eps Vol 58.05 s
YZ Cnc UGSU 14.92 34.18 w
8aml VeI 24.76 ome
gain2 Vet WR 70. P
SU UMa UGSU 14.53 32.26 p
Z Cha UGSU + EA 15.15 [0,0607.] 80.04
CP Pup NA (0.1 i)
XZ Pup EA/SD 10.26 7.90 0.21 0.000 90.0
WY Hya EW/KE 11.2 p I 1.2 p 87.3
HR 3244
VV Pup XPM +ELL 17.1 V 78.
IX Ve] NL 49.87
AU Pup EB/KE 9.46 9.28 80.99
AZ Pup EB (0.5 p) (0.4 p) 74.
IT Vel ELL: 7.08 7.08
BP Vet EW/KW 13.8 p 13.7 p 85.
BH Lyn EA + NL: 15.8 B [0.094]
HD 70271 EA: 8,8 v -90.
Z Cam UGZ 13.6 "55.
PSR 0820+02
1 Hya 5 I. 12 pi
AV Pup EW/DW I 1. I v 83.5
AW Pup EA/SD IO.9 p 0.35 78.
FG Hya EW/KW 10.28 10.25 0.085:0.085 85.16
NO Pup EA/KE: 7.12 v 6.82 v O. 13 0.000 77.8
AT Cnc UG: 16.0 B
VV Pyx EA/DM 7.05 7.03 0.06; O.08 88.075
HR 3337A 46.82 del
LO Hya EA/DM (0.22) (0.07) 86.2










































































Name Vbl type Min 1
HR 3358
X Car EB/KE 8.65
FX Vet EB/KE 10.70
HR 3352
SW UMa UG 16.50
HR 3395
CC C,nc UG 17.6 B
El UMa NL
BB Vel UG 14.39
TX Cnc EW/KW 10.35




EU Hya EA/DW (0.7 p)
EG Cnc NL 17: V
TX Pyx EJK.E 9.9 p
HX Vd ELL: 5.53
HY Vet ELL: 4.90
AC Cn¢ EA/WD/NL: 15.4
CoD 45"4482
AD Cnc EW/KW 13.53
eps Hyt C
RS Cha EA +DSCT 6.68
rho Hya
TT Pyx EA 9.48





KX Vet E (0.08 b)
15 Hya
HD 75767















































































Name Vbl type Min I
RZ Pyx EB/KE 9.84
il Vel E/D 9.65
DF Hya EW/KW I 1.5 p
AK eric UG > 17. p
HD 76536 9.44
HR 3574
CU Vel UGSU 15.5 p
TY Pyx EA/D/RS 7.47
SY Cnc UGZ 14.0 v
WY C.nc EAISD/RS 10.12
CV Vel EA/DM 7.19
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SW Lyn 1.42 0.45
BH Pup
eps Vol 4.37 s 3.55
ygCnc 0.96w 0.21p
gaml Vel 15.14 s 4.13
gain2 Vel 6.20 18.02
SUUMa 0.$3p 0.172 p
ZCha 0.93 0.191
CP Pup










HD 7027! 0.95 s 0.95 s
ZCsm 1.15 0.82
PSR 0820 +02
! Hya 1.30 t 0.29 pi
AV Pup
AW Pup
FG Hya 1.08 s' O. 153 phi
NO Pup 2.57 s 1.68 del
AT Cnc
VV Pyx 2.10 2.09
HR 3337A 1.64 del 1.02
LO Hya 1.46 1.02
AS Vel






















X Car 0.78 0.78
FX Vel
HR 3352 2.09 s 1.17 pi
SW OMa 0.62 w 0.112 p
HR 3395
CC Cnc 0.71 p 0.28 p
El UMa
BB Vel 0.89 p 0.86 p
'IX Cnc 1.00 0.62
BU Vel 5.37 s' i.35
HR 3442
omi Vel 8.13 s
V343 Car
EU Hya




AC Cn¢ 0.79 0.98
CoD-45"4482 15.84 s 21.52 pi
AD C.ac
¢ps Hya C






HR 3525 18.20 s 14.68 $
M67-186
KX Vel
15 Hya 1.89 s 1.51
HD 75767
BZ UMa 0.89 p 0.43 p
RI
RA 08h
















RZ Pyx 5.74 4.71
II Vel 10.96 s 10.96 s
DF Hya
AK C.nc 0.71 p 0.28 p
HD 76536
HR 3574 4.79 s 1.08 pi
CU Vel 0.53 p 0.1"/4 p
TY Pyx 1.20 1.21
SY Cac 0.89 p 0.86 p
WY Cnc 2.38 0,91
CV Vel 6_09 5.98
KUV 08599 + 4130

















































ok.[ m > = 3.2; (B-V)mm = +0.37, +0.29
E (Algol-type)
Twd< 25100K
*tam 4650; **hun 4430; Ome-310"; a-0.0043"; dei m--I.2**; Aag. diam. 1-0.00044" +t-0.00005" _ nro,,t_, g.. Davit, J., Allea, L







DM =23.6; V-R--0.2:; U=6OOOOyr
*P Maould prob. be dbld; Alwxnative Ic rain: P- 1.36216d, [B6] + (B6), i-89, t1-0.29, r2-0.29, II -0.50, q- 1.0
U =37.2y; "13 =0.360 y
Min ll-Min I = O.4gp; "13--0.167 y
Vis. orb: P=52.64y, T= 1948.94, a-0.337", e-0.447, i-85.6°0 ome=223.8 °. Ome=62.4 ° (Docobo, J.A., Costa,J.M. 1984, Cir. Inf., No. 99
Vis. orb: P=52.64y, T= 1948.94, a-0.337", e-0.447, i=85.6 °, ome=43.8", Ome-62.4" (Docobo, J.A., Costa,J.M. 1984, Circ. Inf., No. 99)








































delm = 0.078 B,V
B9111-IVe+(A0111-IV), i-83.9, r1=0.398, r2-0.360, 11-0.585 p, q-0.80 (assumed) (k: Strcx'm_iet,W., Cat, H., $ch6ffel, E. 1968, IBVS 261
Twd < 15000K
UG; Pf0.1046d, 0.I158d, 0.1308d7
UG
delm = 0.22
Mm 11- Mm I =
Ell.'? (0.01V)
*(del V-0.12); bet CMa (A. van Hoof 1972, AAp, 18 51)
betC 4,3-4..33 V
Alternative lc rain: F2+(G6[V), i-78, r1-0.34, r2-0.29, il-0.8gp, q=0.34
NL
Alternative lc toln: A3 +(A5), i-83.5, rl--0.279, r2-0.258, II =0,60p, q=0.88
Ell: (del V=0.05)
Ell: (del V-0,07)






















UG; I1 @ V- 18.5; Secondary spectrum visible (Szkody, p., Howell, S.B. 1992, ApJ Sup, 78, 537)





















































































































































































31238 +10"11"/9 098378 12596
÷51"0734 027136 12604






































































































































































+ 11 20 27.63
+04 34 42,92
+ 12 06 35.9
-58 I1 01.77
-57 29 24.6 I
+41 17 40.83
-57 24 58.24




+ 17 39 03.97































AGK3 SAO GC I b




221496 13508 275.36 +02.83
190.74 +50.64
+21°1070 081035 13528 210:95 +48.37
+ 11"1147 098794 224.48 +44.51
+4"1354 117937 13545 232.58 +41.26
223.69 +45.11
237480 13654 281.48 .03.12
237491 13663 281.08 4)2.55
+41°0966 043115 13700 180.07 +51.89
237521 13710 281.23 .432.34
+12°1188 098876 13724 224.10 +46.95
+24"[119 081154 13748 206.86 +51.33
287.16 -09.46
+ 18°1020 098895 217.02 +49.71












































































































































































LSS 1227; Vet X*l; X0900-403 (3Ao H, IH,
BV 90; CSV 6676
32.1913; HV 3348; N Pyx 1890, 1902, 1920,
27H Cac; CSV 101025; Zi 733
16H UMa
BV 31; INCA 2195
117t3 _ CSV 6698
106G Hya
18H UMa; GI 337.1
BV 1201
PG 0917+342; Ton 1051
Ton 408




20H UMa; AFGL 1360; GI 355.1; IRC +700
12G Ant
2H LMi; IRC +40208
350.1934; P 33O4
G1356A
P 3305; SVS 770
193.1937
14(3 Ciut; CSV 6735






































































































CSV 1500; S 4758
158G Vel
CSV 1508; S 4759
G 48-39; LT]" 12609
7G Sex
66.1907
163G Car;. BV 470




INCA 1103; NSV 04696; X0957+247 (IF.S)





Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P
P'G 0900+401 sdO K3 0.33818
GP Vel B0.51ballp (XPSR) 43955.6488 8.964353
UV Lyn F8V (GIV) 40271.5032 0.41498088
T Pyx sdBe 0.07374:
IK Vel B5 (AS) 1.992321
kap Cnc BSIIIpHf.Mn [A4V] 40001.95 6.39326
15 UMa A2/9/F2111-V [M7V] 4(3001.115 4.8915
75 Cnc GSIV-V [KOV] 44111.70 19.412
XY UMa G3V (KSV) 39913.5245 0.47899468
V357 Car B21V-V [F4V] 16534.215 6.74469
KW Hya A31ll:m AOV: 45024.42048 7.750469
16 UMa F9V [K4V] 23048.47 16.23969
GG Vel A0V (Ol IV) 41329.98944 1.4752160
HR 3676 AI[B9.5]V [A3V] 19408.027 15.990





































































-4.1 70.12 93.17 15
-14.6 35.3 0
-13.11 63,34 73.64 53







-25.0 99.1 136.5 45
-13. 59
< 17.
+ 10, 90 88




















HD 85091 G0Vwlm [M3V] 44685.870 3.3901472
4 Sea FTVn IF/V] 44452.027 3.05468
X Leo tcIBe M2V 46434.925 0.16440
QX Car B3V B3V 43571.84238 4.4779754
V396 Car WN8 [K8V] 43212. I 10.73
19 LMi F6V$ [G9V] 43860.53 9.28347
V367 Car B314V 42468.79 5.73
nu Leo B91V 19815.9 137.2978
DH L,eo KOVe KS-M0(V)e 45444.419 i.070354
L 101-26 DA2 47630.409 I. 15
BD +18"2304 FS[V] (F5V) 39571.388 0.290
XY Leo A KOVn K0V 35484.07,22 0.28410273
XY Leo B 46426.319 0.8050
HD 87059 B3111 43497.982 4.515
RU LMi sdBe 01447
XZ Leo A6V (AS) 45025.358 0.4877351
e omel V0 KI
0 -27. 84
K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
0. -35.55 236.46 130.23
0 +27.31 100.10 101.31 20 20
0.002 68.3 +43.51 34.34
0.00 + 17.0 95.3 101.6
0 + 15. 105 670 Wi
0.278 phi 123.7 pld + 17.0 167.0 182.5 90
0 +51.: 6.0
0 4.9 18.9 25.3 0
0.700 293.7 + 18.7 20.0 96
0 +9.8 89.3 132.3 45.* 31
0. 104
0 -50. 108 216
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ADS Vis Binary Companions
A 7.8v, 0.0003"; 6.1, 0.3"
bet pm A del m-3.1, i12.0"
HVI5A
Hu 1456 A 13.2, 5.3"
7438 A Cou 2084 A; Sig 13 9.4, 0.29"; 8.0, 24,7"; 8.7, 117.8"
7441 A Hu 1128 A 13.9v, 3.3"
7480A H VI76A
7494A Es 1825 A
7500 A Sig 1377 A
4.4, 0.004"; 9.9v, 85"




















































































































































































EW/KW I 1.08 I 1.02 0.07 85.
UG: 14.76 57.63 pi
RS:




EB/KE 10.77 10.35 0.023: 72.0
RS: (0.04)
EA/SD 10.91 10,26 0.19 0.000 83.60
EB/KE (0.55 p) (0.35 p) 89.93
Not Studied
58.45 s
EW/KW 8.48 8.43 0.037; 0.028 84.90




0.445 0.333 0.7022 V
0.31 0.26 0.92 V
0.327 O. 168 0.930 V
0.0853 0.0594 0.787 y
0.282 0.249 0.90 V
0.158 ome
0.95 V s*
0,272 0.277 0.85 V
0.501 O.301 0.714 bol
0.431 0.332 0.317 B
0,191 ome
0.414 0,343 0.925 V
0.376 0.277 0.9492 V*
0.3905 0.3295 0.677 V
< =0.43 ome < _0.43 ome 0.55 s












Name Vbl type Min I Min I1
IP Vel (0.19 B)
DK Hya EB 11.5 p 10.7 p
DV UMa UG 18.6 v
AA UMa EW/KW 11.58 I 1.53
KN Vel E (0.09 v) (<0.01 v)




X Leo UGSS 15.81
QX Car EA/DM 7.21 7.02
V396 Car ELL
19 L.Mi




BD +18"2304 (0.44 V)
XY Leo A EW/KW 9.94 9.85
XY L_oB
HD 87059
RU LMi UG 19.5 p





















rl r2 I1 qph
0.340 O. 171 0.952 b
0.390 0.295 0.87 p 0.40
0.3370 O.4413 0.3858 V 1.8157
0.307 O. 104 0.992 V
0.444 0.279 0.71 p 0.48
0.099 ome 0.O99 omc
O. 144 O. 136 0.546 y
0.00 ome 0.70 s
0.18 0.10 0.87 V
0.202 ome 0.140 ome
0.444 0.323 0.577*
0.65
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15 RA 09h
Name M l _
I_G 0900+401
GP Vel 23.09 1.83
UVLyn 1.17 s' 0.6l phi
T Pyx
IK Vel
kap Cnc 3.31 s 1.91 pi
15 UMa 1.66 s 0.041 pi
75 Cac 1.07 s 0.85
XY UMa
V357 Car 10.35 $ 1.23 pi
KW Hya 1.97 1.49
16 UMa 1.07 s 0.68 pi
GG Vel
HR 3676 2.36 s 2,03 s
PG 0917+342
AR Cat
BF Lyn 0.77 s 0.75 s
kap Vel
V377 Car
EZ Hya 1.39 0.35
TULeo 0.71p 0.28p
DK UMa
S Ant 0.79 0.47
SU LMi




VV UMa 0.97 0.29
GW Car 22.34 s' 12.75 phi
zet Cha
omi Leo 2.11 1.825
W UMa I. 10 0.48
HD 84184
HD 84207



















IP Vel 4.07 s 1.60 s
DK Hya
DV LIMa
AA UMa 0.89 1.61
KN Vel
RT LMi
DG Leo 1.95 s !.94
HD 85091 1.05 s
4 Sex !.33 s 1.24 s
XLeo 1.29w 0.47
QX Car 9.25 8.46
V396 Car 15.84 s 0.59 pi
19 LMi i. 17 s 0.87
V367 Car
nu Leo
DH leo 0.85 s 0.57
L 101-26
BD +18"2304 1.205 0.00
XY Leo A 0.88 0.44
XY Leo B
HD 87059
RU LMi 0.71 p 0.28 p
XZ Leo
A RI R2 TI









PG 0900+401 de] mV=-0.2; TIf31000K
GP Vel Ome=317 °
UV Lyn (B-V)I,il = +0.64, +0.65
T Pyx
IK Vel
Imp C..n¢ aJpCV (5.22-5.27 V); "Prot=5.0035d
15 UMa
75 Ca¢
XY UMs RS (del V=0.16)/EB/DW, *Pphtm"Porb
V357 Car
KWHya de_ m-l.0 B
16 lima







EZ Hya T2-TI = 150K
TU Leo UG:
DK UMs RS: (del V-0.058)
SAm del m- 1.3
SU LMi
HR 3811
DL UMa dei Set (del V=0.056, 0.083 Id)
AV Hya
SV LMi
W UMa del m-2.06; *D=0.0520 V
GW Car
zet Out 5.06-5. L7V
omi Leo del m=0.2
W UMa delm=0.23; TIfI"2=0.9606
HD 84184
HD 84207 (V-R)max= +0,54
Notes




























UG; Del tecl- 12 mm
del roB-0.36
EA
de1 Sc_ (Amp o.o4v)
U-361y
Not • binary; Reported P that of compar * (Manfroid, Gouet, Vretut 1987 AAp, 185, LT)
del my-0.92
Triple symcm; R$ CVn; *Pphtm= 1.0665d
Ti -34418+/-149K; Io8 81-7.22+/-O.056 (Lieben, J. 1991, paper lmmmted at _ San Diego Wod_ e= C..ataclyamic Variable=, Salt Diel_ , C
¢=t
del m- 1.24; (B-V)I,I[ = + 1.00, + 1.01 ; Quadruple system; *1am5330; llght4ime orb: P-20. iy, T- 1954.23, • =in i -3.69AU, e-O (_, J











































































































































































AGK3 SAO GC I b
+ 1" 1256 238.49 +41.94
155713 13861 252.46 +33.06
142.81 +42.64
289.77 -11.71







+41qqY)98 043310 14232 177.90 +56.36
+65*0520 015163 14260 143.54 +45.22
226.34 +53.26







+8"1391 118380 14541 236.30 +52.86
156090 14569 258.40 +38.98
238249 286.50 -00.85
+60"0/41 015243 14610 148.O9 4:50.00
222199 14614 281.06 +08.87
23a265 286.51 4)0.71
+14"1138 099222 228.69 +56.46
+38"10_1 062178 144534 183.25 +60.29
+13"1061 099244 230.28 +56.60
287.29 -01.38
227.71 +57.43
238353 14707 287.17 -.00.85
288.64 -03.14








































































































































































































































RA(1950) _(RA) Dec(1950) _(Dec) Pos Ref FK4 SRS AGK3 SAO GC






























































HD BD CoD CPD Var








89234 -59"02985 -59"02007 ST Car
-7"3007 RW Sex
89714 -56"03287 -56*03131 HP Car
89758 +42°2115
89822 +66"0664
+ 14°2239 U Leo
90264 -456*00877 -66"01243
90242 -18*2927 HS Hya
307739 -63*01394 EX Car
90657 -58'03269 -58"02205 V398 Car
90707 -57"03224 -57°03237 V348 Car
DW UMa
91636 +9*2374 TX Leo




92174 -58"03405 -58"02404 GM Car
92109 + 15"2230 UV Leo
92168 +38"2166
















20H Hya; 194(; Hya; CSV 101095; NSV 047







31H UMa; AFGL 1411; CSV 101121; IRe +




He 3422; LSS 1568; MR 23; WR 21
LSS 1571
PG 1026+002; WD 1026+002
FBS 1031 +590; PG 1030+590





220GCar;CSV 101151; He 3-470;LSS 1761;























































































































Cr 228-31; LSS 1802
Cr 228-27; LSS 1803
LSS 1814; Tr 14-20
LSS 1820
C.r 228-h LSS 1825
LSS 1832
Cr 228-5; LSS 1834
317.1931
BV 473
227G CarA: Cr 228-33; CSV 6797; LSS 183
C,r 228°33; LSS 1839
LSS 1849; X1042-594 (IES)
Cr 228-36
LSS 1861; Tr 16-104
LSS 1871; Tr 16-I
LSS 1874; Tr 16..112
LSS 1881
Cr 228-82; LSS 1882
23713 Car;, IC 26O2-49
Cr 228-93; LSS 1901
12H Sex; 74(3 Sex
X1048+543 (IE. MS. IH)
He 3-.507; LSS 1970; WR 30
LSS 1968
38H UMa
197.1937; He 3-516; LSS 2008
He 3-517; LSS 2010; MR 31; WR 31
CBS 3 I
CBS 132
AFGL 4118; He 3-526; LSS 2033; MWC 215
SVS 2198




Bayer Flmstd HR liD BD
95650 +22*2302
CoD CPD VaT
DS Leo GI 410
Other





































Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P
FSV 41766.288 0.4198228
B9111-1V "6.
sdlk M0V 45827.916 0.3446975





Bg.sv F6IV 44317.7292 0.90164965
•aBe (KSV) 0.24486
B21lln (B2111) 24348.182 1.6004464
MOIII [K6V] 25498.03 230.089
AO[V]pSiSr:H [F2V] 18468.175 11.57907
47235.7374: 0.2674?
BSV
F3V F4V 41374.5954 1.5680420
G0V M31V 23997.641 1.396366
WN4 O4-6[V] 43919.6 8.255
Bllll B(01V) 39639.36 5.562107
DA M2-3V 46509.7607 0.597298
utBe 46229.00704 O. 13660653
A2V (F3V) 38843.2801 2.4450566
K0V K0V 46538.18 6.86569
BS-911-[ll 42100.102 1.45245
F6V [K6V] 40244.027 2.7700266
F41V F3[V] 16461.175 10.2104058
B81I-III (A3) 42099.211 1.53552
GOV G2V 38440.72633 0.60008478
FgV [M4V] 20165.164 7.7991499
ATV ATV 39800.373 0.6180428*
B8 (A9) 23840, 321 O. 8405
47225.75578 0.2345147
WN7 OB[B0.SV] 40728.3 80.3401
B4[I[-IV (B6) 23995,421 1.1886881



























0.0 -8.6 123.4 128.5
0.01 -35. 202 104
0.057 48.9 -13.8 215.7 199:
0 + 16.2 40.: 176.8 •
0 +49. 109.:
0.060 295.9 + 16.7 62.6
0.014 0.1 +1.2 57.5 57.7
0 33.5
0.000 -69.0 55.2
0.5077 184.97 +21.17 42.29 49.89
0 79.4
0 -21.0 149.7 161.0


















Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P
DW Car BIV BI-2V 29241.997 1.3277504
CPD -59°2519 B0.SV:b 45448.856 2.1307
HD 93028 O8.5V 45457.079 51.554
CPD -58"2611 O6V 45374.137 4.95
HD 93128 O4:V 45369.793 2.799
HD 93130 O6IIl(0 45446.187 14.016
HD 93161 O6.5V((0) 45781.2 5.63
CPD -59"2563 O8.5V 45446.999 2.018
TX UMa B8V F61Vealp 44997.0885 3.0632382
RZ Cha F3/SV F3/SV 41401.7711 2.832084
QZ Car O9.'il (O9.5II-1II) 43191.6 5.9981
liD 93206B O911l (130111) 42520.0 20.73
HD 93205 O3V O8V 42532.77 6.08071
CPD -$9"2593 B0.5:V: BO.S:V: "2.
CPD -59"2603 OT:V: 45777.9 !.81
40 UMa ATVm 30171.568 1.805207
CPD -59"2628 O9.SVn 45779.2 5.79
CPD ..59"2641 O4.5V((0) 45773.4 4.02
HD 93403 OS(V)f O7.5(111) 39562.70 15.093
CPD-59"2655 BOVb "3.3
AC Vel B31111V B3111/V 29342.594 4.5622426
HR 4220 B71V 46165.26 5.4999
HD 93576 O9Vn 45450.042 2.020
41 Sex A2/8/F0[VIm [K2V] 44731.623 6.16694
EK UMa tdBe 0.07948
HD 94305 WC6 O6-8[v] 44251.26 18,82
AA Vel B2 (B2) 23852.212 2.33432
ome UMa AI VpSi [KgV] 36356.8137 15.8318283
HH Car B0111 OSV 41698.660 3.231497
V428 Car WN4 OSV 45381.3 4.831
SX LMi sdBe 0.0625
EL UMm gibe
GG Car Beq 23281.0 31.030
CY UMa sdBe 0.0569:
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7837 A Si 8 1450 A
7855 A OSig 222 A
htm 119 A (orb)
Companions
9.1, 0.4"
7.7, 0.(2005"; 8.5v, 2.4"
I 1.0, 4.4"








































































































































































Cr 228 del 8 Aa
Cr 228 del 8 Ab
Tr 16 BntO 4 A
Cr 228
Tr 16
Tr 16 h 4366 G
Tr 16
Tr 16
Cr 228 Jsp 430 A





<Car OBI>; <Car O82>




9.1, 2.0"; It, 7.7"; 7.82, +0.17, -0.7
m-0.6; 13v, 7"; _, 9"
del m--0.6; 13v, 7"; f_, 9"
9.2, 18.7"




13.0, 5"; II.ll, FO-21I, 13"; 12.65, I




DS Leo 9.52 + ! .47
U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
0.086






















































































































































O. 170 0.1583 0.526
0.203 0.279 0.89 p
0.278 ome
0.371 0.362 0.389 bol
0.293 O. 176








0.449 0.188 0.93 V 0.47
0.304 0.292 O.534y
0.43 0.32 0.79 0.49
0.462 0.292 0.94 p 0.40








































































































































Name Vbl lype Min I Min II D d i rl r2 II qph
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UGSU +E; del B(ecl)= 1.48-2.47; Twd- 15000K
DQ; nag K- 15.76
UG
B2111n+(B21II), i-69.3, r1-0.421, (2-0.421. I 1-0.500 (Ic: H_, E. 1940, BAN, 9.63)
N?; del mR-0.108 (ell)








Eclipsing; only Min 11 present














































































































I 1 14 38.07
11 15 31.120
11 1624.722




I 1 25 46.872
i I 27 25.619
I1 28 07.900
I 1 28 56.052
I 1 32 06.389
11 32 14.98
i I 33 48.240
! 1 34 42.34











































































































SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
+61°0717 015379 15179 143.00 +51.06
238720 15212 286.34 +08.01
165.79 +62.13
+5°1590 118649 249.12 +56.47
211.80 +66.21
42445 179522 15260 275,82 +29.97
293.51 -07.72











42474 138106 15514 265.81 +48.81
230.90 +66.46
062485 15537 195.08 +69.25






42508 +30°1141 062579 15772 199.10 +71.93
+41°1055 043789 15787 167.20 +68.23
251436 294.80 -04.14









































I 1 42 47.73
114257.
I1 45 02.3
I 1 45 30.48
I 1 45 33.632






























































































































































































































































PG 1101+453; S 7738; XII01 +453 (EXO)
BV366
CW 1103+254
26543 Hya; BV 722; CSV 6814
CSV 102659; He 3-576; !.$$ 2154; MR 34; N
He 3-603; _ 2198; MR 36; Wit 42
CSV 6822; $ 7742
LSS 2232
28.1926; MWC 860; XII IO-261 (MS)
HV 10120; XI I 11-374 (IES)
LSS 2268
LSS 2275; MR 38; WR 43
21G Crt: CSV 6830
X1114+182 (E, MS)
4711 UMa B; GI 423B; IRC +30229; NSV 05
48H UMa
Ol 425A
Cem X-3; Krzeminski's Star; XI 119-603 (3A,
BV 724















































































IC 2944-3 I; I..SS2417
BPM 87501; PG 1135+O36; Zi 891
IC 2944-55; LSS 2432
BVSO2
610.1936; LSS 2464
YY Dnt?; PG 1140+719; X1140+719 (3A, 1
LSS 2471





177.1906; HV 1289; _ 2501





CSV 101230; NSV 05384; Zi 905
49H Leo
(IOH Ca); 4G Cry
3.1929
5 RA I Ill
Name Spl Sp2 T-JD .7.400000 P
HD 95638 F7V 44599. IO4 6.03364
LL Vel FOV 45000.208 0.309873
AN UMa gibe 44218.00067 0.07975320
AP Leo GOV (GIV) 39536.542 0.4303572
ST LMi giBe M$-6V 46217.4720 0.07908997
chi2 Hya BSIIi-IV BS.SV 42848.6107 2.267701
QU Car sdbe [KSV] 43960.797 0.454
V385 Car WN8 [ATV] 42772.43 4.1584
IR Car [GO] (F9.$) 24380.061 0.3460624
V431 Car WC7 OTV 42467.2S3 7.8116
BM UMa [K0] ((39) 37348.558 0.2712207
EM Car OSV ogv 45037.8912 3.414278
EN Car B3-B5 (AO) 23879.894 !.53498
"I'F Hya B9.SVe G9-KIIII-I 43918.1060 6.95342913
AS Cen [G5] (431) 25025.408 0.30523688
V436 Cen gibe (MS.SV) 44321.475 0.06250015
GLCar 83:V (B3:V) 42070.11286 2.4222308
HD 97950 WN7 O5[V] 44260.28 3.7720
SV Crt A3VpSrCrEu ASV 40371.65 5.90513
DP Leo sdBe 44214.5527 0.06236285
xi UMa GSV 25250.978 3.9805
55 UMa A6V A5-9 34830.88 2.55385
SZ Ca M0V I 1.58
V779 Ce_ OS.SeqvllI-V (XPSR) 44687.49115 2.0871061
V685 Cen BgIV/V (AS) 25351.530 I. 190964
V442 Cen gibe 0.46?
MN Cen B2/3V (B7) 24918.58 3.48916
AW UMa A9(IV)n (AglV) 44664.7993 0.4387299
HD 10OOI8A F2V FSV 44696.65 7.3993
TU Mus O8.SVn OS(V) 41699.8270 1.3872833
90 L_ 84V 44181.8 3.8209
"IF Crt sdbe KS-MOV 48306.8965 0.30428
CoD-37°7355 G81II/KIIV 1.042
DF UMa K4V [M4V] 42200.04 1.033824
RZ Leo sdBe 0.0708?
• emel VO KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
0 -9.4 31.8
0 -39. 271. • 397 Wi
0 +101. 260
O +29.7 123.3 168.9 193
0 414. 115 250: •
0 10.6
0 -I0. 144 114.6
O.0120 phi 352.9 phi -7.0 255.4 239.1
0 +7.3 32.3 131.8 168
0 + 10. 59 583. •
O. 1457 phi 66.1 phi
0 + 12. 72
0.176 314.41 -8.63 73.09 98.5 25.*
0 330. e
O.00 -15.90 5.04 2.8
0.43 74.3 --4.6 80.4 89.3:: 47
0.0008 +39. 24 415.65 250
140
0 > -80. 621. e
0 +0.6 22.2 (423::)
0.349 67 -I.8 72.7 82.4 < =24.
0 +1.8 251.3 370.5
0.02 +6.4 24.0 117
0 + 29. 134 169
0.08 30 -33.6 56.7 < "25.
RA llh
Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P
LW Cen BI,SV (B2) 24824.462 1.0025674
T Leo gibe (MS.SV) 44974.0099 0.0588190
BH Ce_ B5V BS(V) 31748.7478 0.79158298
TV Mus F2V 24161,9711 0.4457010
V752 Cen FE(V) FS(V) 44243.6916 0.37022484



















HR 4535 A3[V]m [M2V] 23521.231 2.7818
LZ Cat B2111 (B2111) 26096.384 2.757717
GQ Mu_ tdBe 47241.5990 0.05923
BC UMa _lBe >MS 0.063?
VZ Cm B2111/IV (BT) 29125.519 4.9287012
DN UMa A3Vn (A3V) 44275,640 i.730411
95 Leo A3V [FOV] 24941. 115 6.6254
HR 4590 BI.SV (B3V) 26378.885 2.96310
AG Vir A7-9V 47593.64729 0.64265059





0.288 phi 345,0 phi -8. 135
O +11. 87
K2 vl sin i v2 sin i



























596 St,; 564 Wi
-1.2 138.3 130.8 150
-20.4 57.6 80.6 54
+3. 120.5 225 120
-6.6 75.7 240.8
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+0.99 -0.75 +0.75 0.05 m
-0.06 -0.26 0.02
+0.02 ..0.84 O. I0 u
+0.16 -0.01 0.50 u
+0.63 +0.09 NGC 35327
-0.01 -0.11: 0.35u Car OBI7
+0.31 -0.66 0.63 Cat"OB27; Car OB4
+0.28 -0.49 Tr 187
+0.03 -0.02
-0.03 -0.84 0.13
+0.17 -0.73 0.37 Car OB4
+0.74 +0.50 1.38 NGC 3603
+0.20 +0.15 0.0_ DO.O04
0.06 m
+0.59 +0.22 0.137; DO. 120
+0.12 +0.03 +0.03 0.025
+ 1.36 + 1.21 +0.82C




+0.47 -0.03 0.02 0.044; DO.015
+0.05 -0.84 0.38 Cru OBI?
-0.154 ..0.636 -0.14 D0.003
+0.906 +0.594 +0.588C
+ 1.245 0.00 0.046
0.06 m
ADS Vis Binary Companiom
B 1184;I 1132A
8115 A beg 600 A I 1.5,1.0"; 9.8, 57.2"
8119B Sig 1523 B (orb) 4.41H, GOV, 3.1"
CHARA 133
8138 A Stone 22 A 11.35, M3V, 5.1"
CmO 269 A 10.9,7"
OSigSig II ! A 9.46V, +0.75, +0.30, 67.0"
8189 A OSig 234 A (orb) del mr0.4, 0.400% 85.999y
8220 A Sig 1552 A 7.Ov, B6, 3.6"; 8.9V, FS, 63"




















































B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
+0.08 -0.81 IC 2944
0.00 u
+0.15 -0.66 0.31: IC 2944
+0.826 +0.478C
-0.01 -0.77 0.24 Sk 14
+0.20 -0.66
+0,899 +0.500 +0.53 0.025
+0.08 -0.77 +0.08 0.00 u
1.64 m (Cn_ OB1)
+0.05 -0.65 0.23
+0.20 -0.85 <Cru OBI>
+0.27 +0.14 0.14
+0.15 -0.75 0.45: u
0.05m
+0.02 -0.73 Cru OB 1
+0.10 +0.08 0.01 I)0.003
+0.11 +0.12 0.00 -0,003
-0.20 0.04
+0.22 +0.05 A0.003 Wolf630 gp
ADS Vis Binary Companions
R.st 3558a A (osb) del m-0.1, 0.2"











































































































D d i rl r2 II
65
83.131 0.5866 0.3132 0.800
55
78.4 0.3283 0.1615 0.8299 V
44.66 S
18.56 pi
71. 0.448 0.275 0.72 p
43.5 0.41
86.5 0.41 0.31 0,60 B
O. 14 < =0.02 81.52 0.2474 0.2771 0.442 y
0.15 73, 0.349 0.282 0.89 B
0.035 84.4 0.0894 0.2431 0.7247 V
63. 0.422 0.296 0.645 p
"65,
0.14; O. 17 0.0(30 86.38 0.2204 0.2094 0.5365 y
8.74 S
69.50 S 0.17.5 ome O.6s
10.0380] 76
O. 137 ome 0.408 ome
O.251 x 0.234 x 82.5 0.653 0.975
74. O.33 0,28 0.83 p
0.17 <0.03 74. 0.219 0.293 0.66 p
O.O6:; 0.11 79,1 O.613 0.193 0.909 y
76.96 s < _0,093 ome 0.61 s







































































































0.047 85.7 0.480 0.275














80.0 0.44 0.28 0.67 p
58.72se










83. 0.28 0.28 0.50 V 1.0
57.63 pi
72.5 0.314 0.272 0.84 B 0.30
74.06 0.2006 0.2006 0.35 V*
54.05 s 0.39 om¢
64.38 s 0.341 ome 0,76 s
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Distorted I.c.; not binary (J.M. Mathe,,vs 1990, AAp, 229, 452); v sin i small; Else P=2Pphtm
XM; Twd < 20000K
AM; Twd- 11000K
del mv_ i.37
Pl_tm _ with I_p (Sm;th, et al. 1985; van Genderm, et al. 1987; I..amontagne & Moffat 1987; Gcmet, et al. 1989)




del mv-0.5; alpCVn; *Prm-Porb
AM
Vis. orb: P-59.840y, T- 1935.170, a-2.530", e=0.414, i= 122.65", ome-307.53 °, Ome- 101.59" (Helntz, W.D. 1967, AN, 289, 269)
BY
X-ray eclipses, del ¢-0.5055d; irot(ns)-45* (l..eahy. D.A. 1991, MN, 251,203)
Alternative Ic soln: B91V-V +(A7). i - 83.5, r 1-0.3 I, r2 -0.22. I I =0.88p, q-0.58
B213V +(F411-111), i-72.92, r1-0.206, r2-0.284, 11-0.884 v, qph-(0.3154)(lc: Oaposchkin, S.I. 1953, Ann. Harvard Obs., 113, 67)
del m-0.48; Vis. orb: P-87.19y, T- 1967.23, a-0.39", e=0.35, i-56.7 °, ome=26.3", Ome-337.1 ° (Couteau, P. 1989, AAp Sup, 80, 373)
del m-0.62; (B-V)I- +0.05
UG; Ellipsoidal variable (del V-del R=0.35) at minimum
RS? (dd V=0.14)

































Vis. orb: P-32.35y, T- 1967.750 t-0.280", e-0.05, i=62.$ °, ome-334.0 °, Ome- 106.7 ° (Heintz, W.D. 1986, AAp Sup, 65, 411)
UG
Ell: +XP (O.09V)
B2III+(B2111), i-85.2, ri-0.264, r2-0.264, II-0.50 v 0c: _hkin, S.l. 1953, Ann. Harvard Ot_., 113, 67)
lt2111/IV+(FIII-IU), i-78.5, rl-0.240, r2-0.210, 11-0.941 v, qph>-0.1079 (Gxpow.hkin, S.I. 1953, Ann. Harvard Obs., 113, 67)






HD 104631 120021.696 -0.25
thel Cru 120027.869 -2.15
the2 Cm 12 01 43.859 -0.24
BR Mus 1202 14.82
HD 104994 12 02 42.8
ZZ Cru 1203 09.31
GS Mus 12 03 12.748 -0.02
A! Cru 12 03 31.46
HD 105287A 12 04 38.357 +0.11
WCrv 120502.
BD +26"2304 12:05 03.135 +0.07
V788 Cea 120618.122 -0.49
TY UMa 12 06 32.58 -I.05
CC Corn 12 09 34.53
HR 4646 12 09 52.843 +0.271
MU Cen 12 10 16.80
AH Vir 12 11 47.877 +0.20
UX CVn 12 12 17.71 -0.01
EG UMa 12 13 16.33 -0.60
DK Dra 12 13 21.404 -0.38
AB Cru 12 14 55.850 -0.34
NSV 05543 12 16 09.
Corvus CV 12 17 48.64
HR 4693 i2 17 48.976 -0.49
HD 107468 12 18 33.925 -0.13
BD +26°2333 12 18 52.29
HD 107793 12 20 37.805 -0.10
IL Corn 12 22 31.887 -0.09
V373 Cen 12 23 23.91
HR 4729 12 23 43.075 -0.52
alpl Crd 12 23 48.064 -0.363
sip2 Cru 12 23 48.870
DD Corn 12 26 15.
18 Corn 12 26 57.037 -0.19
HD 108736 12 27 00.892 -0.13
Dec{1950) p(Dec) los Re/" FK4
-61 53 48.61 -0.8 SAO
-630204.11 -0.5 Per70
-62 53 14.26 -0.5 Per70
-72 35 28.8 LG90
-61 4626. LS
-63 13 32.0
-69 17 41.03 -2.1 SAO
-60 58 42.4
+69 21 14.88 +2.0 AGK3
-12 52 48. GCVS
+26 10 39.81 -0.7 AGK3
-440249.38 -5.9 PerT0
+56 18 34.7 +3.3 (PI77)
+22 48 38.0 AC
+77 53 38.20 + 1.81 FK4 454
-44 I 1 34.3 L85
+120554.90 -12.3 AGK3
+36 55 29.8 -I. 1 (McN86)
+52 47 48.4 - I I. I (McN86)
+72 49 45.35 -2.3 AGK3
-$7 53 12.68 -0.6 SAO
+40 18 18. NSV
o18 10 22.9
+26 53 54.44 -I 1.2 Per70
+25 59 51.52 -4.3 AGK3
+25 57 08. I AC
+26 07 42.83 -I.9 AGK3
+25 50 15.38 -i.2 AGK3
-45 32 58.8 L85
-62 50 42.31 -3.8 PerT0
-62 49 19.43 -I.66 FK4 462
-62 49 21.48
+22 0(3 GCVS
+24 23 {36.37 -1.0 AGK3
+29 47 20.00 -2.0 AGK3
SRS AGIO SAO GC I
251702 16459 297.31
42614 251705 16463 297.53






+69"0502 015716 16557 126.77
286,76
+26"1240 217.60
42630 223241 16592 294.96
134.83
238.05
+77"0381 007522 16672 125.64
295.73
+ 12"i373 100003 271.47
159.83
135.25






















































4 Dra B 12 27 55.874 -I.03
NSV 05679 12 29 16.99
AL Corn 12 29 54.47
RW Corn 12 30 32.35 -0.94
kap Dra 12 31 21.550 -I.163
BD +27"2151 12 32 18.928 +0. I0
AM CVn 12 32 28.33 +0.06
P..Z Corn 12 32 35.53 +0.08
24 Corn B 12 32 35.859 +0.09
BD +24"2476 12 33 20.65
RV Ov 12 35 03.324 -0.33
Y Cry 12 35 34.10
FH Mus 12 36 56.818 -0.86
SX Cry 12 37 37.339 +0.28
AX Dm 12 38 07.40
HD ! 10533 12 38 26._4 -13.03
HR 4821 12 38 40.251 -0.90
HD 110326 123840.927 -0,18
V591 Cea 12 39 37.
CD C.m 12 40 53.23
HW Vir 12 41 414.61
10 CVn 12 42 37.629 -3.20
SS Corn 12 47 10, -0.24
HR 4892 12 48 38.683 -0.61
EX Hya 12 49 42,72 -0.88
BU Cna 12 50 37.653 +0.08
CC Cna 12 50 47.27
LW Hya 12 50 52.9{)5 -0.56
HR 4917 12 54 06.309 -0.79
GO Corn 12 54 11.3
V485 Cell 12 54 39.
BF CVn 12 55 19.20 -2.0
V839 _ 12 56 03.953 -0.19
PSR 1257+12 125733.126



































+ 12 57 06.60


























































SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b




+70*0446 007593 17126 125.13 +47.26
+27"1239 082388 216.60 +86.28
140.28 +78.92
257.75 +114.71




251987 17234 301.78 4}3.67
157434 299.25 +43.99
124.71 +50.80
+83"0324 002067 17252 123.34 +33.47
157448 17260 299.10 +49.78




+39"1289 063177 17337 128.81 +77,78
300.04 +81.56
+83*0327 002101 17440 123.01 +33.71
303.19 + 33.62
252070 17488 303.20 +02.51
303.22 +01.00
181201 303,57 +40.00








Name RA(1950) Ia(RA) Dec(1950}
DT Vir 12 58 17.75 -4.88 + 12 38 42.7
RZC.en 125845.99 -,6421 28.1
UY Vir 12 59 13.446 +0.06 -19 30 19.45
CPD -63"2495 12 59 38.5 -63 33 59.






















































































-62*00610 -62"02561 the2 Ct,u
-72"00773 -72"01201 BR Mus
-6 ! "02945
-62°OO615 -62"02575 77 Cra
-68"01028 -68"01612 G$ Mus




62°00652 A -62"02745 A

















7(3 Cru; CSV 102690; NSV 05446
C_V 1819; S 4956
He 3-749; LSS 2584; MR 40; WR 46
He 3-751; LS$ 2588; NSV 05454
NGC 4103-1; P 3523
286. ! 930;, P 787




3IN Cam; (4H Dra)
4.1929; XI211 +120 (MS)
HZ22; PG 1212+369
Case I; EG 87; GI 459.1; SVS 2817; WD 121
[NCA 1128; X1213+728 (IES)
LSS 2639
32.1933; CSV 101262; NSV 05543; P 804
Corvus CV
CSV 102697; MeJ I I1-71; NSy 05559
Archer 21 ; Mel 111-80; NSV 05.567
Archer 3; MeJ 111-BT; NSV 05570
Archer 20; MeJ I 11-97; NSV 05580
Mel 111-11 I; X1222+258 (MS)
25G Cm
AcruJc; 26(3Cru
27G Cm; X1223-628 (IES)
$8060
8H Corn; Mel 111-149



































PSR 1257+ 12 ab
PSR 1257+ 12 ac
Bayer
kap Dra
Flmstd HR lid BD







24Comb 4791 109510 + 19"2584
+24"2476
109796 -18"3431






































AFGL 1555; IRC +70113
Archer 4; NSV 05679
33.1923
6H Drt; INCA 1132; MWC 222
Archer 7; NSV 05740
CBS 354; EG 91; HZ 29, PG 1232+379
5.1929; At'daer 5
IIH Corn B; CSV 101297; IRC +20244; NS





8H Ct,v B; 43(3 C,rv; NSV 05855
I.IV 10172





BPM .56555; HV 10215; X 1249-289 (3A, IES,
49G Cru; I.,$S 2807; NGC 4755-I-6; NSV 060
NGC 4755-II-23
Abell 35 (nuc); PK 303+40"1
CSV 1959; P 866; SVS 382
HV 10231
G 123-75; G 164-32; GI 490 A; Vys 298; XI2
CSV 1962; NSV 06044; S 4963
P$R 1257+ 12 ,tb
PSR 1257+ 12 ac




















C_V 6977; G 60-57". G1494; LFT 964; Ross
141.1906; HV 1255
HV 3603
LSS 2883; PSR 1259-63
7 RA 12h m
Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 24_e P
HD 104631 BIIII BIIII 7,373
thel Cna A3[III-IVIm [ASV] 19453.347 24.4828
the2 C_ B21V [BTV I 19604.367 3.4280
BR Mat (B3V) (B3V) 44360.60296 0.798196848
HD 104994 WN3pec 0.2824?
ZZ C_ B3V (BT) 29262.748 1.862194
GS Mat ON9.7lae 42464.515 1.740347
AI Cm B2IVe (134111) 46567.4063 1.4177112
HD 105287A GSV K3V 46094.46 0.3873549
W Cry 39647.766 O. 38808083
BD +26"2304 K4V (K4V) 0.152
V788 Cen A2/5/F2m (A4) 41370.496 4.966377
TY UMa F0V I=6 39532.4965 0.354538609
CC Corn K5V: K5V: 39583.5830 0.22068628
HR 4646 AS/F2/F51V 36758.563 1.27O9934
MU Cen sdBe 46953.632 0,342 I
All Vir K0V K0V 47569.6254 0.40752779
UX CVn sdB3n 41096.023 0.573703
EG UMa DA4 M4V 44280.2504 0.667651
DK Dra Kill[ KIIII 43445.95 64.44
AB Cm O8Vne (B I) 29235.019 3.4132987
NSV 05543 IO. 1081
Corvus CV
HR 4693 K2111-IV 32285.030 0.49116
HD 107468 KIIII (KIIII) 0.157
BD +26"2333 (F5V) (GIV) 0,123
HD 107793 FSV (FSV) 0.129
[L Corn FSV FSV 38424.306 0.9616
V373 Ce_ sdBe (0.371)
HR 4729 B41V {F6V] 38903.314 1.225155
alpl Cru B0.51V IB3V] 17642.3 75.7794
alp2 Cru B0,5Vn 23973.6 56.
DD Corn [K0] ((39) 37779.410 0.2692061
18 Corn F511I 39243.5 17.954
HD 108736 G0[V] 0,123
• omel V0 KI K2 vl sin i
0 -19. 108 126
0.609 358.869 -2.75 46.07 56. I 33
0 +16.12 51.34 56
0 - "40.
0 +2.4 12.4 85
0 -12. 181 296
0.015 348 -2.74 39.30 53.8
0.0 -10.2 122.0 235.9
0,0 -2.2 69.8 79
0 -38. (248::) 165 585 •
0 + 10. 105 250
0.09 340 -I. 130.
0 -32.9 81.7 124.7 e
0.0 -45.29 36.1 36.8 10"
0 -24. 67 351 105
0.30 180 -17. 36.6
0 -0.6 108 112 42.*
0 >=60. >=70. 561:e
0.024 314 +8.4 43.1 137
0.46 21 +11.9 41.7 117
0.25 191 -1.4 24.1 197







Name Sp I Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P •
4 Dra R sdBe 0.16562
NSV 05679 (K3V) (K3V) 0.0829
AL Corn sdBe (0.097: ACP)
RW Corn G5-08 (KOV) (G6V) 40022.4163 0.2373459 0
kap Drt B6Illpe 15772.91 61.5549 0
BD +27"2151 F5V (F5V) 0.12 0
AM CVla DBp 37699.9992* 0.0121648423?
RZ Corn G2Vn (GOV) 34837.4198 0.33850604 0
24 Corn B A9Vm 0F3V) 44543.29 7.3361 0.26
BD +24°2476 (G2V) 0.118
RV Cry F2V (G6V) 41029.384 0.7472521 0
Y Cry A0V (A0.5) 25620.646 0.4948130
FH Mat BSV [K3V] 42536.45 0.58: 0
SX Cry F8V (1=6) 41017.4557 0.3166386
AX Dra F5 46522.1423 0.58616240
HD 110533 FTV FT[V] 44496.106 5.000233 0
HR 4821 F3Vn [FTV] 28707.080 1.46047 0.0_8
HD 110326 A3-5/8/FOVm [MOV] 28285.101 2.7045 0.051
V591 Cen [0.108]
CD Cru WN6 O5V 43921.5 6.2399 0
HW Vir =dE (K4-SV) 45730.556071 O. 1167196336 0
10 CVa G0V [MTV] 46069.5 5.924 0.45
SS Corn F5V (1:4) 25002.510 0.4127919
HR 4892 A0V A2V 24226.669 3.28655 0.0408
EX Hya sdBe M5.SV 37699,94177 0.0682338422 0
BU C_ B21b 43228.61 0.685? 0
CCCru B0V [B3V] 41046.0 3.2418 0
LW Hya 08111 46537.024 0.7653 0
HR 4917 AS(V)m [ASV] 44370.993 5.12586 0
GO Corn sdBe 0.066?
V485 Cen (0.167)
BF CVn MI.5Ve (3.17)
V839 Cen GSV (GSV) 45805.7721 0.33092
PSR 1257+ 12 psr 48105.3 66.562627 0.022






























































































omel V0 KI K2 vl sin i
+26. 83 196 185
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RZ Cea (Feast, M.W., "l'h_ckeray, A.D., Wesselink, A.J. 1963, MemRAS, 68, I)
UY Vir Herbig, G.H. 1947, ApJ, IO6, 112
CPD -63°2495 Kaspi, V.M., Johnslon, S., Manchester, R.No, Lyric, A.G., B_les, M., Guojun, Q., D'Amico, N. 1991, BAAS, 23, 1420
13 RA 12h
Name V B-V U-B R-I
liD 104631 6.77 +0.08 -0.75
thel Cnl 4.332 +0.274 +0.051 +0.18
the2 C.m 4.72 -0.08 -O.61 -0.10
BR Mus 10.64 +0.10 -0.53
HD 104994 10.90 -0.02 -0.14
ZZ Cru 9.61 +0.04 -0.63
GS Mua 7.41 +0.07 -0.86
AICru 9.491
HD 105287A 8.08 +0.78
W C.rv 11.16 +0.66 +0.16
BD +2.6"2304 10.5 v
V788 Cea 5.74 +0.24 +0.16 +0.11C
TY UMa I 1.50 +0.68
CCCom 11.30 +1.23 +1.03
HR 4646 5.14 +0.33 +0.10
MUCen 11.SV
AH Vir 9.20 +0.78 +0.33
UX CVn 13.07 -0.29 -1.05
EG UMa 13.30 +0.50 -0.49
DK Dfa 6.29 + I. 14 +0.56
ABCru 8.42 +0.14 -0.78
NSV 05543 12.0 p
Corvus CV 13.0
HR 4693 5.54 + 1.09 + 1.07 +0.54
HD 107468 8.07 + 1.06 +0.95 +0.53
BD +26°2333 10.31 +0.51 -0.02
HD 107793 9.12 +0.54 +0.01 +0.28
ILCom 8.16 +0.518 -0.01 +0.30
V373 Cea 13.90 +0.04 -0.81
HR 4729 4.845 -0.133 -0.597
alpl Cru 1.35 -0.26 -0.96 -0.24
alp2 Cru 1.73 -0.26 -0.95
DD Corn 14.3 B
18 Corn 5.48 +0.43 +0.09

























0.05 (Cnt OB I)
0.02 130.008 (Cru OBI)
130.008 <Cru OBI >
<Me[ Ili>
0.00 Corn
8428A $ig 1602 A
8472 A Hu 1137 A
alp Cru C
alp Cnt A (orb)
dp Cru B (orb)
8570 A bet 1324 A
Companiom
13.6, 4.5"
















24 COrn B 6.56
BD +24°2476 10.60
RV Cry g.62




HD 110533 7.2 v
HR 4821 6.08 H
HD 110326 6.94
V591 Ce,a 14.O p
CD Cru I 1.08
HW Vir 10.46 B
I0 CVn 5.95
SS COm 11.3 B
HR 4892 5.85




HR 4917 5.$2 D
GO Corn 13.1 p
V485 Cen 12.9 p
BF CVn 10.60




B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
+1.62 +1.81 +I.O5E 0.15 0.016 HRI614gp
+ 1.00 + 1.00 0.03 Corn
0.00 -0.47
+0.87 +0.44 0.10 (Com)
-0.13 -0.57 -0.08 0.0115
+0.46 +0.03 0.03 (Corn)
-0.20 -1.06 -0.08 0.06 0.012
+0.54 -0.01 (Corn)
+0.25 +0.11 +0.16 0.00 0.002 Corn





+0.42 +0.I0 0.00 DO.014
+0.27 +0.04 +0.14 0.03 Corn
0.13 m
+0.75 +0.34 1.23: Ho 15
O.06m
+0.55 -0.03 +0.29 0.00 0.063
+0.01 -0.03 0.00
-0.10 -I.00 O.00u
+0.24 -0.64 0.41 NGC 4755
+0.20 -0.67 0.51 NGC 4755"?.
+0.90 +0.93







8600 B Sig 1657 B
8627 B Sill 1669 B
8682 B Sig 1694 B
8710A Silt 1695A
Companions




7.8, 3.5"; 10.4V, 124"
G164-3h 13.16, dM3.Se, 17"
15 RA 12h
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
DTVir 9.79 +1.44 +1.12 + 1.082C 0.073
RZ Ce_ 8.95 +0.19 -0.66 0.39 Cen OB I
UY Vir 8.00
CPD -63*2495 10.9 p
















































































i rl r2 I! qph
44.22 s 0.096 ome
36.95 ome
"/9.2 0.429 0.347 0.62 V 0.627
84. 0.33 0.21 0.86 B 0.56
81.O 0.366 0.32? 0.677 y
87.0 0.419 O.371 0.698 V 0.757
82.5 O. 121 0.097 0.64 V 0.91
83.3 0.470 O.311 0.678 V 0.40
85.2 0,4414 0.3237 0.6854 13ol O.510
28.53 $ (0,266:ome)







0.391 O.196 0.87 B 0.53
0.163 ome 0.191 ome
< = 1.72 ome
82. 0.433 0,287 0.65 B 0.54
17 RA 12h
Name Vb113pe Min I Min II D
4 DraB
NSV 05679 EW (0.7 v)
AL Corn UGSS 20.1
RW Corn EWIKW 11.70 11.56
kap Dra GCAS
BD +27"215t EW (0.5 v)
AM CVn Unique (0,08)
RZCom EW/KW 11.13 11.O9
24 Corn B
BD +24"2476 EW: (1.0 v)
RV Cry EB/KE 9.17 8.92
Y Cry EW/KE 11.7 p 11.7 p
FH Mus ELL:
SX Cry EW/KW 9.25 9.23




V591 Cen UG: 16.0 p
CD Cni E:/WR
HW Vir EA/D 11.21 B (0.1)
10 CVn
SS Corn EW/KW I 1.9 B 11.9 B
HR 4892
EX Hya UGSU + E 13.58 [0.0183]
BU Cru E:
CC Cru ELL:
LW Hya R: (0.07)
HR 4917
GO Corn UGSS 20. p
V485 Cen UG 17.88
BF CVa BY+UV:
V839 Can EW/KW I0.13 IO.03
PSR 1257 + 12 ab
PSR 1257+ 12 ac








0.485 0.300 0.6594 V
0.4630 0.3351 0.6189 y 0.478
< =0.123 om < -0.012 om 0.62 s
40.53 s 0,645 ornc
45.55 s 0.15 ome O.15 ome
57.63 pi
57,63 pi
90.0 0,510 O.261 0.792 bol 0.227
86,5 0.492 0.272 0.9008 V
81. 0.410 0.340 0.62 p 0.68
32.83 pi
65.5 0.425 0.295 0.64 V 0.59
84.382 0.3803 0.2990 0.9225 V 0.7752





79.78 0.203 0.207 0.995 V
55.47 pi
77.5 0.462 0.266 0.74 V 0.40































































BD +26"2333 (Archer, S. 1959, JBAA, 69, 157)
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V839 Cen (Heh, B.E. 1985, IBVS 2699)
PSR 1257+ 12 ab
PSR 1257+ 12 ac
Photometric solution
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22 RA 12h
Name M 1 M2
HD 104631
t1_1Cru 2.19s 1.80
the2 Ctv 10.96 s 3.61




AI Cru 10.27 6.28
HD 105287A
WCrv
BD +26*2304 4.79 s 0.00
V788 Cea
TY UMa
CC Corn 0.70 0.36
HR 4646
MU Cen 0.86 0.86 p




AB Cru 21.73 4.15
NSV 05543 0.71 p 0.28 p
Corvus CV
HR 4693
HD 107468 2.88 s 0.00
BD +26"2333 1.15 s 0.00
HD 107793 1.10s 0.00
tL Corn 1.12 s 1.08 s
V373 Ceu 1.00 0.86 p
HR 4729 6.31 s 1,16




HD 108736 (I.05 s) 0.00




















NSV 05679 0.76 s 0.00
AL Corn
RW Corn 0.57 0.20
kap Dra
BD +27"2151 1.20 s 0.00
AM CVn 0.60 s 0.040 p
RZ Corn I, 10 0.47
24 Corn B 1.515 1.29
BD +24"2476 1.00 s 0.00
RV Cry 1.64 0.45
YCrv
FH Mus 3.02 s 0.73 pi
$X Cn,
AX Dnt
HD 110533 1.15 s l.ll •
HR 4821 1.30 $ I. 14
HD 110326 1.58 • 0.53 pi
V591 Cen 0.71 p 0.28 p
CD Cru 47.22 56.14
HW Vir 0.65 • O. 181
I0 CVn 1.05 s 0.031 pi
SS Cam
HR 4892 2.74 s 2.31 s
EX Hya 0.97 0.146 p
BU Cru 19.95 $ 0.00
CC Cru 19.95 s 6.68
LW Hya
HR 4917 1.87 s 1.77 s
GO Cam 0.89 p 0.72 p
V485 Cea 0.89 p 0.50 p
BF CVn
V839 Cen 0.98 s' 0.22 phi
PSR 1257+12 ab
PSR 1257 + 12 ac
RA 12h















































































alp Cy 8 (dei V=0.21)
UGSS
del m=l.5 y
log gl = 3.9
mumO. 125"/yr, the = 204.9"
RS (del V-0.28); *Pphtmu63.75d
OSVne+(B4V), i=80.7, r1=0.328, r2=0.166, II =0.929 V (lc: Gaposchkin, S.1. 1953, Ann. Harvard Obs., 113, 67)
UG:
DN
csl (Tan, el al. 1986; Fanlknex 1986)




Orbit doubtful (C.L Mot'bey, R.F. Griffin 1987, ApJ, 317. 343)







































cst (Tan. el zl. 1986)
UGSS
Ppol=0.7868d (Clarke, D. 1990, AAp, 227, 151)








FSV+(FSV), i-56.7, ri-O.509, t2-0.7.62,11-0.797 V, qph-0.230 0c: Sanwal, N.B., et al. 1974, AAp Suppl., 13, 81)
del m-0,11
UG:; Not a CVT (Vost & Bateson 1982 AAp Suppl., 48, 383)
T1 =26000K; T2-4500 K
Orbit not confirmed (Jaaniewicz, G., Mayor, M. 1988,/tAp, 203, 329; Duquennoy, A. Mayo¢, M., Halbwschs, J.-L. 1991, AAp Sup, 88, 281)
del m-0.49
Ell? (6.80-6.90 V)
Ell: (del V =0.08)
















































































































Dec(1950) _(Dec) Pos Ref FK4 SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
+365306.23 -3.2 AGK3 +36"1172 108.85 +80.18
+18 1704.2 +9.9 (W83) 323.55 +80.31
•49 38 19.89 -I.23 FK4 489 304S9 223909 17773 305.49 + 12.89
-65 02 21.47 -1.5 SAO 252162 17788 304.67 -02.49
-022446.32 +3.4 Per70 11442 -2"0783 139174 311.45 +59.91
-59 39 17.43 -3.6 Per70 42836 240645 17866 305.55 +02.85
-59 33 00.38 -11.2 SAO 240653 17880 305.63 +02.94
+ 18 26 332.96 +79.76
-60 36 30. GCVS 305.71 +01.88
-67 37 48.79 -1.67 FK4 493 30493 232224 17927 305.18 -05.13
-62 21 45.6 AC 305.89 +00. I0
-62 10 19. LS 306.00 +00.28
-55 34 30.1 D87 307.07 +06.79
-60 15 32.94 +1.0 SAO 252281 306.64 +02.13
-60 42 38.14 -2.5 Pex70 42870 252283 18084 306.70 +01.67
-41 28 56. 309.37 +20.72
+55 11 09.46 -2.52 FK4 497 028737 18133 113.11 +61.58
-59 31 16.74 -1.7 SAO 240822 307.19 +02.81
-I0 54 03.36 -3.34 FK4 498 30498 157923 18144 316.11 +50.84
-61 46 44. LS 307.09 +00.55
-61 36 52.54 +0.6 SAO 252311 307.16 +00.70
+03 18 00. -I.0 GCVS 324.20 +64.41
+04 07 58.81 -0.5 AGK3 +4"1707 324.96 +65.18
+01 21 16.65 -10.8 AGK3 +1°1561 119959 18244 323.99 +62.39
-54 43 05.9 -1. I L85 308.69 -g07.45
+24 29 25.23 -3.0 AGK3 +24°i389 082867 18264 017.O2 +80.68
-51 30 52,20 -3.4 SAO 240918 309.24 + 10.61
-29 25 33.6 313.34 +32.37
+28 50 29,55 -I.O AGK3 +28"i334 044.48 +80.91
-62 03 36. LS 307.80 + 00.16
+3726 16,62 -I.33 FK4 502 30502 +37°1275 063623 18359 083.33 +76.41
+52 10 04.2 W83 107.03 +63.80
-445041.2 -I.6 Cp00 ft 311.75 +16.95
+70 03 22.6 PI77 116.98 +46.77



























































Dec(1950) u(Dec) Pos Ref FK4
-07 59 03. PG
-05 14 51.96 -2.8 Per70
-32 47 29.86 -14.98 FK4 506
-59 00 54. GCVS
+05 21 56.68 -3,6 AGK3
+31 08 52.49 -10.3 AGK3
+25 57 08.51 -6.53 FK4 1358
-00 20 44.98 -2.5 AGK3
+08 12 27. PG
-41 26 21.52 -2.6 PerT0
+20 26 16.0 +2.3 (AC)
-36 22 33.15 -7.2 SAO
-55 17 40.37 -0.3 SAO
-18 27 46.33 + 1.2 Per70
-31 40 53.33 -1.9 PerT0
-47 02 34.87 -4.39 FK4 512
+7.60946.07 -1.1 AGK3
-01 25 04.50 -0.8 AGK3
+41 03 41.76 -2.8 AGK3








































































































































-64°00699 -64*02183 the Mus
HY Vir


































BV 97; C_V 6984; NSV 06077
G 61-29; Gr 389; LTr 18284; WD 1303 + 182
173G C¢_
560 M_; He 3-862; LSS 2933; MR 43; WR
1830 Cm; CSV 6999; NSV 06133




92.19O7; HV 2944; Zi 988
LSS 3013; MR 44; TH 17-g4; WR 50
HV 6441; LSS 3043; P 3608
2070 C¢_; CSV 7024
AE-I
Mictr; 67H UMa; AFGL 16215; CSV 101381
616,1936






HV 4647; XI32S-547 (tES)




He 3-912; LSS 3114; MR 49; TH 1%90; WR
17H CVo; INCA 1143; XI332+374 (IES,IH
MWC 861; SVS 365






























































































272G Yea; CSV 101405; NSVO6454; Zi 102
21,1935; P 3643
BV If01

























































































































0.027 phi 72.9 phi
K2 vl sin i v2f_i
14.6 675 e; 811 Wi
+14.3 38.8 51

































































































+6.5 110.7 159.4 219
-28.3 90.2 93.0
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S¢o-Cen
ADS Vis Binary Companions
9019 B Sig 1781 B (orb) 0.26", 312y
HN51A
7.43V, GSIII/IV, 0", P-2286d
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BiV+(BIV), i-79.4, rl-0.424, r2-0.335, 11-0.616 p, qph-0.595 (1¢: van Cnmt, H. 1948, BAN, 10, 382)
Vmax-7.5; t3-121d; Z AND
BI/21b/ll+(B2V), i-82.4, rl-0.400, 0.359, 0.626 p (k: Heftzspruag, E. 1950, Le_den Aria., 20, 119)
,tel mffiO.03; Vis. orb: Pffi0.056y, T- 1927.445, a-O.012", e-0.53, iffi60", omeffi284*, Ome- 102" (Pease, F.G. 1927, PASP, 39, 313)
del mffi 1.49; U - 108y; Ell(betC) (del V m0.0)
Berone, etal. (1991 ApSpSci, 183, 117): iffi84.17, rl=0.400, r2ffiO.264, II _0.950 V, qphffiO.674
"O B- 13.8



























del Sct? (dei V-O.02)
(B-V)I,II-+0.56; (U-B)Iffi-O.03; "13-0.184; Vis. orb: P-274y, Tffi 1975.6, affi 1.010", e-0.638, iffi42.7*, omeffi70.O °, Ome-176.4 ° (He/ritz,
de] mffiO.60
Be pulsator, no¢ binmy (J. Cuypent, L.^. Balona, F. Manmg 1989, AAp Suppl., 81,151)
• 13 -0.645V
del m-O.13



























































































































































































FK4 SRS AGIO SAO GC
521 +64"0666 016273 19019
224743 19113




43015 -0*1901 139798 19188
241587 19246
























































































































































































































































Thuban; $H Dra; CSV 101425; NSV 06546;
X1405-450 (E, IES,H, 1H,M?)
BV 508
8H Boo
354.1935; HV 8574; P 3683
325(3 Cea; BV 516; CSV 7106
224G Vir
PG 1413+015; WD 1413+015
29.1935; P 3697
16H Boo; IRC +40255





CSV 2162; S 4995
GI 559. I
CSV 2182; S 4998
HV 10426
BV 747; NSV 06785
I04.1907; BV 510; CSV 2201; HV 2956; Zi 1






















5H Lib; 38(3 Lib; INCA 2609
25.1926







































39 Boo B F6V
xi Boo G8V
X1449-680 sdBe
HR 131861 F5111 [GIV] 44605.280
AC Boo FS(9)Vn (F/V) 25776.607
V822 Cen K7V Pec(e) 46909.7344
TT Boo sdBe
FT l.up F2V
A9/FOV (FOV) 37092.3206 0.60569243
G5V (G4V) (G6V) 31173.406 0.3423253
KOIII 40286.002 212.O85
AI/6/TVm (A4V) 40253.6 206.64




















omel V0 K1 !(2 vl sin i v2 sin i
0.400 23,20 -14.0 49.7
0 + 14. 234. e
0 -13.8 66.5 262
18
0.189 290 +9.1 67.4 66.5 26
O -19.4 !17.2
O +18.1 26.0 30
0 -16. 56 267
0 +38.1 104.5 231.2
0.574 224.9 -21.59 20.14 < 17.
0.079 93.3 -6.4 24.85 29.51 16
0.327 41.82 +6.30 76.57 70.91 0
0 44.5 280. I
35
0.137 166.5 -16.5 74.2
0.394 97.05 -28.23 58.31 72.19
0 -22.5 70. I
O -8.6 IO9.3 268.2
O + 137. 146
0 -9.6 IO4 243
2.7
Name Sp I Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P
del Lib B9.SV G(81V) 42960.8432 2.3273543







V0 KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
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3.659 -0.047 -0.095 -0.07 0.018
15.5 +0.5 .0.9 0.0 u
10.29 +0.491 +0.284C
7.4 +0.57
4.83 +0,54 +0.07 +0.29 0.00 0.042
13.54 +0.05 .0.82
5.96 +0.05 .0.38
5.91 +0.47 +0.O3 0.00 0.027
17.01 -0.34 -1.14
7,27 +0.36 +0.01 0.02
10.5 +0.78 +0.35 O, 16
4.81 +1.06 +0.92 +0.53
4.52 +0.13 +0.12 +0.06 0.00 0.017
5.37 +0.05 0.02






V677 Ce_ 11.5 v
UZBoo 11.Sv
GR Vir 7.81 +0.56
BD Cit 9.4 p
39 Boo B 5.69 D +0.47
xi Boo 4.55 +0.76 +0.28 +0.43
Xl449-680
HR 131861 7.64 v
AC Boo 10.0 +0.58 -0.04
V822 C.on 12.8 0.0 -0.8
TI" Boo 12.7p
FT Lup 9.78 +0.437










ADS Vis Binary Companiom
5.3, 0.0002"
HdO 232 A I 1.9, 22.1"
9406 B Sill 1890 B 6.2, 2.9"
9413 A ffig 1888 A (orb) 6.90, K4V, 4.922"






V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
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SR (Pffi 18.975d), nol ZC (Manno, B.F., Walker, W.S.G. 1991, IBVS 3664)
(B-V)minffi +0.7; E+XPM; K2ffi 13.7; Twdffi 15000K
GOVn+GOVn, i-49.3, r1-0.497, r2-0.271, 11-0.771 V, qph-0.262 0c: Bond, H.E. 1970, PASP, 82, 1065)
delm-0.51
VY (previmudy mmide_d RCB:)
del Sct (del B > 0.05)
de[mffiO. 14
UG
FS[V]+(F8V), i-55.4, rl _0.456, r2=0.306, 11 =0.690 V, qph-0.416 0c: Asian, Z., Demure, E. 1986, AAp Suppl., 66, 281)
(B2V)+(B2V), i-77.2, r1-0.379, r2=0.379, I1-0.500 p (Ic: Hoffmehae¢, C. 1943, Kleine Ver6ff. Bedin-BabeJsberg, No. 27)
FOV+(KIIV-V), iffi74.7, rl=0. ll9, r2ffiO.266, II =0.636 V (lc: Kufpinska, M. 1975, IBVS 1007)
EW/KW
del m-0.28















i Boo 15 02 08.190
RZ UMi 15 0605.309
TZ Boo 15 06 16.77
HD 134646 15 06 52.873
OK Ap_ t5 07 06.38
I ibra DN 150731.10
lip I, up 15 08 17.021
HR 5651 15 09 27.473
EK TrA 15 09 40.U
BW Dra 15 10 50.422
BV Dra 15 10 50.660
,tel Cir 15 12 53.078
ES llb 15 1403.148
GG Lup 15 15 39.095
PSR1516+02 15 1601.
U CrB 15 16 O8.916
HR 5702 15 17 28.967
dell_up 15 1804.851
eps Lup 15 19 16.541
eps lib 15 21 29.019
HPTrA 15 21 49.326
LS TrA 15 23 3O.! 15
HR 5736 15 24 05.522
HD 137763 15 25 26.995
VZ Lib 15 29 04.
zet4 Lib 15 3O O5.44O
8am Lup 15 31 47.980
BR Lap 15 32 32.
alp CrB 15 32 34.145
DM DrA 15 33 O0.
TW Dra 15 33 07.055
HR 5801 15 34 28.166
PSR 1534+12 15 34 47.686
V343 Nor 15 34 58.574
um Lib 15 35 34.729
#(RA) Dec(1950) #(Dec) Pos Ref FK4
-4.09 +475053.10 +3.2 SAO
+86 55 25.53 AC
-0.62 +40 09 34.9 +5.8 (PI77)
-0.16 +63 1826.92 -0.3 AGK3
-79 20 04.4 LG90
-01 44 01.7
-0.59 -36 03 38.08 -5.4 SAO
-0.34 -44 18 46.87 -3.5 Per70
-64 54 31.0 I.,85
-2.28 +62 02 48.65 + 8.9 AGK3
-2.47 +62 02 32.88 + 10.2 AGK3
-0.22 -60 46 24.48 -I.7 PerT0
+0.06 -12 51 21.50 -0.2 SAO
-(3.14 -40 36 23.40 -2.9 PerT0
+02 16
-0.11 +31 49 43.37 -2.9 AGK3
-0.27 +32 41 42.37 +0.8 AGK3
-0.137 -40 28 04.92 -3.17 FK4 1402
-0.21 -44 30 40.82 -I .9 Per70
-0.48 -I0 08 37.91 -[6.0 Per70
-0.11 -63 1505.79 +0.4 SAO
-0.99 -62 50 47.61 -5.9 SAO
-0.11 -36 35 36.61 -4.0 PerT0
+0.46 -09 t0 13.82 -35.7 SAO
-15 31 00. GCVS
-0.09 -1641 04.98 -2.1 Per70
-0.14 -41 00 00.69 -3.3 Per70
-40 24 30. GCVS
+0.898 +26 52 54.75 -9.13 FK4 578
+59 57 GCVS
+0.06 +64 04 22.39 + 1.8 AGK3
-0.07 -26 06 57.22 -2.6 SAO
+ 12 05 45.23
-0.60 -57 32 36.68 -10.5 SAO
-0.13 -29 36 53.36 -3.8 Per70
SItS AGIO SAO GC I b
045357 20281 080.36 +57.06
121.08 +29.95
066.21 +59.00
+63"0776 016606 20381 100.79 +47.73
309.35 -18.49
357.49 +45.75
206375 332.14 + 18.56
43210 225539 20435 327.83 +11.43
317.22 -06.26
+62"0861 016635 098.90 +48.20
+62"0862 016636 20465 098.90 +48.21
43220 253084 20507 319.69 -O2.91
159146 20531 348.88 +36.55
43229 225647 20566 330.85 + 13.95
003.86 +46.80
+31"1333 064619 20574 049.95 +57.87
+32"1325 064630 20606 051.58 +57.60
31402 225691 20620 331.32 +13.82
43243 225712 20659 329.23 + 10.32
43252 159234 20699 352.84 +37.34
253159 319.24 -05.56
253175 319.62 -05.32
43259 206660 20756 334.60 + 16.34
140550 20783 354.58 +37.35
350.03 + 32.14
43274 159335 20887 349.32 +31. I 1
43281 225938 20926 333.19 +11.89
333.67 + 12.29
30578 083893 20947 O41.1V] +53.77
094.08 +47.21
+64"0731 016767 099.07 +44.97
183631 20993 343.25 +23.31
019.84 +48.34
24279! 323.84 -01.80
43301 183649 21019 341.06 +20.45
Nmne RA(1950) u(RA) Dec(1950)
LX Set 15 35 45.00 + 19 Ol 48.6
RW CrB 15 37 12.527 -0. I I +29 47 00.77
zet2 CrB 15 37 L_.590 -0.14 +36 47 49.58
QV Nor 15 38 38.62 -52 13 36.9
psi2 Lap 15 39 29.420 -0.19 -34 33 05.08
AS Aps 15 41 04.05 -73 17 56.2
SV Nor 15 41 13. -59 39 54.
CTSer 1543 19.76 +1431 50.3
25 Sex 15 43 30.273 -0.20 -01 38 56.03
AB Nor 15 45 49. -42 55 54.
HD 141458 15 46 29.487 -0.12 + 12 52 32.56
dei CrB 154729.713 -0.580 +26 13 13.16
¢_i Lup 15 47 46.468 -0.072 -33 28 35.36
lain Lib 15 50 23.602 -0.082 -20 01 08.70
MR Ser 15 50 33.08 + 19 05 17.7
NN Set 15 50 35.8 +!3 03 35.
HR 5906 15 50 54.404 -0.19 -24 23 08.40
SS UMi 15 51 18.0 +71 55 25.
HD 142315 15 51 44.263 +0.26 -22 37 10.25
rho Soo 155347.482 -0.118 -2904 10.92
AU Set 15 54 39. -0.28 +22 24 18.
HR 5934 155444.832 -0.12 -205022.85
pi S¢o 15 55 49.301 -0.074 -25 58 18.14
del Sco A 155722.318 -0.073 -22 28 51.37
LT TrA 15 59 23.458 +0.30 -62 33 19.62
iot CrB 15 59 26.291 -0.278 +29 59 23.49
RA 15h

























SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
029.78 +50.97
+29"1507 083931 046.95 +53.20
064834 21064 058.70 +53.41
327.42 +02.16




43338 -1"1946 140740 21187 005.53 +38.99
334.10 +08.77
+12"1656 101753 21256 022.79 +46.15
43351 +26"1518 084019 21276 O41.88 +50.37
30586 207040 21281 340.57 +15.82
31415 183895 21327 350.72 +25.38
031.72 +47.71
023.65 +45.34
43360 183900 21339 347.51 +22.15
106.41 +39.07
183916 21356 348.98 +23.30
43373 183957 21398 344.63 +18.27
036.85 +47.84
43378 183972 21420 350.88 +24.09
30592 183987 21447 347.22 +20.23
30594 184014 21489 350.10 +22.49
253405 323.08 -07.61
43391 084152 21534 048.30 +48.46
43323
3 RA 15h
Name Bayer Flmstd HR lid BD CoD
i Boo i Boo B 44 Boo B 5618 133640 B 48*2259 B
RZ UMi
TZ Boo +40*2857
HD 134646 134646 +63"1167
GK Aps
Libra DN
HP l.up 134518 -35°10101
HR 5651 • I._p 5651 134687 -44°09932
EK TrA
BW Dra
BV Drt 13542I +62" 1393
del Cir del Cir 5664 135240 -60"05539
ES Lib 135681 -12°4227
GG Lup 5687 135876 -40°09496
PSR 1516+02B
U CrB 136175 + 32°2569
HR 5702 5702 136403 +33°2574
del Lep del Lup 5695 136298 -40°09538
eps/..up _s l.up 5708 136504 --44*10066
epsLib epsLib 31 Lib 5723 137052 -904138
HP TrA 136828 -62°00935
LS TrA 137164 -62*00937
HR 5736 5736 137432 -36*10161
HD 137763 137763 -8°3981
VZ Lib
zel4 Lib gel4 Lib 35 Lib 5764 138485 -16"4110
8tin Lup gain Lup 5776 138690 -40*09760
BR Lup
alp CrB alp CrB 5 CrB 5793 139006 +27*2512
DM Dra
TWDra 139319 +64°1077
HR 5801 5801 139160 -25 _11000
PSR 1534+ 12
V343 Nor 139084 -57"06042






























GI 575B; XI502 +478 (EXO,IES,IH?)
5V5 2310
38.1926
CSV 7169; S 5496
Libra DN
CSV 2282; S 5005
42(3 Cif; CSV 7175; LS$ 3331; NSV 06998
BV 449
79(3 [.up; BV 448
PSR 1516 +02B
83G Lup; CSV 101496; Zi I 116
91G [.up




G 151-62; G 152-27; GI 586 A; L'I'F 6180; N
P 1014
13H Lib; 87G Lib; NSV 07126
113Gtap
HV 4889
Alphekka; 3H CrB; IRC +30275
SVS 2426
88.1910; CSV 7265; HV 3274
94G Lib
PSR 1534 + 12
INCA 1168





























Bayer Flmstd HR liD BD CoD
139815 +30*2688
_t2CrB 7CrB 5834 139892 +37*2665
psi2Lup 4Lap 5839 140008 -34°10494
A2Ser 25Set 5863 140873 -1"3092
141458 +13"3012
delCrB 10CrB 5889 141714 +26*2737
chiLap 5Lap 5883 141556 -33"10754
htm Lib 45Lib 5902 142096 -19"4249
5906 142165
142315
55co 5928 142669dao Sco
5934 142883
piSeo 65¢o 5944 143018
delScoA 7 SeoA 5953 A 143275A
143414



























Stepanian's Star; SVS 2354
3,1915; INCA 2298
(52H Boo)







6H C_B; IRe +30279; Xi547+262 (1ES)
132G Lup
(5H Seo); 11443 lab
PG 1550+ 191; X1550+ 190 (IES,EXO)
PG 1550+ 131
4GSoo
PG 1551 +719; XI551 +719 (E)
6H Seo; 9G So*
48.1935
10G Sco; NSV 07359
7H Seo; 12(3 Sco; CSV 102782; NSV 07371
8H S¢o A; 13G Sco A; IRC -20303
He 3-1130; MR 58; NSV 07395; WR 71
81-/CrB; CSV 101544; NSV 07396; Zi 1184
5 RA 15h
Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P
i Boo G2V G2V 42450.5734 0.26780761
RZ UMi [G2] (GO) 43191.2687 0.33735283
TZ Boo G2V (G2V) 43655.5278 0.29715665
HD 134646 F4111 [GIV] 44601.510 2.44391
GK Aps [G6] ((35) 36720.411 0.29615
Libra DN
HP [.up A3 42542.598046 I. 154553
HR 5651 B3IV [KIV] 35000.591 0.901407
EK TrA 0.06315:
BW Dra G3V G0V 42572.538 0.292167 I
BV Dra F9V F8V 44474.327 0.3500671
de1 Cir O8.5V O[9V] 39542.08 3.90249
ES Lib A2/3V (KSV) 40329.2639 0.8830356
GG i.,up BTV A0(V) 34532.325 2.164175
PSR 1516+02 (psr) 6.9
U CrB B6V FSIII-IV 16747.9718 3.45220133
HR 5702 A2(V)m A(TV)m 41347.95 3.5773
del Lup BI.5IV 19.31
eps I_up B31V B3:V 39370.68 4.559783
eps L/b F51V 14785.116 226.95
HP TrA 85111 (B9.5) 38196.250 2.75815
LS TrA K2IV K21V 44686.903 49.431
HR 5736 B4Vp [M3V] 38445.99 3.8275
HD 137763 K2V 47965.65 889.950
VZ Lib F5 (FI.5) 44788.59010 0.35826334
zet4 Lib B2Vn (B6V) "6.5
gainLap B2IV [FIV] 39271.33 2.80805
BR Lap 0.07935:
alp CrB B9.51V G5V 23158.739 17.359907
DM Dra giBe 0.087?
TW Dra ASV KOIII 44136.295 2.8068470
HK 5801 B71V [GOV] 42182.498 5.27664
PSR 1534+ 12 (psr) 48263.3434966 0.4207372998
V343 Nor KIIII F 4.20






































































































+1.5 35.35 99.0 133






















































































































V0 KI K2 vi sin i v2 sin i
-57. 162 744 Sh; 650 •
-11. 61
-14.2 129.4 126,4 20 50
-172. 33 309 200
+3.9 63.3 66.4 80
-12.57 53.56 89: 116
-21.3 60.6 66.6
<17







-27.5 64 170 98
-11.7 121 156 130
-1. 6.8 181
-121. 21
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3.37 D -O. 18 -0.75
4.94 +0.44 +0.02
8.2 p



























































ADS Vii Binary Companions
9494 B Sig 1909 B (orb) 5.25V, GIV, 3.8"
9520 A Sig 1918 A 10.8, 17.9"
9537 B
9537 A
h4745 A 10.3, 24.7"; 11.3, 32.3"
Sig 1927 B BV Dra, 16"
Sill 1927 A BW Dra, 16"
HdO 245 A 13.3, 50"
CHARA 44 7.85, 0.1:"
Del 182 A 5.1,0.4"; 9v, 27"
^B (orb)
HdO 248 A 12.5v, 20"; 1 l.Sv, 36"
S,h 202 A; BDS 722 BD -8"3983,7.59, +0.93, +0.65, +0.3
h 4786 A (rob) 3.6v, B21V-V, 0.59"
9706 A OSig 299 A (orb) 9.5, 3.4"
Name V B-V U-B
LX Set 14.45 +0.20 -0.56
RW CrB 10.22
zet2CrB 5.07H -0.12D -0.47D
QV Nor 14.35 + 1.91 +0.58
psi2 Lap 4.75 -0.14 -0.52
AS Aps 13.4 p
SV Nor 12.0 p
CT Se_ 16.6 p
25 Set 5.40 -0.03 -0.40
AB Nor 13.9 p
HD 141458 6.81 +0.03 0.00
del CrB 4.63 +0.80 +0.37
clfi I._p 3.95 -0.04 -0.13
lain llb 5.03 -0,01 -0.56
MRSer 15.38 +0.17 -1.17
NN Set 16.8 -0.2 -I.2
HR 5906 5.39 -0.02 -0.40
SS UMi 12.6 v
HD 142315 6.86 +0.04 -0.21
rho 50o 3.88 -0.20 -0.82
AU Set 10.9 v
HR 5934 5.85 +0.02 -0.43
piSoo 2.89 -0.19 -0.91
dei Sco A 2.32 -0.12 -0.91
LT TrA 10.24 -0.02 -0.16





































9737 A Sig 1965 A
9846A iam 251A





6.4v, 0.0003"; 12.2v, 50"
3.3v, 0.1"; 4.9v, 0.186"
II RA 15h
Name Vbl type Min 1 Min I1 D
i Boo EW/KW 6.40 6.29
RZ UMi EW/KW 13.5 B 13.5 B
TZ Boo EW/KW I 1.00 10.82 (var)
HD 134646
GK Aps EW:/KW: 13.9 p 13.9 p
• Libra DN "15. B
HP l._p EA 9.51 9.32 0.20
HR 5651
EK TrA UGSU > 17. p
BW D_ EW/KW 9.09 9.02
BV Dra EW/KW 8.46 8.41
del Cir ELL:
ES Lib EB/KE 7.57
GG Lup EB/DM 6.1 p 5.9 p
PSR 1516+028









VZ Lib EW/KW 10.63 10.55
zct4 Lib
gain [.up
BR l.alp UG 17.5 p
alp CrB EA/DM 2.31 B 2.235 B
DM Dra UG
TW Dra EA/SD (2.4 p) (0.2 p) 0.15
HR 5801
PSR 1534+ 12































































































Name Vbl type Mini Min II
LX S_ EA+ UG: 16,6




AS Aps EW/KW 13.8 p 13.8 p
SV Nor EW/KW 12.6 p 12.6 p
CT Set NA
25 Ser






NN Ser NL 21.6
HR 5906
SS UMi UG 17.6 v
HD 142315
rho Sco
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15 RA 15h
Name M i M2
i Boo 0.98 0.55
R,Z UMi
TZ Boo 0.66 0.088




HR 5651 7.59 s 0.79 pi
EK TrA 0.53 p O. 132 p
BW Dnt 0.93 0.26
BV Dnt 1.04 0.43
dei Cir 26.92 s 23.99 s
ES Lib 0.99 0.55
GG Lup 4.17 2.54
PSR 1516+02B
U CrB 4.98 1.44
HR 5702 2.09 s 1.66
del Lup




HR 5736 5.75 s 0.39 pi
HD 137763
VZ Lib
zet4 Lib 9.77 s 4.07 del
gtm I_up 10.96 s 1.42 pi
BRLup 0.53p 0.180 p
alp CrB 2.58 0.92
DM Dra
TW Dra 1.58 0.74
HR 5801 3.72 s 1.05 pi
PSR1534+12 1.348 1.331
V343 Nor
tau Lib 8.01 s 3.60 s























RW CrB 1.33 0.37
zet2 CrB 10.80 s 11.06 s
QV Nor 17.46 1.86




25Set 3.31 s 1.99
AB Nor 0.71 p 0.28 p
HD 141458 2.32 s 2.11 s
del CrB
chi Lup 2.82 s 1.98
hun Lib 8.22 s 3.26 del
MR Sea" 0.645 O. 179 p
NN Sex
HR 5906 4.37 s 0.70 pi
$S UMi
HD 142315 3.02 s 0.37 pi
rho Sco 10.35 s 0.75 pi
AU Set 0.92 0.65
HR 5934
pi Sco 12.74 s 9.88 s
del Sco A 19.59 s 8.77 del
LT TrA 15.84 s 1.96 pi
lot CrB 2.57 s 1.71




















































del mffi0.06; Vis. orb: Pffi225.15y, Tffi2020.8, • ffi3.765", e=0.4300, iffi83.9", omeffi218.6", Omeffi57.9", B=0.409 (Hill, G., Fischer, W.A.,
Type RRc possible
DN?. doubtful (Wenzel. W. 1991, IBVS 3591); 10.7 R at max; embedded in nebulosity








bet Cop (3.21-3.24 V), 0.1982d
Via. orb: (Ca.st¢laz, M.W. 1989, AJ, 97, 1184)
*Pphtm=46.19d
del mffi2.0











































AM; K2(_'mrp em pk)= 168+/-8 km/a (Schwope, A.D.. Thomas, H.-C. Beuermann, K., Naundod, C.E. 1991, AAp, 244, 373); Twd<21000K
del m-0.6 outside eel.; T1-18000K
UGSU
SB2, secondary much fir.
delm= 1.2




the Dra 16 00 56.829
Z Nor 16 01 22.456
HD 144359 16 02 19.537
betl S¢_ 16 02 31.507
HR 5992 16 03 12.539
HD 144515a 16 03 32.437
XI603+260 16 03 40.50
TW CrB 16 04 47.386
nuSm 160905.107
HD 145519 16 09 il.761
13 Sco 16_09 13.090
V893 Sco 16 11 39.
TZ CrB 16 12 48.252
IT Nor 16 13 35.68
RR TrA 16 13 52.
HP Nor 16 16 55.51
V818 Sco 16 17 04.489
.fig Sco 16 18 08.667
V1022 Oph 16 18 43.
U Sco 16 19 37.49
gain Her 16 19 42.738
GX Nor 16 19 55.
PSR 1620-26 16 20 34.141
W UMi 16 21 10.745
IKNor 1621 27.10
V760 Sco 16 21 27.670
21 He¢ 1621 44.526
V699 Oph 16 22 36.
zet TrA 16 23 03.880
eps Nor 16 23 30.524
chi Oph 16 24 07.298
ups Oph 16 25 05.689
V2060 Oph 16 26 13.
bet Her 16 28 04.105
V592 Her 16 28 46.8
#(RA) Dec(1950)
-4.168 +58 41 53.69
-0.04 460927.41
-0.24 +34 18 51.32
-0.041 -19 40 12.45
+0.13 +08 13 50.63
-3.46 +1049 11.39
+25 59 48. I
-0.20 +27 24 33.36
-0.08 -19 19 56.51
-0.24 -18 56 02.93
4).11 -274753.94
-28 32
-2.21 +33 59 02.62
-0.02 -44 51 55.6
-62 36 48.
-54 46 13.9
-0.046 -15 31 14.78






-1.77 +86 19 22.67
-55 13 12.1
+0.16 -34 46 45.74
O.U)O +07 03 44.55
-04 33 48.
+4.045 -69 58 28.74
-0.08 -47 26 33.93
-0.045 -18 20 40.08
-0.593 -08 15 41.15
-05 43 56.
-0.709 +21 35 50.16
+21 23 (39.
























+ 1.39 FK4 1429
GCVS
+ 10.06 FK4 610
-3.4 PerT0
-2.71 FK4Sup 3298
+0. I0 FK4Sup 3299
-1.71 FK4 618
SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
+58"1008 029765 21572 090.18 +44.58
226485 334.14 +04.52
+34"1452 065057 21605 054.88 +48.33
159682 21609 353.19 +23.60
+8"i918 121361 21622 019.77 +40.35
+10"1883 101919 21630 022.84 +41.50
04175 +46.80
+27"1492 044.83 +46.84
43431 159764 21773 354.61 +22.70
159767 354.95 +22,95
43434 184221 21778 348.12 + 16.84
347.96 + 15.94





30607 184336 21982 351.31 + I?.00
009.68 +30.56
357.67 +21.87
30609 102107 22012 035.26 +41.30
331.37 -02.80
350.98 + 15.96
+86"0217 002692 119.62 +29.56
330.23 -04.25
207641 22050 344.86 + I0.09
31429 +7"2044 121568 22058 021.30 +35.77
009.73 +29.41
30610 253554 22089 319.53 -14.57
43490 226773 22106 336.00 +00.98
43493 159918 22117 357.93 +20.68
43496 141187 22134 006.74 +26.74
(_9.23 +28.00
30618 +21"1607 084411 22193 039.01 +40.21
038.82 +39.99
Name RA(1950)
32 Her 16 31 32.105
V918 Sco 163251.149
FIR 6169 16 33 I 1.685
V2133 Oph 16 33 43.677
V600 Her 16 34 40.598
V349 Ara 16 34 56.592
'49.54 Sco 16 35 19.607
R Ant 16 35 34.799
V544 Her 16 35 39.
HD 149834 16 35 45.457
CoD -48° ! 106 163707.60
HR 6187 16 37 35.138
CoD -48"1107 16 37 40.733
CoD -48"1107 163749.66
CoD-48"1108 16 38 15.33
V502 Oph 16 38 47.763
39 Her 16 39 34.863
V651 Asa 16 39 45.
PSR 1639+36 16 39 54.
V653 Ant 16 40 59.
V659 Ant 16 42 01.
All Her 16 42 05.994
V687 Ant 16 43 25.
AC S¢o 16 43 29.
BD +116"252 16 43 45.610
HD 151564 164631.310
VI010 Oph 16 46 36.157
IY AI_ 16 47 54,51
V610 Ant 16 47 58.531
mu I Sco 16 48 28.679
liD 151910 164846.79
V919 Sco 16 48 48.358
LR Am 16 49 05.67
RW UMi 16 49 55.77
HD 152219 16 50 24.570
t,(RA) Dec(1950)
-0.22 +30 36 09.91
-0.08 -42 45 26.77
-0.064 +170932.66
+3.026 -02 13 10.02
-0.15 +143430.70
+0.12 -60 51 46.87
+0.17 -44 03 32.38
-0.10 -56 53 45.99
+08 43
+0.07 -48 45 09.63
-0.08 -48 43 03.2
-0.12 -484001.19
+0.13 -483929.31
0.00 -48 40 39.0










+0.55 +86 31 58.37
+0.03 -41 32 08.29
+0.07 -15 34 54.81
-73 57 53.2
-0.21 -57 10 41.04
-0.098 -37 57 48.92
-40 42 49.7
-0.16 -41 46 16.53
-61 30 14.5
+77 07 16.2
-0.04 -41 47 59.48
RA 16h

































SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
+30"1517 065380 22276 050.82 +41.73
43521 226953 22304 340.54 +03.01
43523 +17"1620 102259 22314 034.18 +37.56
31433 -2" 1002 141269 22321 013.73 +28.42
+14"1666 102273 22342 031.37 +36.23
253639 327.30 -09.40
226997 22359 339.88 +01.80








+0*2004 121784 017.21 +28._6








+86°0223 002753 119.61 +29.16
227278 343.13 +01.91
160116 22631 003.76 +18.16
317.57 -18.59
244209 331.24 -08.30
31439 208102 22677 346.12 +03.91
344.05 +02.07







Vg00 Sco 16 50 27.600
HD 152218 16 50 29.301
HD 152248 16 50 39.035
CoD -41"1103 16 5042.242
HR 6265 16 50 48.747
CoD -41*1104 165048.88
eps UMi 16 51 00.905
HD 152333 16 51 05.662
'IT Her 16 52 08.612
liD 152590 16 52 37.153
V644 Her !_52 57.654
V861 Sco 16 53 06.857
V829 Her 16 53 59.426
HD 153720 16 54 27.262
V883 Sco 16 54 28.533
AI Dra 16 55 08.726
V841 Oph 16 56 41.885
eps Her 16 58 22.471
HD 153847 16 58 58.842




































-I 2 48 59.45








































































































































































HR HI) BD CoD CPD Var
5986 144284 +58°1608
143882 -45"10414 45"07780 ZNor
144359 +34°2731




6027 145502 -19°4333 -19"05960
145519 -18"4243
6028 145482 -27"10841 -27*05375
VS93 Sco
6063 146361 34"2750A TZCdB




6084 147165 -25"11485 -25*05785 sigSco
v1022 Oph
-17"4554 USco
6095 147547 + i9"3086
GX Nor
150265 +86"0244 W OMi
IK Nor
147683 -34"10981 -34"06506 V760 Sco
6111 147869 +7"3164
v699 Oph
6098 147584 -69"01532 -69"02558
6115 147971 -47*10765 -47"07696






13H Dra; G1609.1; IRC +60238
217.1907; HV 3053




13H $co; 38(3 $co
12H Sco; 37(3 $0o
SVS 1772




Sco X-l; XI617-155 (3A,H, IH.IM.4U)
15H $co; 6|G $¢o; AFGL 1845; IRC -30260;
CSV 2651; HV 10559
N Sco 1863. 1906, 1936. 1978. 1987






31G TrA; GI 624
57G Nor
5H Oph; 15(30ph; MWC 241; Zi 1244
6H Oph; 18(30ph
CSV 2709; HV 10600
13H Her; CSV 101593; IRC +20300; NSV 0

















































































































(61G Nor); He 3-1222; CSV 3672; NSV 0784
27G Oph; BD -2"4211; GI 631
CSV 7409
BV 480




4G Ant; LSS 3701; NGC 6193-1
HI-[ 667; NGC 6193-7
HH 124; LSS 3704; NGC 6193-5
HH 690; NGC 6193-27
65.1935; P4113
CSV 7442; S 5864
PSR 1639+ 36B
CSV 7450; S 5877
CSV 7458; S 5884.
20.1923; PG 1642+253; SVS 32
CSV 7470; S 5900
247.1904; HV 1095
13.1913; CSV 101629; NSV 07956; Z,i 1308
LSS 3768
48(30ph; BV 544
CSV 7488; S 5612
BV 1259; CSV 7496; S 5931
98G Sco; P 1125
He 3-1266; LSS 3785; MR 64; WR 78
115.1907; HV 2967; P 1270
N UMi 1956; SVS 1359





























HR lid BD CoD CPD Vat




6265 152270 -41"11041 -41°07741
-41°11042 --41 °07742
6522 153751 + g2"o49g eps UMi
152333 -41"11055 41"07754
+i7"3117 "IT Her
152590 -40 ° 10956 -40°07624
6290 152830 + 13"3258 V644 Ha
6283 152667 -40"10975 ..40"07639 V861S¢o
V829 Her
153720 +75°0608
152901 -37°11118 -37°06811 V883 So*
153345 +52°2009 AI Dnt






NOC 6231-2; NSV 08020
CSV 7520; NGC 6231-291; NSV 08022
NGC 6231-292
He 3-1274; LSS 3810;, MR 65; NGC 6231-22
NOC 62.$1-224; NSV 08024




112G S¢o; BV 755; CSV 7538; He 3-1291; L
X!654+353 (IE, MS)
BV 1390








































































P e omel V0 KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
3.0707943 0 -9.3 24.22 27
2.556914
4.384194 0.256 53.7 -15.14 57.31
6.828243 0.286 17.42 -5.0 125.3 198.0 130
8.855 0.376 265.41 -21.54 31.62 39
4.285439 0.026 107 -60.66 47.18 *
0.077108
0.58887327
5.55206 0. i I 267 +4.1 26.5 75
3.36059 0.33 6 -6.0 26.3 300:
5.780531 0.19 115 -3.11 31.5 225
[o. 1oe]
1.1397912 0.022 85 -12.17 63.42 65.37 26 25.*
0.63579
0.71309172
(0.183) 0 > =90. 817 e
0.787313 0 -138.5 58.2





191.4427 0.025316 117.12 7.38288
1.7011576 0.09 221.6 -17.9 86.6 75
(0.072 or 0. t76 ACP)
1.73139337 0.0265 phi 311.00phi +0.5 179.6 193.6
4.951 0.511 355.92 -34.36 16.28 *
(0.094: ACP)
12.9762 0.060 274.54 +7.58 7.41
3.2617 0.125 271.5 -12.5 122.5 132.9 165
34.1211 0.262 0 -13,0 15.4 140
27.218 0.744 333.7 -33,6 34,9 41.1 44
0.22
410,575 0.5498 103.6 -25.52 12.782 < 19:
Name SpI Sp2 T-JD 2400000
32 Her A91V 28006.493
V918 Sco 08,51 O7111(0 42498.7
HR 6169 A2V {A21V] (A3V) 22422.236
V2133 Oph K0V
V600 Her B0.511I [A4V] 23936.3
V349 Ara ASV (A9) 38229.310
V954 Sco B21V (B21V) 45532.525
RAra B91V-Veq 46585.0724
V544 Her
HD 149834 B2/3111 46227.16
CoD -48"1106 (B3V) 46224.3
HR 6187 OSlll:n(f) 06: 46224.89
CoD -48"1107 BOW 46276.7
CoD -48"1107 B3V 46224.6
CoD -48"i108 ('B2.5V) 46223.5
V502 Oph G2V F9V 43668.7951
39 H_ 1=2111 FS(III-IV) 44699.510
V651 Ata (GS] ((37) 36725.305
PSR 1639+36 (l_r) 47149.9983
V653 Art [K1] (G9) 36721.310
V659 Ant [G7] (GS) 36695.362




HD 151564 O9.5[V [B4V] 40820.3
VI010 Oph ATIV-V (G31V-V) 43271.4338
IY Aps [GO] (FS) 36720.390
V610 Ant F0V (G51V) 36689.430
mul Sco BI.SV B6.SV 32001.760
HD 151910 B311 [B2V] 43401.55
V919 Sco WNTa
LR Arm. B2(V) (B2V) 28004.43
RW UMi sdBe




































4.16 O. I0 I00
V0 KI IC?. vl sin i v2 sin i
-16.24 68.18 25
-35. 101 60 140
-9.88 62.41 101.36 71
3.6









-13.6 99.6 I 11.4
24.05









Name Spl Sp2 T*JD 2400000 p
V900 S¢o B0.5lae 42469.86 2.63
HD 152218 O9IV [O9.5V] 40816.8 5.40
HD 152248 0711o:(0 O6.5:[!II]f 40817.09 5.97
CoD -41" 1103 O9.5V [B2.SV] 40810.6 5.64
HR 6265 WC7 O5-8(lb) 41163.05 8.8908
CoD -41"1104 O91V [BOV] 40814.0 2.446
epl UMi GSIll AS-FOV 31918.684 39.4809
HD 152333 B I/2Ib/II [BIV] 43401.21 2.1579
"IT Her A2V (G5V) 39995.908 0.91207546
HD 152590 O7.5V [B 1.SV] 43404. I I 4.4870
V644 Her F2_V 44553.759 1 !.858592
V861 Sco BO.5lae (B4II*III) 43876.730 7.848265
V829 Her G2 47680.8912 0.35813
HD 153720 F0[V] (FOV) 41018.702 11.01147
V883 Sco B2.SVn (137.5) 43285.794 1.29484
AI Dra Bg.5v F61V 43291.124 I. 1988146
V841 Oph sdBe (KOV) 0.60423
eps Her AOV A2(V) 17948.784 4.0235
HD 153847 FOVwl 46675.710 5.38
V598 Sco [0.108]
e omel V0 KI
0 -35.1 9.5
0.26 23 -18. 161
0 -16. 191
0.04 61 -18.4 89.0
0 -27.2 142
0.07 58 -8.6 162.5
0.039 323.5 -10.57 31.77
0 -30.8 97.8
O.00 +21.8 86.8
0.35 78 -30.7 73.2
0.3650 267.72 -0.59 27.44
0 77.1




0.023 138 -24.2 70.7
0.0 +12.6 60.9
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13 RA 16h __
Name V B-V U-B R-I F__B-V)
the Dra 4.000 +0.525 +0.096 +0.25 O.00
Z Nor 9.34 p +0.32
HD 144359 6.73 +0.06 +0.02
betl Sco 2.62 -0.07 -0.87 -0.09 O.14
HR 5992 6.29 +0.08 +0.11 +0.06
HD 144515a 8.28 +0.78 +0.29
X1603 +260 19.73
TW CrB 10.5 p
an Soo 4.01 +0.04 -0.65 +0.03 0.25
HD 145519 7.98 +0.25 0.00
13 Sco 4.59 -0.16 -0.74 ..O.17 0.09
V$93 Sco IO.6 p 0.08 m
TZ CtB 5.64 +0.47 0.00
IT Nor 9.9 +0.60
RR TrA 10.36
HPNo¢ 13.13 +0.11 -0.64 0.11
V818 Sco 12.70 +0.20 -0.82 0.35 u
sig Sco 2.89 +0.13 -0.70 +0,11 0.44
V1022 Oph 15.1B
U Sco 17.92 +0.56 -0.34 +0.47 0.24
gain Her 3.75 +0.27 +0.18 +0.14
GX Nor 14.0 p
PSR 1620-26 0.36 8
W UMi 8.51 O. 19 m
IK Not" 12.9 p O.16 m
V760 Sco 6.99 +0.19 -0.38 0.32
21 Her 5.85 -0.01 +0,0! O.00
V699 Ol_ 13.8 p 0.23 m
• et TrA 4.91 +0.55 +0.04 +0.28 0.00
eps Nor 4.57 -0.07 -0.53 -0.04 0.14
chi Oph 4.42 +0.28 -0.75 +0.22
ups Oph 4.63 +0.17 +0.08 +0.09 0.01
V2060 Oph 15.11 p
bet Her 2.77 +0.94 +0.69 +0.47


















sco OB2; <Cr 302>
0.028
0.024
ADS Vis Binary Companions
9913 A bet 947 A; H IH 7 A 4.2v,0.001"; 5.9, 0.5"; 4.92V, B2V,
Uar_olv_l SB ¢omp
9951 A CHARA 146 As; bet0.063"; 6.9v. 0.0003"; 6.9v. 1"; 6,30
9979A Sig2032A(orb) 6.59, GIV, 6.599"; 13v, 9"; 10.8v, 7
10009 A H IV 121 A 5.3v, 0.0005"; $.26V, Bgv, 20.3"; 5.
10022 A S,h 227 A 9.58v, 41.6"
h 4853 A 7.46v, B9V, 22.8"
Psi 3949 A del m=3.2, 1.1"
bet pm A del m=7.3,256.2"
14
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V)
32Her 6.87 +0.23 +0.13 +0.11
V918 Sco 5.47 +0.40 -0.63 +0.35 0.75
HR6169 6.41 +0.05 0.00 0.00
V2133 Oph 5.75 +0.82 +0.48 +0.39
V600 Her 7.05 -0.18 -0.96 0.09
V349 Ara 8.6 p
V954 Sco 7.49 +0.23 -0.61 0.46
RAra 6.55 +0.10 -0.17
V544 Her 14.5 p
HD 149834 9.17 +0.21 -0.57
CoD -48" 1106 10.71 +0.18 -0.50 +0.11
HR 615/ 5.65 +0.13 -0.80
CoD -48" 1107 8.45 +0.17 -0.71 +0.16
CoD .48"!107 10.42 +0.31 -0.32 +0.31
CoD -48"1108 10.05 +0.31 -0.38 +0.29
V502 Oph 8.34 +0.63 +0.18
39 Her 5.92 +0.40 -0.07 0.03
V651 Art 14.6 p
PSR 1639+36B 0.03
V653 Ara 12.3 p
V659 Ant 13.9 p
AH Her 11.3 v +0.08 -0.75 +0.08 0.03 u
V65/Ant 13.0 p
AC Sco 12.5 p
BD + 86°252 9.4 v 0.06 m
HD 151564 7.96 +0.11 -0.72 0.45
V 1010 Oph 6.08 +0.78 +0.54
IY Aps 12.7 p
V6 I0 Am 8.8 p
mul Soo 2.94 -0.20 -0.87 -0.19 0.01
HD 151910 9.8p 0.42m
V919 $co 6.57 +0.21 +0.03 +0.39 0.43 u
LR Ara 10.0 p
RW UMi 18.70 -0.059























bet 818 A 13.9, 3.8"
Webb A del m= i.0, A2V, 156.6"
bet pm A 13.6, 100.3"
h 4866 A 8.2v, 4"

































































U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster ADS Vis Binary
-0.45 <Sco OBI >; <NGC 6231 >
-0.77 0.48 NGC 623 I
-0,78 0.48 NGC 6231 lain 297 A
-0.72 0.47 NGC 623 I
-0.54 +0.33 0.47 u NGC 6231 B 1834 A
-0.699 +0.21 0.57 NGC 5231 B 1835 A
+0,55 +0.47 0.00 0,010 10242 A HdO 143 A
-0.67 0.42 NGC 6231
+0.12 0.15
-0.81 0.42 Tr 24
+0.06
-0.67 0.55 Sco OBI
0.03 m
-0.56 (Cr 316) Js-p 700 A
0.03
-0.59 0.39









Name Vbl type Min l Min II D d
the Dra










V893 Sco UG: 14.5 p
TZ CrB RS + DSCT:
IT Nor EB/KE (0.6 p) (0.4 p)
RR TrA EA/SD I 1.85 10.60 0.20 0.025
HP Nor UGZ 16.41
V818 Sco XI
sig Sco BCEP
VIO22 Oph EW/KW 16.12 B 15.95 B 0.06:
U Sco NR [0, I 1 ]
gain Her
GX Nor EW/KW 15.0 p 15.0 p
PSR 1620-26
W UMi EA/SD 9.59 8.66 0.23 0.02
IK Nor UG 16.3 p
V760 Sco EAIDM 7.42 7.41 0.17 0.02
21 Her





V2060 Oph EW:/KW: 15.73 p
bet Her




































0.282 0.74 p 0.34
0.76 =
0.223 0.94 p 0.15
0.19 ome 0.55 s
0.295 0.84 p 0.4O
0.331 0.820 Y 0.59
0.32 0.56 B 0.80
0.65 V s
0.31 0.62 p 0.70








V2133 Oph BY (0.04)
V600 Her ELL+ BCEP:
V349 Ara EBIDM 8.8 p 8.8 p
V954 S¢o EB/KE 7.74 7.74
R Ant EA/DM: 7.20 6.65
V544 Her UG 20: p
HD 149834 9.37 9.29
CoD 48" l I060
HR 6187
CoD -48* 1107 I
CoD -48" 11077
CoD -48 ° 11088
V502 Oph EW/KW 8.84 8.81
39 Her
V651 Ant EWIKW 15.4 p 15.3 p
PSR 1639 + 36B
V653 Ara EW/KW 12.8 p 12.6 p
V659 Ara EW/KW 14.5 p 14.4 p
AH Her UGZ 14.12
V687 Art EW: 13.3 p
AC Sco UG: > 16. p
BD +86"252 UG: 11.5: v
HD 151564
V1010 Oph EB/KE 7.00 6.46
IY Aps EW/KW 13.0 p 12.9 p
V610 Ant EBISD: 9.2 p
mul Sco EB/SD 3.22 3.12
HD 151910
V919 Seo WR





i rl r2 II qph
69.01 pi
22.46 s 0.87 ome
69.64 s 0.215 ome 0.66 s
47.35 pi
74. 0.378 0.370 0.64 p 0.96
63.24 0.3724 0.3523 0.5379 y (1.00 assumed
84.1 0.214 0.277 0.3666 V*
70.2 0,4735 0.3052 0.6419 V 0.379
65.30 = 0.59 =
83. 0.419 0.298 0.63 p 0.62
74. 0.410 0.308 0.52 p 0.70
77.5 0.422 0,295 0.63 p 0.60














0.3038 0.927 Hbe_ 0.4461
0.284 0.60p 0.52
0.305 0.74 p 0.45
0.343 0.689B 0.674







CoD ..41 ° 11038
HR 6265
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V502 Oph Zola, S., Krzesinski, J. 1988. IBVS 3218
39 Her
V651 AJa Svechaikov, M.A., Kuznetmva, E.F. 1990, g_tog Pribli_tennykh Fo/ome/ri_ i Abmlyumylk_ Ekmnmtov Zatmemwkh Peremeanykh Zvez
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21 RA 16h
Nalne
v900 Sco (Moffat, A.F.L 1977, IBVS 1265)
HD 152218
HD 152248 Luna, H.G. 1988, AAp Suppl., 74, 427
CoD -41"11038
HR 6265 St.-Louis, N., el al. 1987, ApJ, 322, 870
CoD -41el 1042
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22 RA 16h --




betl S¢o 13.77 s
HR 5992
HD 144515a 0.91 $
X1603 +260
TW CrB
mi S¢o 6.92 $ 1.09 pi
Hi) 145519
13 _ 9177 s 1.70 pi




HP Nor 0.68 w 0.57 p
V818 Sco






W UMi 2.00 s 1.01
IKNor 0.71p 0.28p
V760 Sco 4,97 4.61
21 Her 2.09 s 0.25 pi
V699 Opt., 0.71 p 0.2g p
zet TrA 1.07 s 0. 110 pi
eps Nor 5,99 s 5.52 s
chi Oph
























Name M 1 M2
32 Her 1.45 s 0.91 pi
V918 S¢o 47.86 28.43 s
HR 6169 2.66s 1.64s
V2133 Oph
V600 Her 20.65 s 1.88 pi
V349 Ara









V502 Oph 1.32 0.49





AH Her i.07 0,85 p
V687 Am
AC Sco
BD +86"252 0.71 p 0.28 p
HD 151564 24,83 s 6,17 pi
V I010 Oph 1.68 0.75
IY AI_
V610 Art
mul Sco 10.91 6.04




HD 152219 27,86 s 12.14 pi
RA 16h






















































































































del m- 1.25; U=732y; AJag. diam. 1-0.000427" +/-O.000030", An 8. ditto. 2-0.000264" +1-0.000030" (Elliot, J.L, Rages, K., Vevedca, J. 19
*Pphtm=4.999d
UG:







8tmC (del B=0.07); *Prot=Porb
UG
gamC 4.18-5.0 V; Non-radial pulsator, P= 13.774d, not binary (Cuypers, J., Balona, L.A., Marang, F. 1989, AAp Suppl., 81. 151)
del m=O.54





















































del m-3.2y; T[ =7500+/-500K, T2=5200+/-500K
del m=0.4; U=-133y
Not binary (Hill, G., Crawford, D.L., Barnes, J.V. 1974, AJ, 79, 1271; Seggewiss, W. 1974, PASP, 86, 670; $eggewiss, W., Moffat, A.F.J. I




vgo0 $¢o Eli: (del V-O.05, del (B-V)_O. I 1, del (U.B)=O. i 1)
HD 152218




epG UMi del m-3.44
Notes
HD 152333
TT Hcf (B-V)I- +0.33
IID 152390
V644 He_ del Set (6.32-6.36 V)
V861 Sco (B-V)I= +0.O8; Ome- 108" or 18"
V829 HeT
HD 153720
V883 Sco B2.5Vn+(B3V), i-69.7, rl mO.358, r2--0.327, II _0.600V (Ic: Strohmeier, W., Knlgge, R. 1973. Ver6ff. Bamberg, I0, Nr. 106)
AI Dra del m-2.4; (B-V)Im-0.16
V841 Oph NB
eps Her de[ m= 1.50

















































































































































































































3385 43700 +7"2194 122381
647 30647 141665
3388 43705 +20°1755 0_5095










































































































































































































































































































































V1944 Sgr 17 56 42.73
V394 CrA 1756 58.18
V551 Sgr 17 57 36.
V4072 Sgr 17 58 26.412
HD 164898 17 59 41.017
Dec(1950)
_(Dec) Pos Ret" FK4 SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
209436 24324 355.96 -04.54
001.67 -01.56
209489 24371 358.13 -03.77
+4°2223 122946 24407 031.17 +14.41
209552 24449 354.53 -06.51








+45"i405 047139 24549 072,33 +27.43
+0.01 -32 42 54.63 + 3.2 SAO
+0.05 +45 21 00.49 + 1.8 AGK3
17 52 27.28
I 7 52 59,793
17 54 24.291
17 55 49.486 +0.25 -36 56 08.06 -0.6
175551.349 -0.22 +150831.12 +8.1
17 55 53. -27 29 00.
17 56 31.03 + 13 29 59.8




+0.13 -344306.20 4).1 SAO
-28 17 31.3 AC
+0.128 -32 28 06.35 +0.44 FK4Sup 3424 43795



















































































































































LSS 3899; NGC 6281-2; XI700-377 (H, 2S,
81G Oph; G1654. !
BV 1215; LSS 3917
HV 4389
BV 1694; CSV 2979; HV 3941; P 1199
39(3 Ant
PG 1711+336; SVS 2613
33.1917; HV 3428
CSV 7612; NSV 08383; vH 3
INCA 11115
GI 664; INCA 2666
110GOph
29H Her







27H Oph; 141G Oph; CSV 101654; NSV 086
LSS 4181



























































































































































523.1933; HV 6770; P 1255
157G So*; CSV 101659; LSS 4225; NGC 638
Rasalhague B; 30H Oph B; CSV 101662; GI 6
He 3-1439; LSS 4275; MR 75; WR 97
BV 419; CSV 7681; S 7643
He 3-1441; LSS 4282; MR 76; WR 98
liV 6576
171"I Set; 8(3 Se_Cd; IRC -20373; NSV 09270
25H Dnt; X1737+687 (MS)
174.. 1908
37H I-ler; CSV 101670; NSV 09501; Zi 1339

















































































900.1936; HV 9175; P 4489
N Sgr 1960; SVS 1397
N CtA 1949, 1987; N Sco 1949
HV 7095
He 3-1555; MR 79; WR 103




































































P e omel V0


















I 1.44 0 -I.5
2.229876 0 -7.4
8.2159 0.333 132, I -8.427
(0.283)
3.75805 0.00 -12.1
26.2765 0.49 14 +0.4
8.9560 0. I ! -28.4






0.14056 0 + 20.:






















K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
140
<=6.






















































Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P e omel
[O.lO8]
BIV:rm BI(V) 46199.5059 0.76187645 0
O6V O6V 39262.95 3.36679 0.02 334
0.96? 0
WN3 O5-7[V] 8.83 0
ASV (A9V) 39292.9351 0.62930098 0
WN7/WC7 45270.0 48.7 0
(0.2O4)
F0lVdelSct [M4V] 19210.764 2.292285 0.0
FS[V] [MIV] 42280.70 2.5057 0.059 33.6
F5V [G5V] 44699.593 5.279799 0
F0V KOV 41864.30517 0.81809828
B31V 28718.8 113.804 0.43 201
A2V 1.102? 0
[G9] (G7.5) 47656.8517 0.27663567
A3pSiSr ATm 40321.0049 3.894977 0.0
89111 (I=5) 28686.375 1.554965
B6V 38931.79 8.1294 0.64 80
BSV 38947.05 43.5 0.76 298
B8.SVpHgMn 39250,45 7.2527 0.77 352
B2V (B4.5) 28786.300 3.119975
B6VpHgMn 39227.57 1.80519 0.40 21
(PSR) 47980.824259 0.0756461156 < 0.006
B41Ve (B4[V) 44569.775 2.61862 0
A2Vs [G3V] 22138.259 2.82424 0.0
B6V 48049.81 6.2013 0.207 278
B3V B4V 39314,488 3.169140 0.056 108.5
1o.182]
gibe 45464.928 O.16 0
B9.5V [F4V] 42995.503 6.6768 0.0
B9,5VpSi 39693.561 6.1411 0.55 130
Bg.5Vp(wkCa) 39690.215 9.499 0.64 11
139.5VpSi(wkCa) 42983.61 5.45211 0.45 210
B9V [M5V] 39698.524 3.051 0.00























































Name Spl Sp2 T-JD _ p
HD 162780 B9.5V 39698.675 6.6226
V779 Sgr FSV (F9) 28640.4664 0.4450342
V453 Sco BN0.51ae Ble 42217.19 12.00597
V.566 Oph F4V F4V 46645.9290 0.4096454
Vi647 Sgr AIV A2V 43073.4560 3.2827992
Z Her F51V-V K01V 13086.3345 3.9928077
VI723 Sgr [GS] (G6) 29479.4222 0,29545329
V508 Oph G0V G2V 45082.5430 0.344792129
V735 Sgr FSIV-V
V1944 Sgr _Be [0.18]
V394 CrA 0.7577
V551 Sgr [0.224]
V4072 Sgr WC9 [G9V] 42858,51 1.7556















V0 KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
-16.0 13.2 295
-42.3 192.2 110 234
-38.5 72.6 272,9
-16.8 119.8 133.0 80 70
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13 RA 1711 --
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par
V884 Sco 6.51 +0.27 -0.72 +0.18 0.53 u
V2213 Oph 6.01 +0.58 +0.06 +0.31C 0.046
V616 Ant 8.29 +0.35 -0.41
FQ Sco 12.0 p O. 17 m
V205 i Oph 10.2 v 0.00 u
V2101 Oph 13.2 p 0.16 m
HD 155099 6.85 D +0.38 0.00 I)0.006
V829 Ant 6.15 +i.79 +1.34
V795 He* 13.20 -0.02 0.03
AK He* 8.32 +0.51 0.00 0.00
NSV 08383 13.5 p 0.14 m
V824 Ant 6.76 +0,792 +0.30 +0.451C 0.0588
V2215 Oph 6.334 + !.147 + 1.066 +0.65 0.179; D0.045
U Oph 5.88 +0.06 -0.45 0.219 0.002
u He* 4.82 -0.17 -0.76 -0.19 0.06 0.009
V474 Sco 10.3 p
V728 He* 10.85 +0.41 -0.02
V825 Her 14.32: +0.03 -0.86
DW Aps 8.89 +0.03
the Oph 3.27 -0.22 -0.86 -O.21 0.00
V819 Her 5.51 +0.68 +0.21 0.06 0.021
HD 158013 6.55
V478 Sco 14.0 p 0.06
HR 6497 6.06 +0.58 +0.28 +0.43
HR 6493 4.54 +0.39 -0.03 +0.21 0.00 0.032
HR 6502 5.54 -0.13 -0.56
HR 6506 5.94 -0.01 -0.06 0.00
V499 5co 8.25 +0.40 -0.53 0.62
HD 158320 6.67 +0.13 -0.76 0.38
AT Ant 12.61 +0.08 -0.69 0.00
MM Sco 13.0 p 0.19 m
VT00 $co 10.19 B
V442 Oph I 1.92 -0.01 -0.66 0.20 u
HR 6532 6.45 -0.02 -0.18 0.00




ADS Vis Binary Companions
h 4920 A 8.9, 3.0"
10408 A 14o 557 A 12.0, 4.7"
LDS 587 A 13.Or, dMe, 33"
10417 C S,h 243 C 5.29,KOV,709"; 5.33,KIV,71 I'; 8.1,
10428 A h 854 A 12.26, GOV, 20.7"
10449 A OSi8 328 A 9.9, 4.4"
McA 47 (orb) GSIV (5.53y, Ptoq=83.2d)
A B =C011, unresolved
Howe 39 A; Ho 646 9.86V, +0.22, -0.56, 4.4"; ll.Sv, 14
Rst 1964 A I 1.7, 3.1"
1am 334 A; Del 218 14.9, 41.7"; 12, 34.9"
14
Name V B-V U-B
FV Ant 12. p
V701 Sco 8.66 +0.10 -0.70
HR 6535 5.70 +0.04 -0,86
alp OphB 2.08D +0.15 +0.10
CoD -33"1225 il.13 +0.67 +0.49
V535 Ant 7.17 +0.41
WR 98 12.47 + 1.08 +0.63
BF Ant 14.24 +0.01 -0.72
xi Set 3.54 +0.26 +0.14
HD 160861 8.1
omz Dnt 4.80 +0.43 -0.01
SZ Her 9.86
lot Her 3.80 -0.18 -0.69
omi Set 4.26 +0.08 +0. I0
V743 Sgr 13.8 p
V624 He* 6.20 +0.21 +0.20
V620 Ant 9.0 p
HD 161572 7.59 +0.011 -O.51
HD 161603 7.36 +0.016 -0.47
HD 161698 8.21 D +0.121 -0.32
V885 Sco 8.6
HD 161733 7.99 +0.071 -0.45
PSR 1746-24A
V3894 Sgr 6,21 +0.12 -0.42
HR 6641 6.43 +0.11 +0.06
HD 162028 7.49 +0.02 -0.41
V539 Ara 5.66 -0.08 -0.65
V759 $8 r 13.6 p
V380 Oph 14.5
HR 6652 6.45 +0.02 -0.07
V959 Sco 7.19 0.00
HD 162630 7.61 0.00 -0.16
HD 162656 8.19 0.00 +0.01
HD 162679 7.16 -0.03
V906 Sco 5.9,6 -0.01 -0.10
RA 17h


























< NGC 6475 >
< NGC 6475 >
< NGC 6475 >
0.03 NGC 6475
0.05 NGC 6475
ADS Vis Binary Companions
h 4962 A; Ho 647 A 10.5, 5.4"
alp Oph B (orb) ,tel m--i, ASIII, 0,065", 8.5y
Rg 5090 A 12.9, 22.0"
betpm A
Fox A 13. I, 72.3"
bet A del m=8.3, 16.0"
10749 A h 1303 A I1.9,39.7"
10783 A A !161 A del m-l.Sv, 0.7"
Sig 2216 A rej 9.8v, 27.4"
CHARA 64
h 4978 A 9.0, 12.3"
































R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
< NGC 6475 >
0.73 (NGC 6475)
0.00 (Mel 186)
0.00 0.0049 NGC 6475















Name Vbl type Min i
V884 $co ELL+X 6.60
V2213 Oph BY (0.04)
V616 Ant EBIG$ (0.4 p)
FQ Sco UGSS 16.68
V2051 Oph UG+EA 15.16
V2101 Oph UG 16.5 p
HD 155099
V829 Ant ELL (0.077)
V795 Her NL 13.37 B
AK Her EW/KW 9.32 B
NSV 08383 UG: > 15.5 p
V824 Ant RS
V2215 O# RS
U Oph EA/DM 6.58
u Her EA/SD 5,33 B
V474 Sco EB 11.0 p
V728 Her EW/KW 11.20
V825 Her NL
DW Aps EA/SD: (1.2 p)
the Oph BCEP
V819 Her EA/D + BY 5.595
HD 158013





V499 Sco EB/DM (0.51)
HD 158320
AT Ara UGSS 14.90
MM Sco UG 16.80
V700 Sco EB:/DM 10.5 B
V442 Oph NL:
HR 6532











































































79. 0,306 0.204 0.86 p 0.580
Name Vbl type Min 1
FV Ar= UG > 18. p
VTOI Sco EW/KE (0,47 B)
HR 6535 ELL:
alp Oph B
CoD -33 ° 12259
V535 Ant EW/DW: 7.75
WR 98




SZ Her EA/SD I 1.87
lot Her BCEP
omJ Set DSCTC:
V743 Sgr EW/KW (0.76 V)
V624 Her EA/DM 6.38




V885 Sco EJDM (0.3)
HD 161733
PSR 1744-24A
V3894 Sgr EB/D 6.39
HR 6641
HD 162028
V539 Ara EA/DM 6.18
V759 Sgr NL 16.0 p

















































0.3156 0,717 bol 0.340
0.299 0.839 y 0,4
0.265 0.73 p 0.320
O. 132 0.676 V
0.24 0.96 p 0.20
81. 0.235 0.170 0.80p
57.9 0,459 0.234 0.6367 1301
59.74 pi
0.15 ome 0.05 ome
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RS (O.08V); *Pphtm= 1.682d
de[ m-0.35
del m=0.80; U= 107y
Alternative lc soln: B3/5 + (B6), i= 89, rl 10.32o r'2=0.25, I1 =0.77 p, q=0.67
del m=2.0











HR 6535 Ell (amp O.04V)























V539 Ant "13=0.037 V
V759 Sgr NL
v38o Oph
HR 6652 Secondary much fir.




V906 Sco E? (del V =0.26); P wrong in vr rain.
del m_0.99; MV- +0.35
Single (N. Morrell, H.A. Abt 1991, Aid, _bm.)
Smgle(N. Morrell, H.A. Abt 1991, ApJ, mtbm.)
Single (N. Mon'ell, H.A. Abt 1991, A_, subm.)
E/DM






















ISB: (Not • binary)
N
UGSS
cst?. (van Genderen, van tier Hucht 1986, AAp, 162, 109; Schulte-Ladbeck, van der Hucht 1988, BAAS, 20, 738)
I RA Igh --
Name RA(1950) _(RA)
V820 Her 18 00 14.676 +0.01
V986 Oph 18 02 05.802 -0.03
HI) 165052 18 02 06.467 +0.04
PSR 18024)7 18 02 07.
VI276 Sgt 1802 12.
FS CrA 18 02 47.
V772 Her Aab 18 03 42.272 4).30
V772 Her AB 18 03 42.272 4).30
40 Dra 18 03 47.520 + 1.46
V426 Oph 18 05 24.786
V3792 Sgr 180548.436 +0.11
EF Dra 18 05 58.280
DQ Her 18 06 05.38 +0.OI
V3903 Sgr 18 06 14.180 +0.08
V815 Her 18 06 19.888 +0.77
PR Her 18 06 28.
V631 Her 18 06 48,
V954 Oph 18 06 50.
V839 Oph 18 06 58.344 4). I 1
UZ Ser 18 08 33.31
HD 166734 18 09 38.201 +0.06
V1830 Sgr 18 10 42.
me Sgt 18 10 46.324 +0.016
V2509 Sgr 18 12 28.406 -0.19
V963 Oph 181244.
V2323 Sgr 18 12 45.
V533 Her 18 12 46.38 +0.03
NSV 10469 18 13 39.
HR 6849 18 13 48.337 -0.23
TZ Lyr 18 14 14.17
RS Sgr 18 14 17.236 40,11
HR 6841 18 14 32.490 -0.03
V1961 Sgr 18 14 47.33
AM Her 18 14 58.75 -0.40

















































































































24563 046.83 + 19.81





24664 047.76 + 19.30






























MY Ser 18 15 17.602 -0.09
GM Sgr 18 16 16.2
CV Set 18 16 19.810 4).15
108 Her 18 19 01.374 +0.07
V391 Lyr 18 19 31.575
Sgr X4 18 20 27.74
TZ Dra 18 20 50.701 0.00
PSR 1820-11 18 20 53.4
phi Dra 18 21 28.502 43.42
W Sct 18 21 43.60
RZDm 182221.813 4).10
V4Oi9 58r 18 22 22.
V430 5ct 18 22 24.821 +0.06
RYSct 182242.706 4).11
V3941 Sgr 18 22 48,
RZ Sc_ 18 23 48.968 +0.08
HR 6917 18 24 02.968 +0.182
EQ ,Set 18 24 14.0
d Set 18 24 38,902 +0.09
V391 5ct 18 25 14.
V2349 Sgr 18 25 31.381 .0.01
HR 6928 1825 32.158 .0.03
BE Drt 18 26 15.72
V451 Oph 18 26 52.942 +0,07
V3454 Sgr 18 26 53.
60 Set lg 27 04.776 +0.198
dell Tel 182803.240 -0.13
del2 Tel 18 28 20, I13 -0.02
RXHer 182820.265 +0.13
PSR 1829-10 18 29 55.01
V4066 Sgt 18 30 07.65
V634 O'A 18 30 50.34
PSR 1831-00 18 31 43.25
CH Her 18 32 41.78 -0.62


























































































SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
161292 24969 018.25 +01.68
006.76 .04.80
161325 018.90 +01.76
43904 +29°1821 085956 25056 057.37 +19.23
066.40 +22.14
002.79 4)7.91
+47°i321 047430 075.64 +24.39
019.7"7 +00.95








31479 +29"1832 086043 25165 057.76 +18.20
019.50 -00.13
+0*2200 123497 25176 030.34 +05.48
016.15 -02.18
161502 015.48 -02.61
43927 +6°2266 123516 25198 035.81 +08.03
099.23 +27.45
+10°2237 103766 040.21 +09.84
0OI.84 -09.92
31480 -201091 142348 25234 028.68 +03.93
43940 229092 25269 349.06 -15.93
43942 229095 25273 349.23 -15.91





















































18 41 37,182 -0.05




18 42 19.553 +O.19
18 42 35.
184244.149 -0.09
18 43 02.931 +0.01
18 43 53.644 +0.06
1844 11.93
18 44 54.357 +0.06
18 45 23.
1845 34.167 -0,17
18 45 35.976 +0.063
18 46 12.064 +0.01
18 46 21,470 +0.047
18 46 25.718 +0.20
184627.
18 47 11.007 -0.04
18 47 59.715 -0.516
18 48 13.936 +0.001
1848 15.823 -0.05
18 48 45.961 +0.01
1849 13.745 +0.13
18 49 28.03
18 49 44.326 -0.055
18 50 08.196 -0.08
Dec(1950) u(Dec) Pt_ Ref FK4
-37 28 18. GCVS
+38 17 34.45 BFW87
-51 OO 24. GCVS
-42 59 55.58 -0.9 SAO
-24 33 52.3 AC
-57 33 43.0 D87
-59 41 35.5 LG91
-01 36 21.90 -1.9 AGK3
+55 29 17.40 +2.05 FK4Sup 3491
-03 03 NSV
-26 30 42. GCVS
-06 11 42. GCVS
-21 03 14.40 -2.0 SAO
-03 02 00. NSV
+37 56 42.35 -0.8 (BF'W87)
+37 33 06.40 -0.4 AGK3
4)1 O0 56.62 -2.3 Per70
+12 1044,5
-20 19 49.29 -0.3 SAO
-51 39 30. GCVS
-19 44 31,89 +0. ll SAO
+52 55 56.41 -0.06 FK4 1492
+49 22 32.22 -3.2 AGK3
+003136.21 -1,75 ()
-I0 17 56,27 -2.5 SAO
-5O 54 36. GCVS
+24 59 18.60 -I.8 AGK3
+75 22 33.84 +7,63 FK4 1494
+33 18 12.51 -0.20 FK4 705
+33 17 33.39 -0.8 Per70
+24 39 36.06 -I.4 AGK3
-50 14 26.92 -8.2 SAO
-01 32 19.1 D87
+13 54 15,54 -1.08 FK4Sup 3503
+21 21 48.31 -I.2 Per70








-1"2251 142563 030.72 +00.90




187234 25653 013.44 -08.12
029.57 +00.03
067.22 +17.59
+37"1687 067321 25676 066.85 + 17.38
44005 -1"2257 142606 25713 031.51 +00.67
043.32 +06,62
187294 25739 014.36 -08.34
344.51 -20,63
161845 014.97 -08.22
+52"1221 031165 25757 082.45 +22.03




+24"!944 086462 25810 055.30 +11.58
+75"0780 009250 25839 106.61 +26.50
30705 +33"1690 067451 25847 O63.19 +14.78
44026 +33"i691 067453 25848 063.18 +14.77
+24" 1948 086497 O55.15 +11,12
245781 346.15 -20.75
031.69 -00.81
44033 +13"1847 104196 25886 045,48 +06.19




DI Her 18 51 21.765 -0.04
V1223 Sgr 18 51 49.0
dell Lyr 1851 58.664 -0,020
V1182 Aql 18 53 00.002 +0.04
VI341 Aql 18 53 13,
HD 175544 18 53 13.166 -0.04
V775 Her 18 53 47.211 +0.90
PSR 1855+09 18 55 13.690650 -0.0203
eps CrA 185521.086 -1.110
HR 7174 1856 19.140 -0.07
DM Lyr 18 56 49.
V803 Aql 18 58 04.
HR 7200 18 59 13.272 +0.06
V599 Aql 18 59 48.098 +0.061
Dec(1950) _(Dec) Pos Ref FK4 SRS
+26 41 46.6 +2.4 (Sz85)
+24 12 54.00 +0.3 AGK3
-31 13 39.2
+36 54 29.44 +0,37 FK4Sup 3506
+09 16 53.30 + 1.2 AGK3
-400 05 24. GCVS
+{30 I1 58.95 -0.8 Per70 15161
+23 29 40.63 -28.0 AGK3
+09 39 13.5162 -0.526 ( )
-37 i0 27.98 *9.59 FK4Sup 3512 44063
+38 I 1 50.84 0.0 AGK3
+30 11 30. GCVS
-07 33 30. GCVS
+20 45 37.79 -1.7 AGK3
-I0 47 42.35 -1.51 FK4Sup 3520 44085
AGK3 SAO GC I b
O57.21 +11.60
+24"1953 086544 055.00 +10.39
004.96 -14.35
+36"1707 067537 25934 066.93 +15.49
+9"2343 124049 041,71 +03.38
O33.41 -00.98
+0"2268 124055 033.66 -00.84
+23"1827 086592 054.59 +09.58
042.29 +03.06
210781 26038 359,54 -17.32
+38"1763 067642 26059 O68.51 +15.21
061,O4 +11.84
027.31 -05.47
+20"2003 086704 26147 052,67 +07.25






































Bayer Flmstd HR liD BD
96 Her 6738 164852 +20"3649




40 Dnt 6809 166865 +79*0570
6773 165814



























































I96G Oph; LS IV +i'1
27(3 Sir; LSS 4635; NGC 6530-118
PSR 1802,.07
HV 7177









CSV 3809; S 4206
56.1924
LS IV -10*3
IH Sgr; 41G Sgr; 17.1938; LSS 4791; MWC
BY 584
CSV 3933; S 4217
N Her1963













































































c Ser 60Set 6935 170474 -2"4641






































30G Se_Cd; LSS 4894
HV 4048
AFGL 2120S; He 3-1667; LS IV -11°14; MR
S 10436
Sgr X-4; X 1820-303 (3A, I ES,H, IH, IM ,25,4
94.1910; HV 3281
PSR 1820-11
29H Dra; CSV 101729; 7] 1408
56.1907; HV 2910; LS IV -13"44
26,1907
LS IV -14"54; MWC 294
34.1908; AFGL 52355; He 3-1694; HV 3076;
3.5.1908; HV 3077; LS IV -9"12
1_ IV -12°58; P 4668; SVS 589
41G SerCd; INCA 2373
M64
BV 556; LSS 5061







































































































































HV 10031; N Pay 1934
HV 10044
CSV 101756; kS IV -i"7; 7; 1497
32H Dr_ CSV 101760; NSV 11273: Zi 1515
CSV 101757; NSV 11280
96G Sir
CSV 7932; NSV 11297
330.1928; X 1842 + 379? 04)





7.1918; N Aql 1918; Xl846+0O5 (IF.S)
62.1907; HV 2916
HV 10O74
Sheliak; 7H Lyr; AFGL 5305S; INCA 1201; I
IRC +30343
IZ Her; HV 10129; $VS 923
INCA 1202
23.1925

































































X1851-312 (3A, IE,1ES, IH,4U)
CSV 101781; NSV 11504; Zi 1554
LS Iv +9"5; SVS 1572
CSV 8040; NSV 11546; SVS 1219
LS IV +0"6




CSV 102898; NSV 11659
10G Aql; HV 11085; LS IV -I0026
9 RA 18h __
Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P ¢
V820 Her B31V B3(IV) 45895.41 12.4573 0.536
V986 Oph B0.5 Ill.n [B9.SV] 25.56 0.23
HD 165052 O6.SVf: [O7V] 42939.5 6.140 0.064
PSR 1802-07 45035.3 2.62 0.22
V1276 Sgr K3V ([(6) 28037.391 0.3480939
FS CrA 31204.3895 0.2636378
V772 Her Aab GIV (K6V) 43665.41100 0.8795045 0.045 100.4
V772 Her AB GIV G5V 43669.24 7397.54 0.958 3.0
40 Dra FT(V) IF/V] 21764.6481 10.5217 0.314 256.76
V426 Oph sdBe K3V 45526.7261 0.285314 O
V3792 Sgr B3i11 (B3V) 41879.355 2.248082 0.06 91
EF Dnt 1:9 47700.7602 0.42400
DQ Her _IBe M3V 34954.94423 O. 193620873 0
V3903 Sgr O7V O9V 45192.221 1.744228 0.0
V815 Her GSV [M2V] 41931.127 1.8098368 0.029 218.5
PR Her [0.108]
V631 Her 0.060?.
V954 Oph [KS] (K5) 29785.411 0.225270
V839 Oph F8V (F8V) 40448.4129 0.40899532
UZ Ser sdBe 46622.6480: O. 1730
liD 166734 O7.51f O91 41005.12 34.54 0.46 224
V1830 Sgr [0.071]
mu Sgr BSeqla BI.SV 23632.21 180.55 0.395 79.2
V2509 $gr AOIV (1:7) 44387.7712 1.0869739
V963 _ [KO] (K0) 29785.523 0.264743
V2323 Sgr [0.108]
V533 Her ulBe 0.2097774? 0
NSV 10469 <0.2?.
FIR 6849 F IV 2.04765 0.037 21 I
TZ Lyr F5V 0.5288269









HR6841 OTlll(n)((0) (OTIV-V) 42566.8
VI961 Sgr [wd] 36838.496
AM Her f,dBe M4.SV 44452.847





















183 450 e; 488 Wi
211
I0(3
232 737 Sh; 115
331 185 180
27.*
-3. 148 140 80
-2,7 56.8 < =54.
-40. 90 471: Wi
-8.3 IO4.9 108.0 55 50
+10.1 83.8 253.4 186:
+9. I 107.1 122.9 90:










Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P e
O5-O8V O5-O8V 46231.612 3.32160 0
47707.454 0.7365483
WC8 O8-91V 43415.0 29.7055 0
A2.5181F2(IV (A9V) 40002.458 5.51274 0.001
(0.506 ACP)
(Its) 42803.63940* 0.00792838105
A7V (K21V) 42966.482 O.8660347
PSR 1820-I 1 (PSR) 47261.043
phi Dra A0(IV)pSi [G8V] 38853.6
W Set BO B3n 20665.47
RZ Dra AS(V) (K2V) 44177.5555
V4019 Sgr sdBe
V430 Set B1 laeq 40836.935
RY _ O6-71be O9.5-B01b 43342.42
V3941 Sgr
RZ $c_ 13211 A011-111 19261.1025
HR 6917 A21V (K21V) 22048.711
EQ Set B[2I (B2) 30918.267
d Ser A6V A6V 30172.958
V391 Set
V2349 Sgr BIVne (B2V)
HR 6928 BSIII-IV [GSV]
BE Drt B[9] (F0)
V451 Oph B9V AOV
V3454 Sgr
60 Sex K0[II
dell Tel B61V [B9V] 35003.693
del2 Tel B3111 [B9V] 35216.6688
RX Her B9.5V Bg.5v 33170.398
PSR 1829-10 (PSR) 48214.6
V4066 Sgr M5 44025.73
V634 CrA [G6] (G5) 30930.308
PSR 1831-00 (PSR) 46458.8821
CH Her





























amel V0 KI K2 vlsini v2_ni
+21. ('150.) 279 135
+23. 149 71
-21.9 70.1 81.9 20 20
99.172 20.1425







-23.3 90 I00 270
+13.9 (40:)
36.1 -14.7 38.5
0.0125 phi 254.1 phi -10.0 129.3
30
152.3 41 30
+27.53 3.55 < 17.
78 +7. 65 33
12.65 -7,6 34.9 24
-26. 138 163 44 48
0.00090
70 8.704





























































































































































































































e omel V0 KI K2 vlsini v2sini
0.489 329.9 +8.6 110,7 126.6 61 75
0 -53. 56 180: •
0.37 191.3 -17.2 39.7 123
0 +6.8 149.8 439.6 145
0.017 167 -12,9 149,4 190.2 165
0.003 266.7 +10.31 49.46 15.*
0.00002167 276,299335 - 16.325325
0.13 42 +55.5 25,5 132:
0.165 92.5 -31.1 76,5 125
0.159 262,24 -10,29 55.08
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17 RA 18h
Name V B-V U-B R-I F__B-V) par Cluster
V820 Her 5.28 -0.09 -0.61 O. 13 0.004
V986 Oph 6.133 -0.007 -0.908 0.22 (Mel 286)
HD 165052 6.87 +0.11 -0.82 0.44 NGC 6530
PSR 1802-07 i. IO NGC 6539
V 1276 Sgr 14.1 p
FS CrA 13.50 +i.12 +0.62
V772 Her Aab 7.07 +0.66 +0.13 0.00 0.029; DO.024
V772 Her A_ 7.07 +0.66 +O. 13 0.029; I)O.024
40 Dra 6.04 +O.51 -0.01 0.O1 0.025
V426 Oph 11.28 +0.15 -0.73 O.10u (Mel 186)
V3792 $gr 6.43 +0.02 -0.47 (Sgr OBI)
EF Dra 10.48
DQHer 14.49 +0.06 -0.79 +0.13 O. lOu
V3903 Sgr 7.28 +0.12 -0.83 0.43 Cr 367
V815 Her 7.66 +0.72 +0.13 0.05
PR Her 14.0 p 0.07 m
V631 Her 16.2 p
V954 Oph 14.3 p Cr 359?
V839 Oph 8.8 +0.60 +0.12 0.07 (Mel 186)
UZ Ser 12.66 +0.16 -0.57 +0.18 0.35 u
HD 166734 8.42 + 1.09 -0.12 1.41 Ser OB2
VI830 Sgr 12.56 +0.01 -0.78 0.09
mu Sift 3.80 +0.23 -0.49 +0.20 0.30 u 0.012
V7.509 Sgr 7.35 +0.09
V963 O1_ 14.6 p Cr 359?
V2323 Sgr 13.1p O.17m
V533 Her 15.60 +0.18 -0.84 0.00 u
NSV 10469 16.4 p
HR 6849 6.37 +0.34 +0.02 0.01
TZ Lyr 10.87 0.06
RS Sgr 6.01 -0.11 -0.60 0.06
HR 6841 6.54 +0. I 1 -0.84 0.42 Sgr OB4
V1961 Ssr 12.2 p 0.09 m
AM Her 12.7 v +0.74 -0.66 +0.37 0.O u 0.0092
TZ CfA IO.66 +0.25
ADS Vis Binary Companions
11060A OSi8341A(ofb) 8.Sv, OSV, 0.248"; 10.62V, +1.36,
II060AB O_ll$41AB(ofb) AisV772Her(q.v.); 10.62V, +1.36,
11061B Si|230gg 5.68V, FT, 19.3"
WNOA 8.85V, +0.06. 13.3"
Kui 85
11169A HVTA;ba292A; 10.48, 16.9"; 13.0,25.2";9.69,48.5
11213A bet 1274A 9.8,95.6"
11219 A Es 1651A
h 5036 A 9.65, 39.0"; 8.8, 94. I"






































V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
7.36 +0.75 -0.34 +0.53 NGC 6604
13.48 +0.37 +0.26 0.17 m
9.48 +0.48 -0.23 0.88 Set OB2
5.63 +0.21 +0.03 +0,11 0.00 0.013
14.0 p 0.08 m
0.29 NGC 6624
9.6p




6.61 +0.94 -0.18 +0.04C 1.17 Set OB37
9,12 + 1. IO -0.08 i.43 (Set OB2)
11.5p O.09m
7.34 +0.62 -0,10 0.91 (Set OB2)
5,83 +0.06 +0.09 +0.04 0.00 UMa
11.7 p NGC 66317
5.21 +0.50 +O.21 +0.38 0.15 0.016
13.5 I 0.17 m
8.62 +0.14 -0.73 Ser OBI
5.73 -0.03 -0.35 0.02 NGC 6633?
11.3 p
7.87 +0.08 -0.07 0.13
15.41 v
5.39 +0.96 +0.76 +0.48 0.013
4.96 -0.11 -0.42 0.02
5.07 -0.14 -0.56 0.04 Sco-Cen?
7.268 +0.06 -0.02 0,08 0.009
II.0p
13.4 p
13.5 p 0.09 m
8.41 + 1.221 + 1.00 +0.78 0.064
ADS Vis Binary Companions
OSlb(t)p, unresolved
11311A OSl8 353 A (orb) 6.1,0.2"
11353 ^b 8ig 2316 Ab
CHARA 71
G0IIIA(a), close triple; 7/6. F5V, 3.8
19 RA18h
Name V B.V U-B
BP CrA 14.13 +0.08 -0.79
LL Lyr 12.8 p
AB Tel 12.20 +0.73
V681 CrA 7.75 +0.01
V3863 Sgr 11.7 p
BD Pay 12.4
BF Pay 11.99 +0.85
VI331 Aql 7.41 +0.62 -0.24
46 Dra 5.04 -0.09 -0.30
NSV 11280 10.4: p
V2038 Sift 14.0 p
FGSc_ 12.60 +1.06
HR 7038 6.36 +0.45
NSV 11297 13. p
AY Lyr 12.3 -0.04 -0.81
zeal Lyr 4.36 +0.19 +0.16
5 Aql 5.90 +0.13 +0.12
N Her 1991 20.6 B
V356 Sgr 6.84 +0. I0
AQ Tel 13.4 p
HD 173886 8.7
CX Dra 5.88 -0.09 -0.73
HD 174343144 7.18
V603 Aql i 1.63 -0.06 -0.90
RS Sct 9.78 (B-V)O= +0.386
AVTel 14.1 p
HR 7091 6.74 +0.08 +0.07
50 Dra 5.35 +0.05 +0.04
bet Lyr 3.34 +0.01 -0.56
HD 174664 7.23 -0.08 -0.48
HS Her 8.50 +0.03 -0.42
PZ Tel 8.50 +0.75
CIAql 11.p
V822 Her 6.14 -0.036 -0.299

































ADS Vis Binary Companions
H V137 A 10.6, 146.8"
11639A bet968 A; Si 8 1 38 5.73, FOIV, 43.7"
11667A $i 82379A 7.5, FIVm, 12.8"
11698A bet971A
CHARA 79
11745 A Sill 39 A; bet 293 A 8.6, B7V, 45.7"; 9.9v, 67"; 9.9v, 86"
11745 B Sig 39 B
CHARA 80
2O
Name V B-V U-B
CY Lyr 13.2 v
DI Her 8.24 +0.015 -0.495
V1223 Sgr 12.27 +0.05 -0.76
dell Lyr 5.58 -0.15 -0.66
V1182 Aql 8.585 +0.59 -0.45
V1341 Aql 13.0p
HI) 175544 7.35 +0. IO -0.64
V775 Her 8.067 +0.91 +0.55:
PSR 1855+09 >25,4
CxA 4.74 +0,41 +0.03
HR 7174 5.89 -0.17 -0.52
DM Lyr 13.6 p
V803 Aql 14.0 p
HR 7200 6.69 +0.02 -0.69























ADS Vis Binary Companions






























































































































rl r2 I1 qph
0.11 ome 0.11 ome
0.86 owe
0.355 0.295 0.76 p 0.84
0.366 0.415 0.489 B 1.32
O. 195 O. 123 0.950 V
0.038: ome 0.009 ome 0.62* s
< _0.17 ome
0.340 0.243 0.69 V
0.609: 0.246: 0.860:. V
0.302 ome
0.327 owe 0.319 orne 0.65 B s
0.88
O.I
0.40 0.31 0.61 p 0.76
0.421 0.324 0.603 0.590
53.73 s O. 127 or_
57.63 pi
0.91 V s
77.5 0.475 0.285 0.93 V




64.30 s 0.256 ome 0,233 owe
77.20 O.371 0.360 0.73OI y* O.812
82.5 0,3Z2 0.258 0.855 p
22.50 s 0.391: ome
79.89 pi
52
























































































Min II D d i rl r2 I1 qph
7.62 73.48 0.366 0.336 0.380* 0.6000
(0.2 B) 57.63 pi
67.
58.68 s O.13 ome 0,13 ome 0.67s
57.63 pi
57.63 pi
0.20 79.5 0.354 0.285 0.97 p 0.35
57.85 pi
10.1 0.12 77.8 0.313 0.313 0.790 p
10.4 p 78.67 0.407 0.342 0.908 V 0.664
57.63 pi
9.56 72.86 0.4022 0.4245 0.559 y
57.63 pi
7.47 0,17 0.000 83.10 O.2180 0.2729 0.8991 V 0.277
25.85 s
12.6: p 85.5 0.385 0.365 0.55 p 0.90
46,34 s 1.42 ome
57.63 pi
9.2 B 0.12; 0.08: 87.5 0.203 0.155 O.71 p 0.68
51.02 pi
11.5 p 74. 0.490 0.272 0.94 p 0.30
8.29 0.12; 0.12 0.000 85.9 0.215 0,165 0.672 V
77.24 pi
55.74 pi
(0.51 p) 0.14 0.021 85.262 0.2320 0.1924 0.6241 V
0. I5 -0.07
13.9 p 74, 0.424 0,295 0.66 p 0.59
57.63 pi
26, 84 S 0.056 ome 0.081 owe
23
RA 18h
Name Vbl type Min I
BP CrA UGZ: 16.19
LL Lyr UG 17.1 p
AB Tel EW/KW 12.92
V681 CrA EA/DM (0.5 p)
V3863 Sgr EW/KW 12.5 p
BD Pay UG:+EW/WD 15.42
BF Pay EW/KW I 1.90
V1331 Aql EB/KE: 7.75
46 Dra ACV:
NSV i 1280 UG: > 13. p
V2038 Sgr UG: 16.2 p
FG Set EW/KW 14.76 B
HR 7038
NSV 11297 UG: > 14. v




V356 Sgr EA/DS: 7.66
AQ Tel EW/KW 13.8 p
HD 173886
CX Dra GCAS + ELL
HD 174343/44
V603 Aqi NA/E +X
RS Sc:t EB/SD 10.91
AV Tel E/KW: 15.1 p
HR 7091
50 Dra
bet Lyr EB 4.34
HD 174664
HS Her EA/DM 8.97
PZ Tel RS
C[ Aql N: 15.5 p






































0.422 O.310 0.62 V
0.218 0.277 0.86 p
(0.216 ome)
0.426 0.292 0.67 V
0.370 0.283 0.733 V*
( 10*08 O_ ( 10._ _ 0.57 s
0.364 0.406 0.497 B
( =0152 ome ( t0.52 orn_







0.3789 O. 1133 0.896 V 0.774
48.65 s 0.35 ome
81.* 0.270 O. 108* 0,685 V
51.97 pi
88.51 0.251 0.141 0.935 V
57.63 pi
68.25 0.2803 0.2664 0.510 V*
14.19 s 0.22 ome
RA 1811
Name Vbl type Min I
CY Lyr UGSS 17.42
DI Her EA/DM 9. I1
VI223 Sgr XPR
dell Lyr
V1182 Aql EB/KE: 8.74




eps CrA EW 5.00
HR 7174
DM Lyr UG 18. p
V803 Aql EW/KW 15.0 p
HR 7200























rl r2 I1 qph
0.0621 0.0574 0.586 V
0.434 0.215 0.875 y
0.424 0.294 0.56 p 0.59
0.485 ome 0.61 s
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bet C'? (del V-0.05). Pph-0.303d, ncm-nu:lid pulsator (J. Ouype._, L.A. Bdona, F. Mtsang 1989, AAp Suppl., 81, 151); Pvr-0.179d, 0.147d,
DM- 187+1-2
Alternative k tola: [Gi] +(FO.5), i-74, rl m0.44, r2=0,28, I1-0.52p, q-0.48
*Pphtm-O.88Od; MI +M2-1.63 Mgm from vis. orb: P-20.Ogly, T- 1978.438, affi0.2.53", e-O.956, i-77.0 °, ome- 3.0 °. Ome-270.8 °. B-O
*del re(lain 6430)-0.54; Vis. orb: P-20.OSly, T- 1978.438, a-0.253", e-0.956, i-77.0*, ome-3.0 °, Ome-270.8 °. B-0.347 (l-leiutz, W.D.
B3III+(B3V), i-81.5, r1-0.373, r2-0.228, II =0.755V (Ic: Knipe, G.F.G. 1974, MNASSA, 33, 14)








Alternative lc soln: AO +(A7.5), i-73.5, rl _0.33, f2 =O.29, II -0.74V, q=0.37; A01V +(A91V), im74.4, r1-0.410, r2=0.277, II -0,827V (tc:
UG:
[3-44<[
12.29, 2.54"; "13-0.2130 y
del m- 1.97













































DM-428.4; U > 360(X)y
Vat (del V-0.05:); *Prot- 1.71646d; Vis. orb: P-271.7y, T-1720.75, affi0.392", e-0.44, if 118.96", ome-201.25", Ome-72.25 ° (Olevic,
del m>2.5
HL:
alp Cyg:; not bmary
UG:
del m-2.27 V; (B-V)I- +0.66
UG:
i-87.1, r1-0,168, r2-0.138.11-0.67Op (Ic: Strohmeier, W. 1968, IBVS 262)
del mfO.78V; U- 180y
del m-0.39
DM-475; Not binary: orbit retracted (Lyric, A.G., Bailcs, M. 1992, Nature, 355,213)
DM-88.3
UG
















































R(min)" 18.25; t3 = 5.0 +/-0.5d
Shell star (del V=O. I0)
NA/E+X
(B-V)I,II= +0.06,-0.02; * +3.8136 x IO-6 E2; *Soln with H=7.5 Rsuu adopted for consistency with qsp, *t'disk=0.4S0
Not binary (Abt, Levy 1976, AJ. 81,659)
del m=2.65V; (B-V)I= +0.02; U= 130y
RS (del V =0.27); not a binary
N:(?.); Not a CV, or wrong star marked in D87 (Szkody, P., Howell, S.B. 1992, ApJ Sup, 78, 537)






























V 1402 Aql 19 01 20.36 434 23 32.7
V337 Aql 19 01 34.079 +0.07 472 06 18.37 -1.6
HD 177624 19 02 45,622 +0.04 +09 33 55.90 -1.2
BH D_ 19 02 46.279 -0.14 + 57 22 52.44 -0.6
HD 177559 19 03 01.336 +0.30 -19 33 31.11 + 1.3
V805 Aql 19 03 31.107 +0.44 -11 43 35.61 *2.5
HD 177762 1903 49.111 +0.09 -17 10.56.30 +0.7
V525 Sift 19 04 02.445 +0.26 -30 14 19.32 +4. I
Dec(1950) t_(Dec) los Ref FK4 SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
AC 030.51 -04.75
AGK3 -2"1115 142979 032.57 -03.76
AGK3 +9°2381 124246 26257 043.07 +01.37
AGK3 +57"1221 087.80 +21.03
SAO 162180 OI6.94 -11.85
SAO 162189 024.16 -08.54
SAO 162196 019.22 -II.00









HR 7267 19 06 25.899
HR 7257 19 06 26.482
X!907 +690 1907 20,I
QR Sge 19 09 L6,46
V1343 Aql 19 09 21.282
FL Lyr 19 10 37.590
V352 Aql 19 11 07.
VI315 Aql 19 I1 35.
19 04 08.645 +0.18 +57 02.50.63 +6.0 AGK3 +57"1223 031377 087.52 +20.75
19 04 37.292 -0.066 + IO 59 34.O0 -3.50 FK4Sup 3525 44106 + IO'2356 104488 26315 044.55 +01.63
1904 39.741 +0.082 +41 2007.47 +0.28 FK4Sup 3526 +41"1664 048084 26318 072.15 +14.98
1905 31.990 +0.98 +3225 18.48 +1.9 PerTO 44110 067835 26340 063.91 +11.11
19 05 35.458 +0.78 +30 IO23.75 +11.7 AGK3 +30°1818 067836 061.85 +10.13
19 05 44,34 +43 56 20.7 074.72 +15.82
190553. -172642. GCVS 019.19 -11.54
-0.03 +385052.85 -I.O AGK3 +38°1792 067846 26361 069.92 +13.72
-0.132 +!64618.21 -10.96 FK4Sup 3529 44114 +16"1917 104524 26374 049.88 +03,91
+0.06 -41 5825.53 -2.1 PerTO 44115 229531 26375 355.55 -20.98
+69 03 30. 100.08 +23.86
+16 46 36.0 AC 050.20 +03.31
+04 53 54.27 039.69 -02.24
+0.09 +46 14 17,65 +4.8 AGK3 +46*1431 048190 077.27 +15.93
+02 13 GCVS 037.52 -03.88
+12 1237. 046.42 +00.69
eta Lyr 19 12 03.285 -0.14 +39 03 32.22 +0.4 AGK3
I_i Sgr 19 12 28.524 +0.32 -25 20 40.36 -3.0 PerTO
PSR1913+16 19 13 12.4685 +1601 08.163
HR 7305B 19 13 55.995 -0.05 +27 21 59.40 + 1,4 AGK3
1 Vul 19 14 03.958 -0.07 +21 18 03.00 -0.3 FK4Sup
FO Aql 19 14 (34.46 +0.04 +00 02 13.3 -0.9 (Sz85)
V431 Sgr 19 15 30. -33 30 24. GCVS
RS Vul 19 15 32,192 +0.03 +22 20 59.99 -2.2 AGK3
HD 181144 19 16 30.078 -0.26 + 16 23 45.50 -1.8 AGK3
USge 191637.017 +0.06 +193104.26 +1.8 AGK3
HR 7338 19 17 15.486 +0.09 +37 21 07.30 + 1,8 $AO
+39"1911 068010 26507 070.62 +12.75
44132 187882 26516 012.42 -16._0
049.97 +02.12
+27"1916 087005 26560 O60.14 +07.23
44140 +21"1949 087010 26569 054.74 +04.41
035.93 -05.55
004.71 -19.84
+22°i929 087035 26611 055.83 +04.60
+ 16°1950 104707 26637 050.67 +01.60
+19"1860 104711 26639 053.44 +03.05
+37"1769 068129 26650 069.49 +11.09
RA 19h
Name RA(1950) _(RA) Dec(1950)
26 Aq| 19 17 52.724 +0.760 -05 30 38.73 +4.66 FK4Sup 3544 44150
ups Sgr 19 18 51,834 +0.002 -16 03 01.82 -0.61 FK4 727 30727
GD 219 19 19 23. +0.01 + 14 34 54. -8.8
Z Vul 19 19 35.300 -0.01 +25 28 44.08 + 1.5 AGK3
V4138 Sgr 19 19 42.783 -0.02 -20 44 16.77 -9.4 SAO
V753 Cy 8 19 21 23.12 +48 06 18.6 P177
Vll13 Cyg 19 21 30.265 +52 38 08.10 BFW87
2 Sge 19 22 07.267 -0,02 + 16 50 20.28 -1.7 AGK3
DH Aql 19 23 27. -10 21 24. GCVS
PW Vul 19 24 03.442 +27 15 54.50
V1741 Cy 8 19 24 20.981 +0.002 +36 12 59.47 +1.36 FK4Sup 3554
V1918 Cy$ 192455.820 +522047.70 AC
V859 Cy 8 1925 13.37 +285043.1 AC
PR Tel 19 25 46. -52 26 18. GCVS
Lyr 19 25 57.738 +0.02 +41 35 55.19 -0.5 AGK3
V1504 Cy 8 19 27 20. +42 59 24. GCVS
V822 Aql 19 28 39.676 +0.05 -02 12 59.60 -0.5 AGK3
W'Y Sge 19 30 29.70 + 17 38 24.5 D87
V4089 Sgr 19 30 42.947 +0.085 -40 08 37.91 +0.39 FK4Sup 3560 44202
K.X Aql 19 31 36, +14 !1 06. GCVS
HN Cy 8 19 31 40.070 +28 49 41.45 BFW87
V795 Cy 8 19 32 37.875 +31 25 34.25 BFW87
V417 Aql 19 32 56.560 -0.06 +05 43 38.20 -I.9 AGK3
51 Sgr 19 32 59.586 +0.01 -24 49 48.90 -3.7 PerTO 15595
NSV 12245 19 36 20.300 +35 44 34.78 AC
V1289 Aql 19 36 24. +120906. GCV5
EM Cy8 19 36 42.040 +30 23 33.00 BFW87
si 8 Aql 19 36 43.539 -0.02 +05 16 56.69 -0.2 PerTO
VI143 Cyg 19 37 33.728 +0.414 +.5451 21.44 + 16.64 FK4Sup 3571
QS Aql 19 38 46.581 -0.014 + 13 41 53.48 -1.69
FY Vul 19 39 30. +21 38 48.
V1285 Cyg 19 42 59,36 +35 52 15.4
LT Psv 19 43 07.68 -71 08 59.8
V3885 Sgr 1944 12.64 +0.18 -420751.5 -3.7
QY Vul 19 44 14,46 +28 08 54.7
_(Dec) Pos Ref FK4 SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
143286 26669 031.39 -08.93
162518 26697 021.84 -13.78
049.40 +00.13
+25°2098 087113 059.04 +05.24
188043 26722 017.51 -15.90
079.81 +15.01
084.11 +16.84
+ 16°1961 104797 26784 051.70 +00.63
027.61 -12.33
061.10 +05.20




+41"1729 048466 074.13 +11.48
075.52 +11.87
-2"1143 143494 26951 035.61 -09.82
053.37 -00.74




+5 °2760 124824 043.21 -07.03




44226 +5°2775 124903 27185 043.27 -08.07
+ 54° 1246 031850 27206 087.25 +15.59


































































































































































































44258 +7"2766 125116 27458
229902 27472
+40"i912 048892 27492






































































SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
+36"1907 069231 27724 073.07 +03.76






























































































































LS IV -4"34; MR 91; TH 14-19; Ve 5-5; WR




CSV 4520; NSV 11737; SVS 970
700.1935
7H Aql; Zi 1606
INCA 2400
CSV 4539; $VS 1021; Xl905+439 (H)
45G CrA
XI907 +690 (IH)
209 BAC; He 2-427; LS IV + 16"4; WR 124
4C 04.66; SS433; X1909 +048 (3A, IES.H, I
163.1935
279.1931; P 1753
CSV 8130; KPD 1911 +212; SVS 1299
14H Lyr; CSV 101817; NSV 11839; 7; 1643
13H Sgr; 155(3 Sgr; IRC -30407
PSR 1913 + 16
IN Vul; CSV 102915; NSV 11866
3.1905; Zi 1646
16.1908

























































































































(3H Ati); 38G Aql; IRC -10505
14H Sgr; 176G Sgq_ AFGL 2373; IRC -20558
BPM 94172; EG 201; GD 219; GI 755.1; WD
26.1900
INCA 1208
CSV 4658; S 4780
S 9382
HV 3899
N Vul 1984 No. i
(16H Lyr)




CSV 4693; P 5043; SVS 710
5643 Aql; 115.1935; INCA 2714; P 5040
N Sge 1783





204G Sgr; CSV 101860; NSV 12183; Zi 1738
28.1938; CSV 4762; NSV 12245
67.1903; CSV 4758; Zi 1756
185.1928
1214 Aql; 68(3 Aql; Zi 1757
122.1940; CSV 4779
VV 255
CSV 8253; S 7007
WD 1944-421
He 3-1772; LS II +28"7; MR94; WR 127
7 RA 19h
Name Bayer Flmstd HR liD BD CoD CPD Vat
OO Aql 187183 +8"4224 OO Aql
V688 Aq[ 353804 + 15°3951 V688 Aql
QT Sge 187282 QT $ge
V811 cyg v811 cyg
v1765 Cyg 755i 187459 +33*3602 v176.5 Cyg
vi339 Aql 7554 187567 +7"4252 V1339 Aql
V542 Cyg V$42 Cy$
HOTel 187418 "47°13121 -47"09372 HOTel
V380 Cyg 7567 187879 +40"3902 V380 Cyg
12Vul 12Vul 7.565 187811 +22°3833
6V Vul 345076 +23*3809 EV Vul
NU Cy 8 NU Cy8
DO Vul DO Vul
V505 Sgf 7571 187949 -14"5578 V505 SIp"
HR 7589 7589 188209 +46*2793
AB Dra AB Dn
HR7578 7578 188088 -24"i5668 -24"06848
V1454 Cyg VI454 Cy 8
AT Vul 345185 +23"3826 AT Vul
SY Sge 350944 SY Sge
EY Cyl_ EY Cy 8
PSR 1953+29
HR 7588 7588 188164 -69°01886 -69"03073
phi Aq[ phi Aqt 61 Aqt 7610 188728 +11"4055
V724 Aql V724 Aql
VT25 Aql V725 Aql
UU Xql UU Aql
VI356 Cyg +29"3814 V1356 Cyg
V4140 Sgr V4140 Sgr
V548 Cyg 189371 +54*2255 V548 Cyg
VI582 Cyg 189348 +42°3543 VI582 Cy£
AW Sge AW Sge
V1357 Cy8 226868 +34"3815 VI357 Cyll
thel Sgr thel Sgr 7623 189103 -35"13831 -35°08699
QX Sge QX She
Other
HV 5468
371.1936; LS II +15"15; PSIll
He 3-1777; L$ II + 18"14; MR 95; SV$ 2623
VV 64
CSV 101894; LS II +33"6; NSV 12436; Zi I




9H Vd; AFGL 2461_
358.1943; CSV 4852; LS 11 +23"50; $ 3683
130.1928
25.1928; P 1928
240<3 Sir, 399.1933; INCA 2715
LS |ll +46"1
90.1934; P 5209
242(3 Sgr; GI 770
GR221
31LI930
33+1926; LS II +18"17
2O0.1928






HBV 477LS II +29*27
CSV 8349; NSV 12615; S 7273
S 3814
151.1905; Zi 1847
Cy 8 X-l; INCA 1219; LS I| +35"8; $V$ 180

















V 1028 Cy 8
Other
12H Cyg; MWC 624
S 7854





































Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P •
IG3V I 43659.48 1.7616 O.
B2V 42584.550 2.733885 0
B6V 41807.505 2.374148 0.O
Ap (F6V) 40020.28_5 1.81723857 0.049
47794.66258 0.7148
A7(V) 27927.8470 2.4082337 0.0
1.024/n
29_62.2886 0.70512200 0.025
ASV 41852.105 0,5713698 0. I0
(AIIV) 38607.445 i.30227 0.00
[M4V] 21735.8530 1.03088 0.015
41206.04 42,857 O.
45940.3336 2.130514 O.











































0.052 27 + 10.3 86.1 85.6
O.O53 19.1 + 13.3 79.7 78.9 102 39
0. +190. 12.7
0.044 phi 110.0 phi +27. 195
0 -38.8 93.5 118.9
0. -6.: 120. 378 e
0.53 337 -8.9 2.8 24
0,470 181.5 -43.0 72.5 90.6 0
201.3412 [209.14 C
0.063 242.4 -16.4 50.9 50
0.64 93 -25.2 10.9 130
54.0 204 61
-4.4 38.3
-10.1 69.69 209 80





































































P e ¢_nel VO KI
266.544 0,833 152.65 -18.00 29.86
137.943 0.0 +7.4 47.4
1.4865? 0. 83.9
2.454934 0.0 -21.8 89.8
13.048 0. -13.4 9.7
0.476187
[0.224]
7.3919 0.0 +11.2 52,8
(o.158)
0.213727






5.294950 0 +2.7 140.
0.1536342 0, +28. 57.
4.62988 O.09 315 + 11.9 72.5







































V688 Aq! OB [BO]
QT Sge WN4
VSII Cyg























V1356 Cy 8 B0V
V4140 $gr
V548 Cy 8 AIV


























T-JD 2400000 p • mnel V0 KI K2
45185.2551 0.50678914 O. -45.2 151.9 180.2
33543.296 3.889717
3.871 0. +1(30.: 20
(0.097: ACP)
46086.682 13.373833 0.335 303.4 +11.9 104.4 213.3
44807, 116 1.27219 O. -21.0 17.5
(O. 195 ACP)
42615.8350 1.6131045
37455.02 12,425612 0.218 124,7 -I.5 92.8 168.0
3.7 0. -28. 20,
4273 I. 135 2.82200
24055.425 0,281125
(0.054< "Porb < "0.371 ACP)
44461.5907 1.18287156 0. -2.4 98.4 214.7
44179.08 18.8422 0.04 171 -7.7 4.7
45938, 8179 O. 15198 0. -5, 68





46112.99 117.349097 0.0003304 29.5t 5.8359585
37073.29 14.9859 0.563 130.7 -18.10 42,86 64.3
23211.458 3.320680 0.0 -28.0 37.2
36818.6721 0.51760028
[o. iO8l
44790.052 O. 140494: 0 43
40371.4095 1.95669202
46261.67135 0.0614296516 O. -58. 56.
44456.5118 1.805233 0.1 ] 94 -22.4 66.7
l.O017/n
(<0.825 ACP)
41871.97 5.59964 0.0 -4.44 75.0
11141.171 2.10514 O.0 +0.9 15.9
47700.0069327 0.3819666179* <0.00004 - 5.09277





















P e omel V0 Ki
53.6 0.18 -14.6 20,1
4.4696 0.10 294.5 -43. 41.3
[0.224]
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12061 A $ig 2461 A
12075 A Sig 2469 A
12197 A Si 8 2487 A
12214 A R 430 A (orb)
12239 B OSig 371 B
12243 A h 2862 A
bel pm A
Companions
9.25V, +0.20, +0.07, 10.8"




6.2, 0,001"; 5.7 F9V, 0.153"

























































































































































de[ m= 1.0, O,011"
12.0, 13"
Sig 1 41 A 7.1, 340.6"
12538A Dem 20 A; Sig 2535 10.1, 1";9.8,25.2"
np
7.8, 0.0002"
12737 A h2886 A 12.34, 47.8"; 12v, 130"




OO Aql 9.31 +0.76 +0.26
V688 Aql 10.3 p
QT $ge 10.52 0.00 -0.10 0,25 u
V811 Cyg 12.7 p 0.08 m
Vi765 Cy 8 6.44 +0.20 -0.74 Cyg OB5
VI339 Aql 6.51 -0,10 -0.70
V542 Cy8 13.0p 0.13m
HO Tel 8.27 +0.20
V380 Cyg 5.69 -0.04 -0.77 0.20
12Val 4.95 -0,14 -0.68 -0.14
EV Vnl 10.68 +0.88 -0.12
NU Cyg 14.3 p
DO Vul 14.0 p 0.26 m
V505 Sgr 6.48 + 0.136 +0.092 0.0083
FIR 7589 5.62 -0.07 -0.97 -0.12 0.009
AB Dra 12.28 +0.01 -0.74 -0.04 0.10 u
HR 7578 6.16 + 1.05 +0.94 +0.48 0. I 1 0.075
V1454 Cyg 13.9 p O. 15 m
AT Vul 9.08
SY Sge 10.5 v
EY Cyg 11.4 p
PSR 1953 + 29
HR 7588 6.39 +0.16 +0.09 0.11
phi Aql 5.28 -0.01 -0.08 0.00 0.023
V724 Aql 11.10 +0.47 +0.12
V725 Aql 13.7p 0.14m
UU Aql 11.3 v 0.05 u
VI356 Cyg 10.18 +0,45 -0.51 Vul OB27
V4140 $gr 15,5 p
V548 Cyg 8.54
V1582 Cyg 9.0 0.03 m
AW Sge 13.8 p 0.18 m
V!357 Cyg 8.78 +0.80 -0.24 1.06 Cyg OB3
thel Sgr 4.37 -0.15 -0.67 0.06
QX SEe 20.4
V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster ADS Vls Binary
CHARA 89
CHARA 90 9.2v,F7,0.29"




Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
V1746 Cyg 5.19 -0.17 -0.69
HI) 189783 6.98 +0.44 0.00 0.00 DO.OI0
V!028 Cyg 13.0p O. 14m
ADS Vis Binary
13256 A 5ig 2613 A (orb) 7.8, 3.822 o
Companiom
21 RA 19h
Name Vbl type Min i Min I1
VI402 Aqi WR
V337 Aql EB/DM 9.27 9.09
HD L77624
BH Dra EA/SD: 9.27 8.58
HD 177559 8.61 8.63
V805 Aql EA/DM 8.22 7.90
HD 177762 EW: 11.3 p
V525 Sgr EB/KE 8.93 8.51
DG Dra ELL (0.14) (O.12)
Y Aql E/KE 5.o6 B 5.05 B
HR 7258
17 Lyr
V478 Lyr RS (0.055 V) (O.00 V)
MV Lyr NL 17.65





QR $8 e E:/WR
VI343 Aql E+XJ (sig v=0.31)
FL Lyr EA/DM 9.89 9,52
V352 Aql NL 18.5: p






FO Aql UGSS 17.5 p
V43| Sgr EW/KW 14.9 p 14.9 p
RS Vul EA/SD: 7.83 6.86
HD 181144






























































































Name Vbl type Min I Min 11
26 Aql
ups Sgr EB/GS (0.08 p) (0.06 p)
GD 219
Z Vul EA/SD 8.90 7.58
V4138 Sgr RS
V753 Cy 8 EA 11.7 p
VII 13 Cy 8 UGSS > 17. p
2 Sge
DH Aql UGSS > 17.0 p
PW Vul N
VI741 Cyg ACV
VI918 Cy 8 EW/KW 11.12 11.07
V859 Cy 8 EW/KW 12.2 p 12. I p
PR Tel EWIDW 1i.45 B 11.35 B
"r'r Lyr EA/SD 11.43 9.44
V1504 Cyg UGZ: 17.4 p
V822 Aql EB/DM 7.44 7,O7
WY Sge N+UG: +EA 19.3 B
V4089 Sgr EA/DM 6.07 6.00
KX Aql UG 17.5: p
HN Cyg UG: 16.0 p
V795 Cyg UGSS > 17.9: p
V417 Aql EW/KW: (0.5 p) (0.5 p)
5 L Sgr DSCT:
NSV 12245 UG:/I 11.6 p
V 1289 Aql NL: > 15.5 p
EM Cy 8 UGZ + E 14.20
sig Aql EB/DM 5.35 5.33
VI143 Cyg EA/DM 6.37 6.06
QS Aql EA/SD 6.06 5.97
FY Vul UGZ 14.80
V1285 Cyg UGZ: 14.8 p





























































































































Vhl type Min I Min il D d
EWIDW: 10.26 10.19
EA/DM: I 1. I p 10.8 p O. 15; O. 15
E:/WR
UGSS > 17.7 p
EB/GS +ACYG 6.58 6.54
GCAS:
UGSS 18.3: p
EA/D (0.45 p) (0.40 p) O. I5





















































i rl r2 II
90.0 0.416 0.386 0.550 V
90. 0.232 O. 184 0.69 p
44.54 pl
57.63 pi
90.0 0.268 0.074 0.9279 V
57.63 pi
81.4 0.262 0.225 0.619 V
80. I 0.266 0.069 0.933
qph
0.70
88. 0.278 0.221 O.71 p 0.67
77.5 0.42 0.30 0.65 p 0.62
57.63 pi
80,9 0.300 0.293 0.919 gy (0,459)
39.32 w
88.98 se < =0.005 om < _0.014 once
57.63 pi
83.9 0.164 0.270 0.577
77.5 0.230 0.285 0.63 v 0.36
42.30 s
52.62 pi
79. 0.343 0.343 0.50 V I.O
57.63 pi
18.O5 w
69. 0.397 0.352 O.64 p 0.78
76.71 0.325 0.294 0.954 V 0.362
86.2 O. 158 O. 158 0.500 V
57.63 pi
147.60 P 0.38 0.97 B 0.471
45.66 pi
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Pphtm= 1.94d? (van Gendercn, et el. 1991, IAU Symp. 143, 129)
del m= 1.57V; *13-0.07.9 V
del m=0.98; MV- + I. 15
ASV+ASV, i-50.7, r1-0.538, r2-0.238, 11-0.836 tic: Burke, E.W., Jr., Ab{, H.A. 1974, PASP, 86, 677)
*Pphtm = 2. 185d-2.110d
Twd sSOOOOK
UGSS
AM; 1> =19.5 in eclipse
del m=0.67
NL; nuc? PK 3%3"3 [Z And?]; very large IR exf.egs: 0.49 Jy @ 12 mu-m
KI from Hell lam4686, but V0 from Hbet and Hgam
psi Sgr Vis. orb: P- 18.75y, T-1953.77, e-0.153", e-0.468, i-g3.3", ome-167.9", Ome-111.9" (Finsen, W.S. 1976, Circ. Inf., No. 69)





RS Vul de[ m=3.42
HD 181144
U Sge del m=2.4; (B-V)I = +0.80; (U-B)I_ +0.28






Z Vul delm = 1.09
V4138 Sgr R$ (Amp> =0.01V); *Pphtm=60.23d
V753 Cyg P=0.952374d?; Alternative lc soln: Fg+(Fg), i= -, rl =0.24, r2=0.24,11 =0.50p, q= 1.0
Vl 113 Cyg UGSS









V827. Aql BSVn+Bg:V, i=85.9, r1-0.2566, r2-0.1545, 11-0.887 V (Ic: Alduseva, V.Ya., Kovalenko, V.M. 1977, Astr. Tsirk., 956, p. I)
WY Sge
V4089 Sgr Amp 0.13V
KX Aql UG
HN Cyg UG:; Flare star (Schimpke, T,, Bntch, A. 1990, AG Abstract Ser., No. 4, p. 24); Mira vbl? (Munari, U., Claudi, R., Bitnchim, A. 1990, IBVS 3
V795 Cyg UGSS
V417 Aql
51 Sgr del Sct? (Amp 0.015V)
NSV 12245 UG:/I
VI289 Aql NL:
EM Cyg Twd < 4OOOOK
$ig Aql del me0.81
VI143 Cyg del mr0.17; Uffi 10600y
QS Aq[ "13=0.714 v
FY Vel UGZ
VI285 Cyg SR, not OOZe (Bruch, Aniol, Cunow 1987, AAp, 185, 203)
LT Pay
V3885 Sgr *K2 fm heated face of 2ty?




V688 Aql [BOV]+[BI.5111-1V], i-84.9, ri-0.216, 12-0.246, II-0.527 (Ic: Kurpinska, M. 1974, Krakow Astr. Rep., I, 25)
QT She Amp 0.04V
UG
de/m-2.16 V; (B-V)I,II- +0.29, +0. I I; (U-B)I,II- +0. I0, +0.07
Var (del B =0.o5)
UG
Twd < 7.5000K
BOV+(BIV), i-73.3, r1-0.341, _'2-0.286, I1-0.640 p 0c: Beach, H. 1971, IBVS 518)
(B-V)min= +0.16; (U-B)mht--O.86
V811 Cy 8 UGSS
V1765 Oyg del m-2; U= 1930y
Vi339 Aql (Amp 0.20V)
V542 Cyg UGS$
HO Tel






















V1357 Cyg Ome=292 ° p
Ilml Sgr










































































































































+ 37 09 09.05




+ 40 43 47.71





































































































































































































































































Dec(1950) _(Dec) Pos Ref FK4
+20 56 38.6 W83
-73 52 00. I LGg0
-14 56 26.57 +0.28 FK4 762
+21 00 58.5 AC
+43 41 42.90 -1.2 AGK3
+62 05 53.62 +2.0 AGIO
+302547.38 +1.4 AGK3
+36 45 36.52 AC
-21 t7 31.
+ 39 00 02.3 P177
-56 53 50,02 --8.50 FK4 764
+33 42 16.6
+462040.
+ 17 08 07.0 McN86
+21 19 29.54 -1.6 AGK3
-52 28 24. GCVS
+43 31 25.75 BFW87
+31 13 0"/.3 Pl77
+38 36 55.18 -9.4 (AC)
-45 36 15.9 1.,85
-56 44 00. GCVS
+40 38 16. WR
+410804.04 +0.1 AGIO
+31 29 08,$4 4).8 AGK3
+43 01 13.37 +1.82 FK4Sup 3644
-48 29 40.6 AC
+35 04 43.09 -1.0 AGK3
+450011.99 +t.2 AGK3
+ 12 53 GCVS
+35 15 39.14 -2.3 AGIO
+11 1207.03 -0.7 PerT0
+ 50 06 00. GCVS
+ 14 15 05.69 -3.4 AGK3
-010256.8 +!.8 (W83)
+75 24 57.96 +55.7 AGK3
























































































































































































Dec(1950) _(Dec) Pos Re/' FK4
-4)0 46 31.92 -2.8 AGK3
+25 24 36. GCVS
+4.$ 06 03.12 +0.51 FK4 777
+52 24 29.00 AC
+185851.43 +0.22 ()
-31 31 05.29 -34.8 SAO
+280440.8 AC
+41 44 22.30 BFW87
+07 40 37.88 + 1.37 FK4Sup 3664
+37 48 03.70 -I.0 AGK3
+34 28 07.77 -3.8 AGK3
+44 08 04.5 MEN86
+04 27 25.20 -1.2 AGK3
+38 38 16.09 +0.3 AGK3
-4555 16.81 -0.1 Per70
+44 11 49.78 +0.1 AGK3
+26 29 18.20 BFW87
-70 36 57.94 +2,0 SAO
+23 23 O1.55 BFW87
+0453 13.36 -1.2 Per70
+ 44 43 53.95 + 1. ! AGK3
+05 37 15.97 -0.5 AGK3
+19 27 18.84 +8.3 AGK3
+25 18 47.6 $z85
-14 40 39.39 -0.2 Per70
+34 58 50.5 P177
+04 06 02.09 -14.6 PerT0
+41 44 42.75 -0.3 AGK3
+47 19 30.08 +0.48 FK4 1551
+39 52 39.58 -28.2 (AC)
-11 15 36. GCVS
-77 13 01.18 -36.36 FK4 787
-75 33 18. GCVS
















































































































































































































































C.SV 102981; He 3-1828; LS II +35"33; MR
W 279
66.1939; l.S II +35*37
65.1939;, NGC 687 I-3 I






CSV 101949; He 3-1839; LS I[ +36*23; MR
NGC 6882-2
(13H Ati); 117(3 Aql
CSV 102983; He 3-1849; LS II +38"11; MR
129.1935; P 5335




CSV 101974; He 3-1866; LS II +37"43; MR
LS I1 +38°28. OV 25
LS I! +37"46
169.1935; I._ U +36"55
CSV 101979; NSV 13005; Zi 1902
LS II +37"61; NSV 13007; MWC 339
BV 20O
LS II +40"18
He 3-1877; HV 11111; INCA 2442; LS 11 +3






































Bayer Flmstd HR HI) BD
bet Cap B 9Cap B 7776 193495 -15"5629
193793 +43"3571










I Cyg 47 Cy8 7866 19609314 +34*4079
196133 +44*3505
196628 +34"4095
































6H Cap B; 14G Cap B; AFGL 2555; IRC -10
NSV 13022
INCA 1225; LS [[[ +43"7; MR 107; NSV 13
S 10796
He 3-1888; LS !1 +36°65; MR 108; NSV 130
S 176
538.1936; LS II +39"43; P5388
99G Pay; CSV 101983; NSV 13060; Zi 1906









AS 422; He 3-1907; Miblp 328-53; MR i I i;
He 3-1908; INCA 1227; LS HI +41"31
LS II +31"27
CSV 5198; S 5110




34.1934; CSV 5243; P 5444
137.1935; P 5443
342.1931; X2037-010 (IES)





































































































































Deaeb; 24H Cy8; AFGL 2633; CSV 102017;
AS 438; LS 11I +52"2; MR 113; NSV 13240;
N De[ 1967
CSV 8565; GI 803; Vys 824A
P 5462; SV$ ,484
S 453O
20(3 Del; CSV 102031; NSV 13337; Zi 1953
LS II+34"28
HRC 297; LkHalp 170; SVS 1202
BV 173
107.1905
CSV 5294; S 5119
30H Cyg; CSV 102041; NSV 13388; 7/ 1963
150.1904





27G Aqr; BV 623; CSV 8605
5.1922
IH Equ; 4(3 Equ
321-1Cyg; e'._V 102049; LS Ill +47 ° 22; MW












































































Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P • omel VO K1
M2-4V 0.0673 O -31. =i21.
F3V 32847.0OI3 2.347045 0.2525 phi 138.33 phi -10. 105.
45234.9183 O. 154520356 0 + 17.
(AS) 42938.459 0.97693 I
O9.51b: 31967.8 112.8 0.48 36 -2.18 38
G-K [0.227]
O9.5(IV-V) 16363.296 6.5197162 0.038 34.5 -16.1 214.8
B2(IV) 39340.0988 3.8898128 0 -14. 171
(M6.SV) 37547.72845 0.0566878455 0 -77. 49
BOIl! 24039.940 8.33425 0.2638 0.50 -5.44 156.97
(B2V) 35430.78 4.2876 0.0447 134.18 -3.7 106.48
29106.413 0.8451517
[B1.SV] 44836.175 1.81855 0.0 -31.2 104.5
41918.384 1.106363
44804.15 7.44 O. + 86. 12.1
[A31V] 21105.50 9.314 0.0 -13.0 78.5
B9.5111 31636.344 17.12426 0.607 34.45 -27.94 51.01
45591.765 4.55 0.26 284 -114.: 30.
30007.510 7.18584 0.005 146 -21.6 18.5
B0.5V 40301.7934 2.2508645 0.098 phi 72.8 phi
OB 47441. 4400.: O. 16 142.0 -6.6 26.3




BO{V] 45284. 1538. 0.29 271 -7.9 30.6
(B8) 32708.664 1.55152
O7.51 41901.299 10.7424 O -1. 150
O7.5V 36814.7706 1.8855146 0 +9.2 269
B2V 24557.702 2.98474 0.07 i I0 -9.I 115.0
[B7V] 41884.48 4.0110 0.06 137 -23.0 46.9
42594.3825 0.54462183
B2(V) 42283.966 1.873142 0,056 112,7 -8.6 192.6
WN5.5 41164.332 4.212424 O +22. 112




























































































Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P e omel
(F6-GOV) 37889.9136 0.5141980 0
(F8) 36730.464 0.3516
{FSV} 28383.379 8.677686 0.338 340.1
[0.1821
O4-5V 46160. 2900. 0.84 32
[K4V] 42624.1698 5.298036 0.018 305
[M4V] 43369.856 4.343068 0.052 197.2
0 34719.77 21.64 0
G-K
42633.406 3.4848355
B2[V] 17550.62 1 i.753 0.0
0.182 0
47048.7925 O. 16473857 0
45171.873 O.162 0







toov] 44505.9 22.554 o
O6(iil)f 40413.796 6.597882 O
44886.763 O. 750721 O
[FIV] 28775.557 5.38275 0.069 57.1
44839.6967 0.40188233
B3V 24347.763 88.495 0.70 321
31669.080 87.687 0.7605 230.99
(< 0.575 ACP)
AOVn 45865.4056 0.71776707 0
tK6V] 22139.862 11.039 0.227 61.8
[0.182]
(G6V) 44501.3913 0.8446758
IC51V-V 39030.830 0.4116580 0.O
G5/6(V) 44157.4131 0.27831460 0
V0 KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
+ I0. 320 85 645 Wi
-18.95 35.06 54 1157
-0.4 79. 28 90
-5.1 51.3 0












































Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 p
HD 197010 F8V ((]8-9) 48282.88468 0.7101623
TY Vul [0.108}
alp Cyg A.21ae 26919. 846.8
VI696 Cyg WN7 O: [B4V] 44825.9 4.317364
HR Del sdBe 43322.609 0.214165
AU Mic M 1.6Ve 4.865
BU Vul GO (K4.5) 33533.683 0.5689930
V516 Cyg (0.226 ACP)
14 Del AIV= 26526.412 10.883
V1792 Cyg B2V [BSV] 31301.457 3.30353
Y Cyg BOIV B01V 09453.4111 2.9963328
V751 Cyg sdBe 0.25?
FZ De_ F[5] (K41V) 31324.329 0.7832126
WZ Cyg FOV 40825.475 0.5844659
SU Ind FS/6V (G71V) 34267.489 0.986323
57 Cyg B5V BSV 40019.82 2.854822
UY Vul M lO. 108]
KZ Pry F0V KIIV 44431.7546 0.9498768
UZ Vul M [0.108]
S Equ B8V F9III-IV 47.596.69797 3.4360969
HR 8023 O6Ve [BIV] 22892.612 48.608
SV Equ A0V (A5.5) 39382.427 0.881
LS Del GSIV (G6V) (G4V) 47778.4180 0.36383792
VW Vul 45163.767 0.073 I
DV Aqr F01V (K2IV-V) 26160.500 1.57553 I
CGCyg Gg.sv K3V 39425.1221 0.63114100
eps Equ F5IV [MSV] 40051.36 2.03133
HR 8036 BTIII 40007.01 15.5143
V832 C'yg BIIV:ne 46621.38 29.147
VI396 Cyg dM3e (M2V) (M4Ve) 45913.3307 3.276188
CK Aqr 0.2833
alp Oct ATI[[ G2III 35302.404 9.073
AO Oct [0.108]
VI931 Cyg BtVe (K IV-V) 24412.539 2.48257
• emel VII KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
100
0.60 318.3 o2.81 $.12 21
0.14 335 -134. 86
0 -19. 109.8 302 •
0.386 162.1 -30.2 31.4 32
0.018 294 -4.02 63.$1
0.140 88.7 -57.5 244.2 234.4 137 121
0 75.
0.12 191.1 -14.5 108.5 123.7 69
0.145 83.55 -47.95 23.40 52












+$4. 97. 546 Sh
+10.3 95.5




*32.94 40.08 57.61 < 10.
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13 RA 20h --
Name V B-V U-B
RZ Sge 12.2 v -0.04 -0.73
V477 Cyg 8.508 +0.152 +0.073
QQ Vul 14.86 +0.12 -0.94
V1034 Cy 2 9.6 p
V1676 Cy 2 6.70 0.00 +0.09
VI363 Cy 2 13.0 p
V448 Cy 2 8.04 +0.41 -0.56
V453 Cy 2 8.298 +0,188 -0.670
WZ S2e 7.7 v
HD 191201 7.23 D +0.13 -0.79
HD 191473 8.63 +0.12 -0.70
KR Cyg 9.19
lid 191567 7.16 +0. I0
V346 Aql 9.0 p
V!769 Cyg 8.23 +0.22 +0.02
12 Vet 5.52 +0.08 +0.13
the Aql 3.23 -0.07 -0.14
V1770 Cy 2 7.65 +0.25 +0.02
HR 7721 6.92 -0.12 -0.45
DR Vul 8.637 +0.256 -0.641
V1679 Cy 8 8.21 +0,16
KV Cy8 9.84 +0.57 -0.30
V794 Aql 14.75 +0.15 -0.25
V1127 Cyg 10.88 +0.57 -0.35
VII91Cy8 10.82 +0.63 +0.08
HD 193077 8.1! +0.22 +0.22
V699 Cy 8 12.0 p
BD +36"3991 9.13 +0.63 -0.38
V322 Cy 2 8.41 +0.62 -0.32
VI773 Cy 2 6.45 43.13 -0.69
BD +37°3881 8.61 +0.56
EG Cep 9.36 +0.23
V470 Cyg 8.54
V44.4 Cyg 8.13 +0.36 +0.34
V478 Cyg 8.635












0.36 u -0.003 Cy 20B3
0.00 0.002 (NGC 6882)
-0.05 0.00 0.012
0.64 u Cyg OB I
ADS Vis Binary Cempanlom
13374 A
13405 A
A V- 18.06, V-R- + 1.21,R-l- +0.69,
bet 440 A; be_ 429 A; S,h 314 A
12.0V, B3V, 6.5"; II.0, II'; 7.91V,
Jef
A 280 A; OSig 392 9.7, 0.9"; 14.6, 5.4"
13429 A Sig 2639 A; Sei 923 A
13438 A A 1199 A il.4, 2.3"; 12.1, 49.3"
H VI27A 12.8, 113.7"





0.64 u Cyg OBI 13641 A A 1423 A
0.99 (Cy 20B1)
0.98 Cyg OBI Sel IO77 A 11.4, 11.4"
0.11
0.82 Do 417
0.73 m Cyg OB9
0.87 u Be 86
Cyg OBI; (Do 42) 13711 A A 1426 A 14,5, 3.3"
14
Name V B-V
V Sg e 11 m59 +0.02
HY Pay I1,4p
betCap B 3.08 D +0.79
NSV 13022 10.5 p
V1687 Cy 2 7.10 +0.29
DE Dra 5.72 -0.05
HD 193857 6.73 +0.25
HD 193928 10.12 +0.72
S 176 12.5 v
V498 Cyg 9.98 + 1.02
alp Pay 1.94 -0.20
V404 Cy 8 11.5: p
V 17"/6 Cy 8 16.7 +0.58
CM Del 13.80 +0.20
HD 194495 7.09 v
KK Tel 13.5 p
V503 Cy 2 13.4 p
V382 Cy 2 2.9 v
V700 Cyg I 1.9 B
TU [lad 12.9 B
"IF hid 12.91 -0.04
V1923 Cyg 12.54 + 1.62
V729 Cy2 9.05 + 1.72
HD 195907 7.82 +0.03
HR 7861 6.60 -0.11
STlnd 11.23 +0.50
47 Cy 2 4.61 + 1.60
liD 196133 6.69 +0.03
HO De_ 13.6 p
GOCyg 8.09 +0.I0
lot Del 5.43 +0.06
V747 Cyg I1.7 p
DM De[ 8.58
AE Aqr 11.47 +0.87
VW Cep 7.23 +0.85
RA 20h
U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
-0.93 0.15 u
+0.22 +0.50 0.00 D0.0104
0.05 m
-0.35 0.88 u 0,0097
-0.22 0.00
+O.19 +0.09 0.07








+ 1.24 2.24 Cyg OB2
+0.60 2.03 Cyg OB2
-0.74
-0.56 0.09




+0.04 +0.02 0.00 0.024
0.13 m
0.08 m
+0.139 0.00 u 0.019
+0.43 O.OO 0.041; 13(I.041
ADS Vis Binary
Si 2 152 B (orb)




14027 A Sig 2700 A
hz 7 A (orb)
Companions
14.40V, A3, 9.7"







10.3, 0.51"; 10.5v, 0.63"
15 RA20h
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V)
HD 197010 9.04 +0.64 +0.06 +0.38
TY Vul 14, p O. 15 m
alpCyg 1,25 +0.09 -0.24 +0. I0
V1696 Cyg 10.45 +0,36 +0.26 0.68
HR Del 12.06 +0.03 -0.89 O. 15 u
AU Mic 8.61 + 1.44 +0.84C
BU Vul 10,6 p
V516 Cyg 13.8p 0.18m
14 Del 6.33 +0.02 ..0.02
V1792 Cyg 7.29 +0.07 ,.0.50 0.36
Y Cyg 7.32 -0.06 -0.92 0.23
V751 Cyg 14.03 +0.33 -0.65
FZ De_ 10.2 p
WZ Cyg 10.5 p
SU Ind 9.55 +0.49
57Cyg ,4.78 -0.14 -0.58 -0.13 0.01
UY Vul 13.0 p 0.10 m
KZ Pav 7.71 +0,44
UZ Vul 14. p 0. I I m
S Equ 8.0 0.07
HR 8023 5.96 +0.05 -0.85 0.37
SV Equ 9,25
LSDal 8,73 +0,89 0.10
VW Val 13.58 +0,12 -0.47 O. 15 u
DV ,Aqr 5.95 +0.23 +0.11 0.00
CG Cy£ 9.73 +0.87 0.02
q_ Equ 5.23 D +0.46 +0.02 +0.28 0.00
HR 8036 6.16 -0.08 -0.46
V832 Cyg 4.74 -0.05 -0.94 -{3.01
V1396Cyg 10,12D +1.517 +1.08 +0.91
CK Aqr 12.90 +0.70 +0.08:
alp Oct 5.15 +0,49 +0.13 0.08
AOOct 13.5p O.12m
V1931 Cyg 5.37 -0.19 -0.94 0.03
par Cluster














14499 A Sill 2737 A (o_)
14526 A Sill 2743 A
gai 103 A (orb)
14549 A OSig 426 A
Companions
del m- I0.0. 75.4"
(10.83V, M4.SVe + 10.9V, M4.SVe,
8.7, 6.69"; 9.2, 5.9"
11.8, 1.3"
6.3, FTIV, 0.647"; 7.2v, GOV, 11"
9.38V, +0.22, +0.04, A8m, 20.1";
























































































Min II D d i
71.42 we












9.1 p 0.19 87.7
80.13 se
37.91 $










(0.05 p) 0.18 0.00 50,4
8.44 p 0.20; 0.10 0.000 78.8 P
(0.4 p) O, 17 0.00 78,02
rl r2 I1
0.1372 0.1065 0.8600 V
0.343 0.321 0.74 p
1.11 ome
0.4415 0.1725 0.665 V
0.294 0.178 0,744 V
0.257 ome 0.212 ome 0.61 s
0.424 0.293 0.989 V
0.502 orae
0.300 0.273 0.930 B
0.25 orae
O. 165 ome 0.76 s
0.227 0.206 0.479 V*
0.475 0.195 0.92 p
0. 117 0.092 0.64 V
0.426 0.293 0.64 V
5.08 ome
0.403 0.272 0.93 p
0.404 0.366 0.577 V
0.58 s
0.426 0,303 0.9647 V
0.2079 0.2477 0,523 V














































































































i rl r2 11
81, 0.34 0.26 0.700 U
85. 0.455 0.270 0.69 p
43.91 s
57.63 pi
37.72 s 0.089 ome
86.5 0,143 0.054 1.00
54.51 pi
71,7 P






82.4 0.471 0,288 0.945 bol 0,358
74. 0.433 0,287 0.64 p 0.54
57.63 pi
57.63 pi
68. I 8 0.5228 0.2757 0.8758 y
50.49 pi
76.4 0.505 0.2485 0.805 y 0.24
16.76 s
57.63 pi
63. 0.439 0.395 0,320 V
57.63 pi
88.2 0.501 0.267 0.9630 V
<62.











































































11.5 p 10.9 p
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w22 RA 20h
Name M 1 M2
RZSge 0.30w 0.146 p
V477 Cyg 1.86 1.39
QQ vul 0.65 0,46 p
Vi034 Cy 8
V1676 Cy8 10.49 39.85
VI363 Cy 8 0.89 p 0.74 p
V448 Cyg 17.56 22.45
V453 Cy 8 13.92 10.72
WZ Sge 0.40 0.053
HD 191201 26.03 s 24.24 s
HD 191473 21.88 s 9.04 pi
KR Cyg
HD 191567 18.20 s 10.89
V346 Aql
VI769 Cyg 15.84 s
lgVul 2.37s 2.16











BD +36"3991 64.87 62.37 s
V382 Cyg 32.58 22.82
V1773 Cyg 10.82 s 8.83 s
BD +37"3881 16.90 s 3.56 pi
EG Cep
V470 Cyg 15.74 13.81
V444 Cyg 31.41 10.44
V478 Cyg 16.62 16.27





















Name M 1 M2
v Sge 0.77 2.90
HY Pay
bet Cap B 3.02 s 1.20 d
NSV 13022 0.89 p 0.55 p
V1687 Cyg 40.31 73.28 s
DE Dnt 2.57 s 0.92
HD 193257 1.74 s 0.32 pi
HD 193922 23.74 22,24
S 176
V492 Cyg









TU Ind 0.89 p 0.66 p
TT Ind 0.89 p 0.36 p
VI923 Cy 8 15.84 $
V729 Cyg 61.53 14.28
HD 195907
HR 7861 7.00 s 1.39 pi
ST Lad
47 Cyg 9.55 s 6.92 s
HD 196133
HO DeA 0.71 p 0.28 p
GO Cyg 1.38 1.18
ioC Eel 2.09 s
V747 Cyg 0.89 p 0.55 p
DM Del 2.09 s 0.53 phi
AE Aqr
VW Cep 0.90 0.24

































































































































































Amp 0.05V; He II velocity curve
delm ffi I.26
Uf37.gy; "13=0.145 V (B4V, 10.732 V, +0.321, -0230)
BIIII +(B3111). i=86.9, rl =0.3364, r2-0.2886, II _0.364 (Ic: Kulikovskii, P.G. 1948, Perem. Zvezdy, 6, 286)
Twd = 50000 K
Pf3.7675d?; BIV+(BIV), i=86.2, rl =0.087, r2=0.084, II =0.540 V (Ic: Maya, P. 1965, BAC, 16, 255)
(GIV)+(GIV), i-72.9, r1=0.551, r2=0.228, 11=0.854 V, qph=O.140 (Mayer, P. 1965, BAC, 16, 212)

















































Ang. diam. I =0.00080" +/-0.00006" (Hanbury Brown, R. 1968, Ann Key AAp, 6, 28)

















































de| m-0.34; U = 169y
Flare star (Schimpke, T., Bruch, A. 1990, AG Abstr. Set., No. 4, p. 24)
Flare star ($chimpke, T., Btuch, A. '1990, AG Abstr. Set., No. 4, p. 24)
del m-2.5V
UGZ
de| Sct (amp O.IV)
*i3 =O.002 V
Via. ca'b: P- 101.4y, T- 1920.21, a-0.656", e-0.702, i-92.$ °, ome-339.3", Ome- 105.2 ° (v_ dem Bee, W.H. 1933, UaioD Olaf. CiJr¢., 3, 3




ER Vul 21 (30 16.464
VI898 Cyg 21 02 08.677
HD 201032 21 03 05.O34
xi Cyg 21 03 06.589
EV Aqr 21 03 45.
VI803 Cyg 21 04 39.935 c8
HD 201359 21 05 39.353
V1060 Cy 8 21 O5 44.
V1720 Cy 8 21 05 58.573
V389 Cyg 21 06 31.463
VY Aqr 2_ 09 28.26
V1425 Cy 8 21 09 32.920
VI500 Cyg 21 09 52.857
EF Peg 21 12 40.
si 8 Cyg 21 15 26.951
HR 8153 21 15 56.356
HD 202908 21 16 09.806
V1809 Cyg 21 1635.137
HR 8164 21 17 52.610
6 Cep 21 18 19.996
HD 203345B 21 18 55.406
CV Aqr 21 18 58.
HR 8170 21 19 04.079
HR 8169 21 19 15.420
V836 Cyg 21 19 20.496
BI Vul 21 20 37.
HR 8194 21 21 53.419
V1073 Cyg 21 22 54.511
KP Peg 21 24 17.421
70 Cyg 21 25 18.865
PSR2127+II 21 27 36.188
VZ Aqr 21 27 48.59
bet Cep 21 28 01.326
GK C.ep 21 3021.043











Dec(1950) _(Dec) Pos Ref FK4
+27 36 33.50 + 1.3 AGK3
+460752.41 +1.5 AGK3
+63 10 47.34 -1.1 AGIO
+43 43 39.33 +0.43 FK4 792
+00 43 GCVS
+382959.10"eg +318.47 FK4 793
+47 04 30.65 -0.3 AGK3
+ 37 Ol 54. GCVS
-0.14 +48 39 11.34 -2.8 AGK3
+0.16 +300009.40 -1.7 Per70
+09 01 56.4 D87
-0.05 +55 07 36.53 -1.0 AGK3
+47 56 41.05 D87
+ 13 51 36. GCVS
-0.019 +39 11 03.50 -0.03 FK4 1558
-0.10 + 58 24 03.42 -0.2 AGK3
+0.07 + 11 21 30.02 -6.3 AGK3
0.0(30 +43 44 05.12 -0.81 FK4Sup 3701
-0.23 +58 24 41.39 -0.6 AGK3
-0.033 +64 39 34.13 +0.98 FK4Sup 3703
+0.27 +1007 IO.24 -4.5 AGK3
-14 30 54. GCVS
-0.18 +40 08 05.80 -22.5 AGK3
+0.11 +322358.16 -0.2 AGK3
+0.20 +35 31 22.15 -i.2 AGK3
+26 49 06. GCVS
+0.23 +25 05 48.62 +0.7 AGK3
+0.13 +33 28 17.54 -2.3 AGK3
-O.14 +1328 14.79 -I.I AGK3
0.000 +36 53 54.87 -0.27 FK4Sup 3714
+ II 57 26.29
-03 12 29.7 1.,85
+70 20 27.85 +1.28 FK4 809
+70 36 07.09 + 1.9 AGK3



























































































































DK Cyg 21 32 56.33
V630 Cyg 21 32 59.435
HR 8257 21 33 05.963
V632 Cy8 21 33 54.
CEGru 21 34 45.2
BX Peg 21 36 35.24
HR 8281 21 37 24.390
EE Peg 21 37 34.126
2138-453 21 38 10.77
42 Cap 21 38 49.847
Vi251 Cyg 21 39 03.
pil Cyg 21 40 18.925
77 Cyg 21 40 22.030
HR 8293 21 40 25.842
VI668 Cyg 21 40 38.06
SS Cyg 21 40 44.402
HD 206874 21:42 05.932
V1481 Cy 8 21 42 13.88
kap Peg B 214222.714
del Cap 21 44 16.993
AI Cep 21 44 45.358
pi2 Cyg 21 44 56,560
SU Cep 21 45 04.16
14 Peg 21 47 37.796
HD 207826 21 47 58.623
AG Peg 21 48 36.187
V Gm 21 48 46.938
S 193 21 49 32.9
NSV 13904 21 49 43.
HR 8357 21 50 19.323
16 Peg 21 50 47.084
EM C,ep 21 52 21.867
BG lnd 21 54 59.023
HR 8384 21 55 54.364
MR Cy 8 21 57 00.294
_(RA) Dec(1950) _(Dec) Pos Ref
-0,05 +34 22 21.0 -I.6 (PI77)
+40 26 54.20 BFW87
+0.99 +27 58 27. I 1 -2.7 AGK3
+40 12 00. GCVS
-43 55 46.
+0.04 +26 27 59.3 -1.3 (AC)
-0.055 +57 15 44.56 -0.03 FK4
+0.30 +08 57 26.46 +2.2 AGK3
-45 18 12.5
-0.85 -14 16 17.57 -30.4 Per70
+48 26 GCVS
-0.033 +50 57 39. I0 +0.31 FK4Sup
+0.13 +40 50 52.85 -0.9 AGK3
+0.54 -19 51 00.45 -0.8 SAO
+43 48 IO.1 D87
+ 1.05 +43 21 23.31 +3.6 (BFW87)
+0.05 +28 33 07.71 -3.6 AGK3
+53 29 32.2
+0.24 +25 24 51.41 + 1.0 Pet70
+1.818 -16 21 18.42 -29.38 FK4
-0.28 +56 41 07.57 +0.1 AGK3
+0.019 +49 04 39.35 +0.29 FK4
+57 03 42.0 P177
+0.131 +29 56 26.28 -2.35 FK4
-0.42 +66 33 33.04 -4.9 AGK3
-0.05 + 12 23 27.65 -I.3 AGK3
-0.16 -42 36 28.98 -2.9 SAO
+ 13 52 43.
+42 55 18. NSV
+0.19 +55 33 40.38 -0.4 AGK3
+0.062 +25 41 20.87 +0.23 FK4
-0.20 +62 22 39.81 -I.4 AGK3
+0.204 -59 15 05.97 + 3.07 FK4Sup
-0.16 +65 55 02.03 +0.3 AGK3
-0.23 +47 44 36.86 +0.3 AGK3













































30512 094.83 : -03.22
099.95 +02.91
30565 082.57 -18.12



















_(RA) Dec(1950) _(Dec) Pos Re/" FK4 SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
+0.09 +44 1841.90 +0.9 AGK3 +44"2009 051531 093.61 -08.35
+0.09 -17 1221.87 +0.4 SAO 164830 30823 038.54 -49.74
4 P-A 21h
Name Bayer Flmstd HR lid BD CoD CPD Vat
ER Vul 200391 +27"3952 ER Val
VI898 Cyg 200776 +45"3384 V1898 Cyg
HD 201032 201032 +62" 1889
xi Cy 8 xi Cy 8 62 Cy 8 8079 200905 +43"3800
EV Aqr EV Aqr
V1803 Cy 8 61 Cyg A 8085 201091 +38"4343 VI803 Cyg
HD 201359 201359 +46"3191
V1060 Cyg V1060 Cyg
V1720 Cy 8 201416 +48"3289 V1720 Cy 8
V389 Cy 8 8094 201433 +29"4324 V389 Cy 8
VY Aqr VY Aqr
Vl425 Cyg 202000 +54"2489 Vi425 Cyg
VIS00 Cyg VIS00 Cy 8
EF Peg EF Peg
$i 8 Cyg $ig Cyg 67 Cy 8 8143 202850 +38"4431
HR 8153 8153 203025 +57°2309
HD 202908 202908 + |0°4514
V1809 Cy B A Cyg 68 Cyg 8154 203064 +43"3877 VI809 Cyg
HR 8164 8164 203338 +58"2249
6 Cep 6 Cep 8171 203467 +64"1527
HD 203345B 203345 8 +9"4786 B
CV Aqr CV Aqr
HR 8170 8170 203454 +39"4529
HR 8169 8169 203439 +32°4134
V836 Cy 8 203470 + 35"4496 V836 Cyg
81 Vul 81 Vul
HR 8194 8194 203858 +24"4394
V1073 Cy8 204038 +33"4252 V1073 Cyg
KP Peg 204215 13"4708 A KP Peg
70 Cy 8 70 Cyg 8215 204403 +36°4568
PSR 2127+ IIC
VZ Aqr VZ Aqr
bet Cep bet Cep 8Cep 8238 205021 +69°1173 bet Cep
GK Cep 205372 +70 ° 1183 GK Cep
RS lnd -70"01841 -70°02860 RS lnd
Other
INCA 2460; X2100+276 (IES)
L$11I +46"41
35H CY8; AFGL 2703; CSV 102055; IRC +4
CSV 5342; P 5513; SVS 615
54H Cy$ A; G1820A; IRC +40469; NSV 13
S 9108
Zi 1987
N Aqr 1907; Ross 88
BV 346; CSV 8632
N Cyg 1975
143.1935; P 5556
40H Cyg; CSV 102080; NSV 13640; Zi 2001
C$V 8645; LS 111 +58"6; MWC 365; NSV I
41H Cyg; LS [] +43"19; SVS 2548














































M R Cy 8











42 Cap 8283 206301 -14"6102
80Cyg 8301 206672 +50"3410




10 Peg B 8315 B 206901 8 +24"4463
49 Cap 8322 207098 -16"5943
239767 + 56 "2640
81 Cy 8 8335 207330 +48"3504
+56"2642
14 Peg 8343 2076.50 +29"4525
207826 +66"1441
207757 + 1 |"4673
207697
8357 208095 +55*2639


































13H Cep; Cep X-4?; LS I11 +57"13; X2137+
8(3 Peg; 150.1935; P 5617
2138-453
24H Ctp; IIIG Cap
Wr 160
44H Cyg; L.S III +50"29
II4G Cap
N Cyg 1978
HV 84; I.,S [] +43"24; X2140+433 (3A, H,
HBV 478; I.S [] +53"i2; NGC 7128-5
SH Peg 8; IRC +30478
27H Cap; 123G Cap; AFGL 71805; G1837; [
I._ HI +56"12; SVS 505
45H Cyg; 1.3 [11 +49"33
123.1907; HV 2977
(46H Cy8)
MWC 379; Zi 2046
49.1913; HV 3365
S 193
CSV 8697; NSV 13904; SVS I101
NSV 13909
7H Peg
I_ 111+62"5; MWC 380; NGC 7160-2






Bayer Flmstd HR HI) BD
209147 +43"4106












































































P • omel V0 KI 1(2 vl sin i
0.69809472 0 -24.6 139.5 145.8 81
2.9258 0.06 309 + 1.3 62.5
2.29883 0.047 81 +6.59 47.68
113.3873 0 -20.0 3.47 < 17.
[0.227]
37. < 17.
2.8367 0.11 24 -37.5 45.3
[0.2241
0.248333 I
3.3131718 0 -25.90 21.77 IO
0.06294?
1.2523879
0.1396131 0 -43. 109: 193. •
{o.io81
11.043 0.40 ! 19. I -3.80 1.98 28
5.41364 0.114 58.5 -17.2 40.0 175
3.9660306 0.013 156.7 +5.91 66.2 69.1 8
3.1781 0 +9.4 6.9 328
757 < = 50
0.708469* 0 -16.6 9.0 148
2.236112 0.0055 20.38 -19.0 76.714 120
10. tOSl
3.243346 o -1.4 61.8 12
20.342 o.441 219.67 -3.98 45.71 78.95 50
0.65341146 0.0 -43.3 90.3
0.251818
6.9463 0.0 -19.46 71.44 81.46
0.7858597 0 -8.1 65.9 192: 150
O. 7272018
27.54 0 -15. 15 135
0.335282052 0.68141 316.40 223.9
(0.329)*
10.893 0.52 338 -3.1 3.1 28
0.9361653 0 -22. 172 187













































G4.5V (G9) (G7) 45651.3217,
O6.5V O9(V) 41819.64
A3Vm F5V 45563.8916
























P e omel V0 KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
0.47069055
(0.077 ACP)
12.216 0.318 46.79 -43.17 51.95 65.24
[0.224]
0.07537
0.28042024 0 +25.2 98.9 265.8
3.709781 0.09 330.6 -6.4 103.7 298 154
2.62821423 0.000 -22.6 89.4 144.4 33 26
0.0657 450. e
13.17399 0.18 177 -I.3 23.2 5
1o.1081
26.33 0 -8.2 16.5 IO9
1.72897 0.O -25.5 I I0.0 110.O 45
6.3702 O -25.5 82.1 86.3 47
0.1384
0.27512973 0 -18. 97 158 491 Sh; 94
3.229470 0.OI8 243 +3.1 98.3 98.2
2.76340
5.97164 0 -0.8 42.1
1.0227688 O.012 141 -0.2 70.8 87
4.225288
72.0162 0.34 238.1 -12.3 7.8 43
0.9014011
5.30465 0.528 302.7 -23.89 37.01 40.35 68
2.725716 0.025 146.9 -15.25 30.69
818.72 0.28 149.9 -16.15 22 4.98
0.4834455
O. 157 < 50.
[o.1o81
9.47917 0.359 218.9 -15.8 105.9 97.1 120:
17.79 0 -19. 13 152
0.806187 0.087 phi 10.361 phi -26.2 -0.3 278
1.464069 0 +40. 118: 139: 70 50
2.989923 0.195 218.4 -IO.6 116.2 134.6 250



















mnel V0 KI K2 vl sin i v2 sin i
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ADS Vis Binary Coltlp_u11_ous
14636 A Sig 2758 A (orb)
14673 A Es 818 A
146112 A $ig 2762 A
6.28, K7V, 28.7"; 10.5, 40.6"; 4 othe
7.8, AOV. 3.4"; 9.2V, KIIII, 58"
B 14.O, 5"
14832A be_ li4OA 12.O, 4.1"; 12.6,69.9"
14839 A bet 163 (orb) del m=l.9, close; 6.5, 28.9"; 5.9, 50.
14864 A Sig 2790 A 9.5, B3V, 4.6"
14893 B A 617 B (orb) 7.48V, 0.102"
14943 A bet 447 A 10.7, 66.8"
14977 A Sig 2797 8.8, 3.3"
15032 A GLS A; Sig 2806 A 6.0, 0.204"; 7.84V, A2V, 13.6"
14
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V)
DK Cyg 10.37 +0.38
V630 Cy 8 13.4 p 0.17 m
HR 8257 6.31 +0.35 -0.05 0.04
V632 Cyg 12.6 p O.21 m
CE Gru 18.5 B +0.53 -0.64 +0.32
BX Peg 10.80 +0.74 +0.30
HR 8281 5.78 +0.20 -0.68 0.57
EE Peg 6.93 +0.14 +0.07 +0.03 0.00
2138453 < 18.7 B
42Cap 5.18 +0.65 +0.20 +0.24E 0.02
VI251 Cy 8 12.5 p 0.07 m
pil Cyg 4.67 -0.12 -0.68 -0.13 0.06
77 Cyg 5.69 +0.01 -0.01 0,00
HR 8293 6.22 +0.27 +0.15 +O.12
V1668 C'y8 19.9 B 0.36
SS Cyg 8.54 -0.01 -0.79 +0.07 0.O4 u
HD 206874 6.90 v 0.04
V1481 Cyg 12.2 +0.78 0.00
kap Peg B 4.13D +0,43 +0,03 +0.25 0.03
de[ Cap 2.81 +0.29 +0.O9 +0.17 0.00
AlCep 9.18 +0.70 -0.34
pi2 Cy 8 4.23 -0.12 -0.71 -0.12 0.06
suc_ lO.Op
14 Peg 5.04 -0.03 +0.03 0.00
HD 207826 6.45 +0.39 +0.05 O.01
AG Peg 8.56 + 1.01 -0.47
V Gru 9.49 +0.42
S 193 12.7
NSV 13904 12.0p 0.12m
HR 8357 5.71 -O.13 -0.46 0.00
16 Peg 5.08 -0.17 -0.67
EM Cep 7.02 +0.26 -0.56 -0.59E O,52
BG lad 6.12 +0.46 -0.02
HR 8384 6.43 -0.05 -0.68 0.22


















ADS Vis Binary Companions
CHARA IO3
15184 A bet 1143 A; Si£ 281 8.05V, BI.SV, 12"; 8.03V, B21V, 20"
CHARA IO5
7.4, 0.0008"
Kui 108 A (orb) 6.6,AOV, 0.16", 27.2y
7.0, 0.001"
15275 A Es 521 13.3, 16.2"
15281 B bet 989 B (orb); $i8 4.7. F21V, 0,245"
15314A h3056A 5.2v, 0.0OI8"; 15.8,69"; 12.7, 119"
15366 A Sig 2836 A 10.59V, +0.93, +0.59, 11.8"
B A 15, 10"
15405 A Sig284OA del m=l.O, AIpSrSi, 18.3"; 13.2v, 5







V B-V U-B R-! E(B-V) pat- Cluster





7.0, KOIII, 3.7"; ll.7v, 143"
16 RA 21h --
Name Vbl type Min I Min II
ER Vul EW/RS/DW 7.49 7.35-7.44
V!898 Cyg EA/DM 8.15
HD 201032
xi Cyg
EV Aqr UGZ: > 14.2 13
VI803 Cy 8 BY (0.03)
HD 201359
VI060 Cyg UGSS 18. p
VI720 Cy8 ELL:
V389 Cy 8 Unique
VY Aqr NR 17,20
V1425 Cyg EB/KE: 8.22 8.06
VISO0 Cyg NA








CV Aqr UG > 16.6 p
HR 8170
HR 8169
V836 Cy 8 EB/KE 9.30 B 8.81 B
BI Vul EW/KW 14.90 B 14.86 B
HR 8194
V1073 Cy 8 EW/KE 8.38 8.34
KIP Peg EB/KE 7.24 7.12
70 Cyg
PSR 2127+ IIC
VZ Aqr UGSS 16.51
bet Cep BCEP
GK Cep EB/KE 7.37 7.35





























0.253 0,255 0.538 V
qph
0.526 0.247 0.819 O. 187
0,388 0.342 0.707 V 0.75
0.06 ome 0.06 ome
O.193 ome 0.70 s
0.427 0.27 [ 0,955 V
0.370 0.434 0.440 B
0.57 s










Name Vbl type Min I Min 11 D
DK Cyg EW/D 10.93 10.90
V630 Cy8 UGSU 17.2 p
HR 8257
V632 Cyg UGSS 17.5 p
CE G_t AM
BX Peg EW/KW 11.29 11.26
HR 8281
EE Peg EA/DM 7,51 7.06 0.09
2138-453 20.4 B
42 Cap




VI668 Cyg NA 20.9 B [0. IO2]
SS Cy8 UGSS
liD 206874
V!481 Cy8 EB/DM 12.55 12.5:
kap Peg B
dd Cap EA 3.05 2.90 0.08
AI Cep EBIDM 9.86 9.48
pt2 Cy8




V G_ EW/KW (0.3 p)
S 193
NSV 13904 UG: 14.2 p
HR 8357 BCEP:
16 Peg
EM Cep EW/KE 7.17 7.t6
BG Ind EA 6.35 6.28
HR 8384
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Name M 1 M2 A
DK Cyg
V630 Cy8 0.53p 0.154 p
HR 8257 1.58 s 1.26
V632 Cy£ 0.89 p 0.72 p
CE Gru
BX Peg 1.03 0,38
HR 8281 44.16 s 15.37
EE Peg 2.15 1.33
2138-453
42 Cap 1.02 s 1.05 s
V1251 Cy 8 0.71 p 0.28 p
pil Cyg 7.59 s 1.19 pi
77 Cyg 2.24 s 2.24 s
HR 8293
V1668 Cy 8
SS Cy 8 1.47 0.86 p
HD 206874 1.46 s 1.46 s
VI481 Cyg
/tap Peg B 1.33 s 0,65 pi
de/Cap 1.51 s 0.58
pi2 Cyg 8.71 s 0.77 pi
sucap
14Peg 2.28s 2.10s
HD 207826 1.41 s 0.38 pi
AG Peg 0.34 1.51
VGru
S 193
NSV 13904 0.71 p 0.28 p
HR 8357 3.39 s 3.70
16 Peg
EMCep 15.14 s 0.00
BG lad 1.56 1.33
HR 8384 10.52 s 9.08 s
MR Cy 8 5.43 2.74
RA 21h










































































BY; Via. orb: P-T34y, T= I687., a-24.9", e-0.40, i=52.3 °, ome= 158,6", Owe= 112.1" (IGsse.lev, A.A., Kiyaeva, O.V. 1988, ApSpSci, 142
UGSS
be(C (amp 0.19B); Triplesy_: P- 154.072d, T-2442629.9, K-9.49, e-0.31 I,ome-342 (BIHow, DJ. 1989, Obj., 109, 225)
13_3.6d; Twd _ 110000K
UG
Triple: Porbffi27.5.44d, Ell (Amp 0.030 V)
Vi$. orb: P-Tg.5y, T= 1985.1, a=0,542", e=0.89, i=71. I °, ome=336.5", Owe= I00.1" (Tokovin_u, A.A. 1986, Astr. Tsirk., No. 1415, p. I)
Amp 0.03V, not a binary: Hinni, Pelt 1986, Pis'ma AZh, 12, 541
*All sotn: Pffi2.438942d, KI =7.0
Vis. orb: P=6,01fly, T_ 1973.76, a=0.095", e=0.863, i= 146.5". ome=8.1", Omeffi27g,2" (Tokovinin, A.A. 1987, Pis'ma AZ, h, 13, 1065 [So





DM-67.12; U=80.77y; Mass ratio from gam=4.9+/-I.0 ms (Anderson, et al. 1991)












































del m=2.5 (lain 5150)
dd m=2.67; Triple system.- P- 1464d, T-2443120., effi0.52, omeffi275, K-4.4 (Lacy, C.H., Popper, D.M. 1984, ApJ, 281,268)
DN; (U-B)mlnffi-1,0
UG:
dei m-0,32; Vis. orb: P-26.51y, T-1975.23, a=0.149", effiO.361, i- 149.4", ome-359.7", Ome-191.4" (Hsakop(, W.i., Mc,Alister, H.A.,
t3- 23d
Twd <4OO(_K
Vis. orb: P- 11.60y, T- 1979.207, a-0.2362", e-0.313, i- 108.04", ome=304,17", Ome-288.85" ('Ha:tkopf, W.l., McAli*_er, H.A., Fnmz,
Primary dei Del vbl?













del m=2.01; (B-V)I, II- +0.28, +0.12
































































































































+ 56 20 49.40
+58 08 51.88






























































AGK3 SAO GC ! b
+82"0651 003675 30833 117.67 +21.84
+57"1511 033990 30837 102.01 +02.18
-1"2704 145853 30872 059.10 42.22
059.83 42.08
+47"11154 051645 096.64 -O6.01
+25"2653 090238 30932 082.26 -24.26
056.79 -44.78




145940 31074 056.42 -46.07
+8"3017 127380 070.17 -37.76
074.03 -34.83






+55"1559 034301 102.78 -00.65




+46"1993 061904 31252 097.79 -08.86





+56"1581 034499 104.23 -01.00
+58"i459 034506 31419 105.19 +00.52
108.74 +06.37

















































































































+ 37 06 53.25
-07 48 24.




















































































SRS AGK3 SAO GC I
103.43


















+64"1165 020247 31826 110.38
025.89
+41"2230 052412 31861 100.04
109.93
+56°1680 107.13
44889 +16"2549 108231 31908 086.36















































Name RA(1950) p.(RA) Dec(1950) p(Dec) Pos Ref FK4 SRS AGK3 SAO GC I b
214237 010.64 -65.25
TZPsA 225742.167 -0.35 -34 OO 41.25 -13.2 SAO
HD 217463 225743.186 -0,29 +623032.18 -0.3 AGK3 +62"1390020358 110.55110,7!+02.62+02.65
BD +62"2155225854.434 +623647.06 AC
omi And B 225936.882 +0.186 +420325.50 -0.04 (FK4) 869 +42"2238052609 32095 IO2.21 -16.10
7 RA 22h
Name SpI $p2 T-JD 2400000 p
HD 209943 Gg(V)p [G4V] 31660.819 1.1522143
I,Z Ce,p O8.5111 O9Vn 48042.708 3.070507
32 Aqr A4/9/F3(III)m [MSV] 21810.585 7.8327
FS Aqr 45240.400 0.26_0495
V365 Lac B2V [BSV] 46627,87480 2.1"/2710
tot Peg FSV GSV 45322.6956 10.213033
UU Aqr 46347,2667 0.1635"/9089
AR La¢ G21V*V KOIV 41593.7123 1.98319204
RW PtA 34328.4534 0.36045101
C,X Ce,p WN5 OSV 44451.4234 2.12687
HD 210737 FS/6V 44392.129 2.1980
HR 8467 F5IV [F4V] 42452.09 42.38113
AT P¢8 A7V 45219.8489 1.1460764
RU Peg sdBe KI-3V 47404.0918 0.3746
HD 211433 A0{V]m IKSV] 26907.762 3.57027
BD +54*2726 BIll 37598,64 13,02586
BD +53°2837 B2111 [BSV} 37563.88 4.35530
FO Aqr sdBe 46081.3037 0.20205956
AW Lac B2:(IV) (B3IV) 44488.1720 i.14285456
CW Aqr A3 26192.548 0.542909
GP Cep WN6/WCE 08-B0111: 43693.69 6.6884
HD 211853B o[gv] oIgv] 43691.32 3.4698
GK Aqr 45233.292 0.3274097
HL Aqr sdBe 0.1356
ST Aqr ATV GSIV: 41236.316 0.7809952.5
2 Lac B61V B6V 27700.80 2.616430
BD +54"2745 B0.51V:n [B3V] 37560.28 5.41495
BB Peg F8V 43764.3334* 0.3615021
GP Aqr 4558 ! .429 0.4052365?
AY Aqr {GS] (G2) 7.5446.5S 0.281995
BD +53"2885 B2111 [F6V] 37578,16 5.77861
BD +55"2756 B3[[ {B9.SV] 37576.33 3.5320
del Cep C BTIV 40534.36 0.80986?
BS Cep (0.481 ACP)





































































Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000 P
BD +54"2790 B01Vn {B2V] 37578.42 2.98330
GX Peg ASVm [F9V] 25940.395 2.3409451
KY Cep Pec (cont)
XZ C,ep B 1.1 lll-V B 1.511-III 43299.733 5.0972267
EE Aqr F0V 40828.7804 0.50899555
CX Aqr F2(V)p (GSIV-V) 45994.89244 0.5559864
D[ Lac sdBe 0.543773
HR 8606 B31V (B9V) 24340.19 10.9188
CQ Cep WNS,5 09,0(V) 32456.668 1.641249
FKAqr MIVe MIVe 37144.078 4.08322
RV Gru GS(V) 42655.7905 0.25951625
HD 214652 B2V [BSV] 28181.593 1.254523
GZ Aqr 45594.459 0,23227047
PP l..=c IF4] (F3) 42903.235 0.40116150
BCGru [KI] (Kt) 36814.292 0.26617
ZZC, ep BSV F0V 27927.816 2.141800
RZ Gru sdBe (K9V) (0.197)
DH Cep OS.5(IV-V) O6.51V-Vn 32759.S07 2. I 11040
BD +Y/'2611 BOIl! [BTV] 37596.88 2.66765
AH Cep B0,5Vne B0.SVn 34989.4406 1.7747413
TY PtA r.dBe 47818.303 0.08414
V]_50 Lmc B31V:ealpv (K6V] 41895.8077 10,06836
GD 552 sdBe 4/365.5473 0.07134
GS Cep A0 47414.4350 1.471625
IM Pe 8 KI-2II-IIIe [A2V] 22366.568 24.649
H! Aqr BglllpHgMn 41989.11 3.42981
IL Cep B21V-Vne 2.802:
SW L_ G8Vp GSVp 42697.4018 0.320719765
HD 216711 BIV (BSV] 40484,494 5.6556
AO Psc sdBe 47378.4647 0.1496254
TW PsA K4Ve 10.3
EN Lac B21V 449_9.4645 12.096816
HD 217061 BIV [BIV] 40485.30 2.6660
GT Cep B3V 37834.970 4.908756




















































































































































































































































CSV 8739; LS Ill +57"20
10443 Aqr
SVS 2631
9H Peg; GI 848; IRC +30485; NSV 14034
32.1923; S 196; SVS 2636
126.1907; HV 2980; INCA 1250; X2206+45
62,1942; S 3322






PB 7131; X2215-O86 (H)
127.1907; HV 2981; LS Ill +54°39; Zi 2082
258.1932; P 2329





















































Flmstd HR HI) BD CoD CPD Var
+54"2790
8584 213534 +28*4389 GXPeg
KY Cep
+66°1521 XZCep

















14L at 8690 216200 +41"4623 V36OLac
+56"2885 GSCep
8703 216489 +16"4831 IMPe 8





8721 216803 -32*17321 -32"06550 TWPI_t












HV 11086; LS 111 +56*80; MR 118; WR 155
GI 867A; INCA 1254; X2236-208 (IF, S)
CSV 5583; S 5146
SVS 2669
CSV 8787; VV 427; Wr21
CSV 8788; S 6498
410.1929
CSV 5609; S 5150
LS Ill +57"76; NC-C 7380-2
LS HI +58'55
LS HI +64*9




INCA 1257; NSV 14343; X2250+ 165 (IH)
187(3 Aqr
LS Ill +61'17; MWC 1075
17,1918; HV 3435; X2251 +376 (tES)
LS III +62"23; NSV 14354
X2252-034 (3A,H, IH)
65G PsA; GI 879






HD 217463 BI .SV
BD +62"2155 B21V
omi Aad B (BTV)
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INCA 2669; X2257-340 (I ES)
I.S HI +62*34
LS HI +62*35
2H And B; Zi 2119
12 RA 22h
Name Spectroscopic orbit
TZ PEA Colli_-Camea'ou, A., Lloyd Evans, T., Baloea, L.A. 1988, MN, in press
HD 217463 Garmany, C.D. 1972, AJ, 77, 38
BD +62"2155 Garmany, C.D. 1972, AJ, 77, 38








































































































































































15862 A h 1755 A
(Cep OB2)
Cep OB 1






O +O (P- 3.4698d)
WN6 +OB (P=6.6884d)
I 1.0, 48.2"
3.75V, FSib-G2lb, 40.8"; 13.Or, 46.7
9.7, 63.9"
14 RA 22h
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par
BD +54"2790 9.69 +0.20 -0.67 0.51
GXPeg 6.35 +0.19 +0.11 0.02m
KY C.ep 4: p 0.01 m
XZ Cep 8.0 +0.80 --0.33 1.05
EE Aqr 7.94 +0.36
CX Aqr 10,54 +0.49 -0.07
DI La¢ 14.47 +0.25 -0.67
HR 8606 6.29 -0.05 -0.54 0.17
CQCep 8.78 +0.29 +0.16 0.51 u
FKAqr 9.07 +1.50 +i.11 +0.94 0.109
RVGru 10.97 +0.926 +0.599 +0.566
HD 214652 6.84 -0.11 -0.74 0.12
GZ Aqr 14.7 p
PP J..ac 11.51 +0,73
BC Gm 9.9 p
ZZ C.ep 8.60 +0.28 -0.15
RZ Oru 12.53 +0.06 -0.75 +O. 17 0.0 u
DH Cep 8.59 +0.35 -0.65 0.67
BD +57°2611 9.65 +0.49 -0.51 0.78
AH Cep 6.111 +0.30 -0.63 0.56
TY PsA 12.55 -0.02 -0.80 O.05
V360 La¢ 5.91 +0.08 -0.51 0.28
GD 552 17.0
GS Cep 10.2 p
IM Peg 5.64 +1.12 +0.90 0.19 0.0196
HI Aqr 5.80 -0.08 -0.31 -0.05 0.00
ILCep 9.29 +0.72 -0.19
SW Lac 8,51 +0.74 +0.33 0.005
HD 216711 9.08 +0.62 -0.32 0.85
AOPsc 13.30 +0.01 -I.00 +0.13 0.10u
TWPsA 6.44 +1.10 +1.02 +0.59 0.130
EN I._ 5.59 -0.14 -0.83
HD 217061 8.79 +0.70 -0.25 0.95
GT Cep 8.22 +0.23
















16143 A OSi 8 475 A
















Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V) par Cluster
TZ PsA 8.45 +0.71 +0.21 +0.40 0.0217
HD 217463 9.02 +0.54 -0.33 0.79 Cep O83
BD +62°2155 9.81 +0.71 -0.12 0.97 CepOB3
omi And B 3.62 D -0.09 -0.53 -0.08 0.015
ADS Vk Binary Companions
B 582 A del m=3.9, 3.7"

























































































































































Name Vbl type Min 1 Min 11 D d i
BD +54"2790 49.51 pi
GX Peg DSCTC 72. I 1 pi
KY Cep Unique 13: p
XZ Cep EB/DM: 8.83 8.43 90.
EE Aqr EB/KE: 8.58 8.14 80.2
CX Aqr EAISD 11.78 10.87 85.2
DI Lac NA
HR 8606 60.32 s
CQ Cep EB/DMAVR (0, I8) (0,O9) 78. P
FK Aqr UV +BY 51.80 s
RV G_ EW/KW 11.59 11.58 70.
HD 214652 34.33 nine
GZ Aqr EW:IKW: 15,3 p 15.2 p
pp Lac EWIKW 12.20 12.17 85.
Be Gru EW:/KW: 10.3 p 10.3 p 70.
7-2, Cep EA/DM 9.55 8.74 0.12 86.3
RZ Gru NL 13.23 26.39 s
DH Cep ELL (0.042) (0.037) "50.
BD +57°2611 33.59 pi
All Cep EB/DM 7.07 7,03 69.18
TY PsA UGSU 17. B "70,
V360 Lac EB/DM: 5.98 5.93 72.73 s
GD 552
GS Cep EB/KE (0.4) (0.3) 0.095
IM Peg RS 47.60 pi
HI Aqr ACV 56.76 s
IL Cep EA 9.61 9.61 0.055 72.5
SW Lac EW/KW 9.33 9.31 80.22
HD 216711 EA: 0.33 0.09 49.69 pi
AO Psc XPR
TW PsA BY 6.51
EN l.Jc BCEP+ EA/D 83.3
HD 217061 28.44 s
GT Cep EA/SD 9.02 8.56 O. 14 77.4
NY Cep EA/DM 7.55 0.019 0.003 "78
rl r2
0.303 0,219 0.847 V
0.469 0.277 0.968 V
0,372 0.332 0.830 V
0,202 nine 0.926 s
0.39 0.42 0.40 V*
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Name M 1 M2
HD 209943 1.00 s 0.94 s
LZ Cep 17.06 6.52
32 Aqr 1.79 s O. 121 pi
FS Aqr
V365 Lac 16.71 10.94
lot Peg 1.33 s 0.82 s
UU Aqr
AR l..ac 1.28 i.28
RW P_,
CX _ 20.03 28,38
HD 210737
HR 8467 i.67 se 1.33
AT Peg
RU Peg I. 10 0.86 p
HD 211433 2.24 s 0.66 pi
BD +54"2726
BD +53°2837 12.02 s 4.89 pi
FO Aqr
AW [._ 10.59 s' 10.59 phi
CW Aqr
GP Cep 3.80 16.76




2 Lag 4.73 s 3.76 s




BD +53°2885 12.02 s 1.17 pi
BD +55°2756 12.88 s 2.40 pi
de|Cep C
BS Cep 0.89 p 0.74 p
V350 Lac 1.95 s 1.04 pi




















BD +54"2790 21.88 s 9.22pi
GX Peg 1.82 s 1.06 pi
KY Cep 0.30 s 0.00
XZ Cep 17.36 13,68
EE Aqr 2.20 0.71
CX Aqr 1.20 0.66
DI Lac
HR 8606 7.59 s 5.23
CQ Cep 12.70 15.67
FK Aqr 0,56 s 0.45 •
RV Gru




ZZ Cep 4.11 1.91
RZ Gm 0.89 p 0.61 s
DH Cep 51.89 42.25
BD +57"2611 15.85 s 3.66 pi
All Cap 15.51 13.66
TY PtA 0,46 0.198 p
V360 Lac 7.59 s 0.65
GD 552
GsCep
IM Peg 4.17 s 2.09 pi
HI Aqr 3.09 • 2.56
IL Cep
SW La¢ 0.78 0.96




HD 217061 12.88 s 12.88 s
GT Cep 8.67 2.95
NY Cep 13.15 9.32
RI R2
RA 22h






































































*Pphot = t. 166d
del m-0.48
EW/KW
(B-V)min - -0.1; (U -B)miu - -0.7
de.I m-0.17B; (B-V)I,II- +0.83, +O.'/1; *Pphtm--Porb
Dist. from CPM comp.




















































del m-0.40 V; D-0.10 V
Pphtm-4.39d
GS(V), i-65.1, rl-0.457, r2-0.306, 11-0.691 V, qph-0.413 (1¢: Hoffn_ister, C. 1956, V_ff. Ste_mw. So_, 3, 1)
EW:/KW:







*Porb- 1.4Oid?; B2IV-Vne+(B2V), i-79.8, r1-0.242, r2-0.210, 11-0.569 (1¢: Hill, G. 1967, ApJ Suppl., 14, 301)
del m-0.3; (B-V)I= +0.80
BY
belC (5.3-5.41 p); EA (Amp O.04V)










Cou_ A: gamC (3.5-3.65V), AB: Pocb'25.9y (Horn, et al. 1982, IAU Syrup. 98, p. 315)
l RA 23h
Name RA(1950) #(RA)
NN Cep 23 00 04.241 0.00
HD 217919 23 01 01.330 -0.04
V47.5 Cas 23 01 34.91
CW C,ep 230201.066 +0.01
AK Gru 23 02 12.12
HD 218154 23 03 02.596 0.00
AAAnd 23 03 06,84
PSR 2303 +46 230339.17
BDAnd 23 04 50.18
KXAnd 230451.062 +0.II
HR 8800 23 05 00.316 -0.08
HR 8803 23 05 03.149 -0.18
iot Gru 23 07 32.182 + 1.301
KZAnd 230739.187 +1.55
RT And 23 08 55.444 -0.02
AB And 23 09 08.593 +0.84
SZ Psc 23 10 50.577 +0.24
V649 CAts 23 14 17,395 +0.15
EZ Peg 23 14 26.026 -0.42
ANAnd 23 1600.611 +0.02
HD 220057 23 17 48.400 -0.04
V368 C ep 23 17 50.188 +6.55
WZ Cep 23 20 26.39 +0.64
IP Peg 23 20 39.47
HR 8899 2321 19.723 +1.91
EG Aqr 23 22 44.
L* And 23 24 42.935
VZ Psc 23 25 12.66 +2.28
ZZ Psc 23 26 15.94 -3.O35
VY Scl 23 26 21.5 0.0
DX And 23 27 2[.710
AR C.as 23 27 42.766 +0.13
HD 221264A 23 27 57.591 +0.71
DI Peg 23 29 43.239 -0.37
[am And 23 35 06.520 + 1.54.4
Dec(1950) _(Dec) Po_ Ref FK4
+62 14 34.90 +O.1 AGK3
+63 25 43.62 +0.7 AGK3
+53 01 04.5 McN86
+63 07 37.84 0.0 AGK3
.44 1221.1 AC
+24 22 58,66 +0.8 AGK3
+47 25 OI.2
+46 $1 31.8
+50 14 16.4 PIT/
+49 55 18.26 +0.6 AGK3
+45 47 51.23 +0.6 AGK3
+59 27 24.27 +0.4 AGK3
45 31 04.35 -2.10 FK4 1605
+47 41 13.25 +0.8 AGK.3
+52 45 15.93 -0.7 AGK3
+36 37 19.07 -6.7 AGK3
+02 24 09.70 -0.3 Per70
+61 41 23.90 + I. I AGK3
+25 26 46.28 + 1.8 AGK3
+41 30 01.40 0.0 AGK3
+60 52 33.72 + 1.0 AGK3
+78 43 43.62 +8.6 AGK3
+72 38 30.6 -4.9 (PI77)
+180842.0
+32 15 22.09 +4.4 AGK3
•.08 35 00. GCVS
+45 16 50.44 AC
+04 34 34.6 + 16.6 AC
+04 58 34.6 -26.71 (AC)
-30 03 17. O. ( )
+43 28 31.93 BFW87
+58 16 23.18 +0.7 AGK3
+30 33 22.27 -3.4 AGK3
+1441 35.02 +0.1 AGK3



















































































































KS Pc8 23 35 25.105 +0,361
KT Peg 23 36 59.446 +2.41
HX Peg 23 37 51.8
QQ Cas 23 43 10.92
EL Aqr 23 44 44.16
V651 C_.as 23 46 05.315
V630 C,,ts 23 46 22.67
VZ Scl 23 47 33.73 +0.13
UU Cas 23 48 11.28
BC Ca.s 23 48 48.71
HR 9038 23 49 57.039 + 7.94
11 Peg 23 52 29.O81 +4.53
AL Scl 23 52 41.682 +0,245
V373 Cats 23 53 02°700 +0.01
HR 9059 23 54 36.576 -0.28
V375 C,.as 23 54 37.99
U Peg 23 55 25.150 -0.41
QX Cats 23 56 10,880
LQ And 23 56 13.367 -0.02
ome P_ 23 56 44,494 + 1,019
Dec(tSSe)














+ 55 25 39.25

















































































































































































































































CSV I_!53; NSV 14569; Wr 136
G 29-37; L'l'r 1690O
EG 159; O1895.2; G 29-3S; LTI' 1690"/; PG
CSV 8857; GD 1662; PHL 538
GR 17
IH Cas; Zi 2144
114.1934











































































PG 2337 + 123
BV73; LS I +59"15
261.1932; CSV 5790; P2413
BV 326; CSV S683; NSV 14717
OV 29
Ton S120
10.1913; LS I +60"42
345.1931; li C.as 1929; SVS 254
G1909A
INCA 12"/2; RE 235503+283106; X2352+28
34(3 S¢i; CSV 102291; Zi 2164
CSV 5810; LS ! +57"1; P 5803
CSV 103136; NSV 14773
LS I +62"50; Wr9
CSV 5816; SVS 969
CSV $90t; NSV 14788
9H 1_; 56G Psc; IRC +10545; NSV 14793
5 RA 23h
Name Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000
NH Cep FIV 44507.4033
HD 217919 B0.51lIpHew [B5VI 40486.698
V425 C.as




































































F9V 47557.5 t 1,918058
45196.488 0,7118168
[MSV] 29202.389 20.5212
• omel V0 KI
0.281 315.0 -30.8 42.2
0 50.















0.026 phi 276. phi -I .4 131.4
0 -24.6 235.7




0.545 61.6 -21,6 138.8
0 +31. 118.

























































Spl Sp2 T-JD 2400000
AIVn 42644.257






















































omel V0 KI K2
-3.0 26.9










332.5 -0.86 11.7 280
185 -6.0 6.5 38
+ 1.68 39.88 49.70
286 -Ig.I 36,8 21.*
121.8 -2.5 87.3 185.4 199
16 -24.5 106.7 144.6 140 50
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9 RA23h n
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V)
NN Cep 8.10
HD 217919 8.27 +0.63 -0.28 0.95
V425 C,as 15.3 +0.18 -0.85 0.0 u
CW Cep 7.59 +0.39 -0.53 0.67
AK Gna 11.0 p
liD 218154 7.01 0.04 m
AA And 10.3 p
PSR 2303 + 46
BD/Lttd. 11.3 p
KX And 6.92 +0.33 -0.46
HR 8800 6.66 -0.05 -0.68 O. 18
HR 8803 6.40 -0.01 -0.63 0.24
lot Om 3.90 + 1.02 +0.86 +0.53
KZ And 7.98 +0.893 +0.55 O.00
RT And 8.55 +0.50 0.00
AB And 9.50 +0.90 +0.53 0.02
SZ Pie 7.22 +0.83 +0.32 +0.51
V649 Cas 6.53 +0.23 -0.66
EZ Peg 9.64 +0.82 +0.27
AN And 5.97 +0.21 +0.16 0.08 m
HD 220057 6,93 +0,03 -0.58 0,21
V368 C.ep 7,54 +0.87 +0.39
WZ Cep 11,4 p
IP Peg I 1.8v 0.0 u
HR 8899 6.69 +0.45 -0.12 0.04
EG Aqr 14.0 p 0.I0 m
I.,(3 And 11.20
VZ Pie 10.20 +1.12 +0.94
ZZ Pie 13.06 +0.17 -0.64 +0.02C
VY Scl 13.16 -0.05 -0.94 O.0 u
DX And 11.2 v 0.20 u
ARC.as 4.82 -0.12 -0.64 -0.14
HD 221264A 7.99 +0.50 D +0.02 D
DI Peg 9.40 +0.50 +0.07





















16557 B Sig 2985 B 6.6, G5, 15.4"
16795 A
16800A
OSi 8 496 A; BDS I 9.3V, 1.0"; 8.2, AOVn, 75"; 9.8, 76";
bet 1266 A (orb); Si 8,07V, FTV+FSV, 0.25"; 9.89V, +0
bet pm A 10.3. 217.6"
Name V B-V U-B R-I E(B-V)
KS Peg 5.40 -0.03 +0.05 0.00
KT Peg 7.04 +0.67 +0.16
HX Peg 12.90 0.04 m
QQ Cas 10.23 +0.73 -0.36
EL Aqr 10.36 +0.42 -0.05
V651 C.as 10.5 p
V630 Cas 12.3 p 0.17 m
VZ Scl 15.6 + 0.1 -0.8 O.0 u
UU _ 10.19 p
BC C,,s 17.4 p
HR 9038 6.39 +0.98 +0.71 +0.38
!1 Peg 7.406 + 1.016 +0.730 +0.50
AL Sd 6.10 -0.08 -0.46 0.04
V373 C.as 6.00 +0.21 -0.72 0.43
HR 9059 5.55 +0.49 +0.03 O.11
V375 k.as 9.94 +0.25
U Peg 9.23 +0.64 +0.12
QX Cns 10.19 +0.28 -0.62
LQ And 6.54 -0.09 -0.61
ome Pie 4.01 +0.42 +0.06 +0.24
RA 23h
par Cluster ADS Vis Binary
Kui 117 A 11.6, 27.9"
Cas OB9
0.006 C.as OB5?











































































8.88 0.17; 0.17 0.00; 0.00
10.20




































































































Name Vbl type Min I
KS Peg EB/KE
KT Peg RS
HX Peg NL 16.62
QQ C.as EB/DM (0.6 p)
EL Aqr EW/KW 10.71
V651 C.as EW/KW (0.80 V)
V630 Cu UG: 17.1 p
VZ $cl EA+NL




AL Scl EA/DM 6.32
V373 C.as E:/GS 6. I0
HR 9059 E:
V375 C.as EB/KE 10.64
U Peg EWIKW 9.80
QX Cu EA/DM 10.70
LQ And BCEP:
ome Psc
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HR 8800 9.77 s
HR 8803 9.77 s
io_ Gru






AN And t.91 s




HR 8899 1.27 s




VY Scl 0.89 p
DX And
AR C.as 7.24 s
HD 221264A
DI Peg 1.19


































KS Peg 1.62 0.168
KT Peg 1.00 s
HX Peg 0.89 p 0.55 pQQCas
EL Aqr
V651 C.as





II Peg 1.04 s
AL Sol 3.62 1.70
V373 C.as 14.45 s 10.66 s
HR 9059 1.64 $ 1.62 $
V375 Cas

















































d¢l m=O.30; U-45.58y; 13-O.O97 y
Notes
DM=60.9; U-33300y; MI +M2-2.9+1-O.3 MsBn
gain Cas (del V -0.135)







RS (de[ V =0.22)
del m= 1.08B; prob. triple
UG; *+8.342x10-11 E2
UG(?); Object marked PHL 505 not • CV ($zkody, P., Howell, S.B. 1992, ApJ Sap, 78, 537)
*larn 6510
ZZ; Ficti¢ious orbit (Gntham, el al. 1990, ApJ, 357, L21; Winger, et al. 1990, ApJ, 357,630)
NL




















































































3rd Axtmnomische GeseUsclwft Catalogue
Astronomische Nachrichten variable star discovery lists
Designation according to Bayer and Lacallle, as identified and clarified by
Flamsteed, Baily, and Gould
Bonner Durchmusterung
Variables discovered at the Bamberg Observatory
Cordoba Durchmusterung
Cape Photographic Durchmusterung
Catalogue of Suspected Variable Stars
Fourth Fundamental Catalogue
Supplement to the Fourth Fundamental Catalogue
Historia Coelestls Britannicae (Flamsteed)
General Catalogue of 33342 Stars for the Epoch 1950 (Boss)
General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 4th edition, plus subsequent name-lists
Nearby Stars (Gliese), and Nearby Stars Supplement (Gliese and Jahreiss)
Uranometria Argentina (Gould)
Henry Draper Catalogue
Henry Draper Catalogue, Extension
Henize's lists of planetary nebulae and emission line stars
Prodromus Astronomiae (Hcvellus)
Harvard Revised Photometry (Bright Star Catalogue )
Variable star discovered at Harvard College Observatory
Astrometric radio stars
Two-Micron lnfrared Sky Survey
Luminous Stars of the Northern Milky Way (Hamburg) and Luminous Stars of the Southern
Milky Way (Case Western Reserve University)
Roberts' catalogue of galactic Wolf-Rayet stars
Arabic/Latin star name
Nova constellation and year designation
New Catalogue of Suspected Variable Stars
Prager's catalogues of variable stars
Variables discovered at the Sonneberg Observatory (S >__3262)
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Catalogue
Southern Reference System
Soviet Variable Stars
Catalogue of Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars
X-ray source coordinate designations
Common X-ray source names by constellation
Zinner's catalogue of variable stars
Stellar catalogues and lists not otherwise enumerated
New General Catalogue of Double Stars within 120 * of the North Pole
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